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Preface by the Author:

Some of my closest friends will know that as I write this
book I will be in tears practically every minute of every day: So
many of my children loved and lost; so many heartbreaks and
untimely mishaps; so much mayhem, and yet so much success in
the process; so much to be thankful for.
From the time we had to let 20 little furry monsters into our
house prior to the arrival of a violent tropical storm and the
ensuing disaster therein – not to mention the destruction outside –
to the awful plight of a young, two year old male, mauled by the
teeth and claws of a then alpha male named, Trouble. This is their
story. These are the protagonists who have helped create and
maintain Witzoo Wildlife Sanctuary for over ten years; injured,
sick or drastically humanized victims of the illegal pet trade, many
requiring rehab before soft release back into the wild.
Living with a band of over 80 Coatimundi (Quash, as they
are known locally here in Belize, Central America) is a riot at the
very best of times. To be able to walk among them, observe their
natural habits, absorb their personalities, uncontested; a unique
experience, one which allows for the study of a species that in the
wild is practically impossible to approach, let alone witness at such
close quarters. I have been privileged and owe my thanks to a
number of fantastic enthusiasts and experts, whom I acknowledge
at the end of this book.
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Oh, look! The band is passing by my office window as I
write this, babies among them, first and second years, moms of age
four or more – as they do almost everyday – all different sizes and
colors, ringed tails aloft, each with a name. What a sight!
I recently wrote a science fiction trilogy based on my
experience here at Witzoo, the lead character inspired by one of
our coatis. The story revolves around a psychologist who must
desperately try to convince a life-like android that she is not
actually human, a process that might have destroyed the android's
fragile mind. It was recently published and dedicated to one of the
first coatis to arrive here, a beautiful girl so humanized it seemed
impossible that we would ever be able to break her bond with
people and return her successfully to the wild. Like the android,
she thought she was human and refused to accept she was not. Her
name was Mona.
Alan R. Graham

The author with Lauralie before release - 2013
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Glossary:
By Name. My Adorable Kids:
Common universal – Coati (pronounced co-ah-tee).
From Amazonian Tupia Indian – 'cua' meaning, strap; 'tim' meaning, nose.
Latin name – N. nasua, narica
Subspecies – (narica) white-nosed.
Coatimundi – misnomer ('mundi' suffix refers only to 'lone' males).
Brazilean – Quati.
Local Belizean – Quash.
Ibero-American Spanish – Pizote.
Local Mexican – Tejon (badger in Spanish).
Southwestern US – Chulo or Chula (‘cute’ in Mx. Spanish slang).
North American pet name – hog-nosed raccoon.
Classic Maya languages – Chi'ik or Ch'we.

Vocalizations recorded (non-scientific):
Danger (alert) Predator – loud-burst grunt or cough.
Dangerous Thing (poisonous snake, scorpion) - short, repetitive grunts.
Emotional Excitement – guttural, chattering squeaks (socializing).
Emotional Distress – repetitive, soft chirping , all ages, like a small bird.
Attention Seeking – nasal honks usually by babies (actually the throat).
Anger (possessive, aggressive) – very loud and prolonged, stuttering screech.
“I'm here” – barely audible grunt every 10 seconds or so while foraging.
Sleeping – little whimpering snores and grunts (restricted breathing).
They do not cry when sick – high pitched whistle in instance of physical pain.
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Where They Roam:

Map illustration: Alan Graham
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Day One, 2010
WELCOME

A young Belizean and his girlfriend approach a tall black
man carrying a small, white, furry creature on his shoulder,
constrained by string around its neck. They are in a large parking
area for tourist buses. It is not busy at 10 a.m. as most of the
crowds have already been shunted off to zip lines or cruises down
the river on inner tubes.
“Wann’a picture?” says the black guy. “I-me put him on
your head, you see. Make I take your camera.”
“How much?” asks the Belizean man.
“Ten dollar – US. On your girlfriend. You take picture.
He's a quash, pure white beauty, like you no see these, not like
mine.”
The Belizean shakes his head. “No. How much for the
animal?”
“Ha. I no sell he,” replies the black guy.
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“300...”
“US?”
“Yes. US dollars.”
“Okay. Sure. You Crazy?!”
So there it was. A scene that has been played out so many
times before in so many different tourist locations around the
world, Belize being no exception. True story. The Belizean man
had spent years working with coatimundi as a handler, he knew the
species well, in fact was sure he knew the grandfather of that
animal, Vanilla, whose albino genes ran through these parts on the
Caves Branch River. The Belizean phoned his ex employer and
within a day money was exchanged and that little, six month old
coati, sick and malnourished, most likely fed stale tortillas and rice
his whole miserable life, was in the care of someone with the
knowledge to nurse him back to health.

Stevie Wonder – lucky to be alive

I know that animal, his name is Steve, and I know the good
man who rescued him, Rudy Romero. He and I built Steve's cage
– a nice big one 10 by 10 feet with a grass floor, sleeping quarters
in the loft and a roof.
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Steve couldn't be released. By the time he was a year old,
physically fit and healthy he had become too humanized. And
another thing, he was an albino with no knowledge of the bush;
easily spotted, he would be caught and killed out there in the wild
by hunters or predators. Packs of farm dogs are also an ever
present danger for coatis. Suffice to say, he is still alive today as I
write this book.
Here is another example of what I loosely term “The Illegal
Pet Trade”, the internal traffic of wildlife which is even known at
times to permeate international borders:
A small girl, perhaps ten years of age, enters a Chinese
supermarket in downtown Belmopan, the capital city of Belize –
population five thousand. On her shoulder is a tiny, brown coati,
little ringed tail curled around her neck. She wanders the aisles,
her pet calmly looking around. An ex-pat, a white woman, on
hearing a familiar squeak, approaches the girl; it is August 2009.
“Hello,” the woman says with a smile, eyeing up the infant
coati barely the size of a kitten. “What are you going to do with
that little quash when you go back to school? Who will look after
it?”
The girl shyly points at her mom a few yards away.
The white woman has a few words with the mother,
explains how difficult and dangerous it will be to leave a coati at
home, in doors, unattended, while she is at work and it is then
agreed: She, Tershia, will buy the little animal from them and care
for it, herself. This ex-pat was a good friend of mine; her husband,
Hugo, a vet. The coati was then given a name: Mona.
Two more infants were brought to my friends’ front gate
that August. The locals knew she would pay money to look after
orphaned, baby quash. And she did; she took two more in fearing
that the emaciated little creatures would die if not properly cared
for. Their names were derived from the Italian Renaissance era:
Mona, from the painting; Leo, from Da Vinci; Angel, from
Michelangelo.
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Dolly meets Mona for first time - 2010

Coatimundi are particularly vulnerable when it comes to
the illegal pet trade, Amazonian parrots and monkeys, too. Though
most South and Central American countries these days protect the
majority of indigenous species from poaching and have strict rules
on hunting of any forms of wildlife, the pandemic is throughout:
Coati infants are adorably cute – ridiculously cute. They have no
incisors until they reach 4 months of age, their claws though long
as they are equipped for climbing from day one are relatively
harmless, and they are easily humanized. Monkeys are similarly
sought after, the abundant squirrel monkey being the one most
frequently sequestered – though spider monkeys, howlers and
capuchins, too.
How and why? The issue is two fold: First, the mothers
are a good source of food for locals living in dire poverty, simply
shot while sitting in a tree trying to protect their young; second, the
infants are then easily caught, bundled into rice sacks and tossed
into the back of an aging pickup for transport to town and sale.
This happens everywhere in the coati's extensive range:
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From Argentina and Brazil in the south through Venezuela,
Ecuador and Columbia west, then into Central America and all the
way up to Arizona in the US. It is thought that they may have been
introduced into the southern states of Arizona, New Mexico and
Texas by Mexican hunters in the mid 1800s – following the
Mexican-American war – selling them as pets to the curious. Such
transactions were cited by scientists of the day from Arizona
although there is always dispute, the first official documentation of
a resident coati in the US going to Brownsville, Texas in 1877.
Either way experts are drawn, some considering they are a recent
invasion while others think they have been around forever but only
recently spotted due to the sparse, native population of the time.
Not really surprising. As you will soon discover, nothing is
cut and dry when it comes to coatis. Whether it be their behavior,
their diet or their range you will find contradictory reports
wherever you look. Even consensus between scientists can at
times be shaky. What little you can find is likely from the various
online “Fact Sheets” concerning pet care which have contributed to
this plethora of confusion over the years.
It would seem unlikely that coatis crossed the Rio Grande
into Texas – it’s a big river and they don’t like swimming nor do
they like open spaces. More likely, then, that they were
introduced… hmm, we’ll see. Arizona? Yes, possible that coatis
made their way on foot, though neither the arid Sonora Desert of
northwestern Mexico nor the coniferous mountain spine to the east
are any place for these bush-loving creatures, so what were they
doing in these parts anyway if not having been introduced? One
thing that can be said of this dispersal is that coatis are wonderfully
adaptable.
If coatis made it to Arizona and New Mexico all by
themselves then they would have followed the snaking rivers and
riparian woodland carved through the dry, mountainous region. As
is often reported, coatis are never far from water though it is
probably the cover of trees they like.
Did this migration occur many thousands of years ago, as
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could be construed by a recent 2018 phylogenic dispersement
paper which irrefutably argues that the migration was from south
to north? Or has more recent Global Warming spurred them on?
And why did they stop their northerly march a mere hundred miles
over the border? Added to which, what were Mexican hunters
doing selling coatis on that border back in 1860 to American
scientists unfamiliar with the species if the US already had its fair
share? Perhaps it was the decimation of the Mexican gray wolf
after the war that opened up the coati’s migration north? How
about the great drought of 1860? El Niño and its affect on
Colorado snow fall has been put forward as has the 1907 building
of the contentious Elephant Butte dam in New Mexico. It is
possible, therefore, that the Rio Grande has historically
occasionally dried up all the way east to Brownsville, thus freeing
up passage to non-swimmers. Confused? So are we.
In West Africa two large rivers separate a monkey family
tree into three sub-species. Cercopithicus mona is the ring-leader,
yet though just miles apart the three sub-species have not in
thousands of years ever interbred, rivers seeing to their isolation
from each other. On the other hand, coatis in the US are
considered intimately a part of the southern Narica family as only
DNA can assert.
The coatis’ most southerly reach is less of an enigma. The
great plains of central South America such as The Pampas put a
stop to coatimundi advances as there are very few trees for cover.
Endless miles of flat landscape from The Atlantic to the frigid
Andes create a natural barrier. Grass, bushfires and nowhere to
nest thus end the coati’s range south, so it seems.
For many in Latin America who buy a baby animal on the
black market the consideration is status. Folks love to show off
their collection of birds, reptiles and mammals, even when they
often end up in appalling condition. Though some, like the tourist
trapper, enslave their creature to earn a living, others like my friend
Tershia selflessly act out of concern for the little ones' survival.
Needles to say, most end up incarcerated or chained to a fence
post, Africa the same. Only a few lucky ones are well cared for.
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Many are terribly mistreated, the owners having no regard or
respect for the animal's welfare, doubtless most having no idea
how to attend to the needs or health requirements of their little
charges. And not just south of the border either, similar reports
pop up regularly in the US.

Angel being cared for as infant - 2010

By age two the captive animal may no longer be so cuddly
and friendly. It may have been abused and mistreated, or simply
misunderstood. Regardless, it has hormones kicking in and if the
owner is not careful their pet could become extremely aggressive.
If so, then what happens? The animal is either killed and
eaten, or tossed out into the bush where it dies within days having
no idea how to survive on its own. Occasionally an injured or
orphaned coati is handed in to a Government Wildlife Department
and if that country has resources or amenities available, the animal
may be taken care of in a zoo or wildlife refuge, though once
nourished and back to health the practice is usually hard release for
common, unimportant species. However, in many countries like
Belize there were created alternatives: NGO sites willing to work
PAGE 13
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with animals at their cost to provide soft release programs; some
charities, some just doing it out of the goodness of their hearts.
Witzoo Wildlife Sanctuary, our property, became one such place.
This is the touching story of a bunch of misfit coatimundis,
poached from their mothers as infants and then caged, and how
they eventually became a successful and cohesive band after years
of patient guidance. If this account can give any insight into coati
welfare or a greater knowledge of their lives in the wild, then it is
they that should be given the credit; they are rightfully the
ambassadors of their species. We love them and are so proud of
them. Here in these pages they are undoubtedly doing an amazing
service for their kind. Bless them.
In Late 2003, I and my wife, Dolly, wildlife photographers
by profession, visited Belize for the first time. Within a couple of
year we had decided to make the move from the UK. Our
businesses were on line, everything was digital, there was no need
to be tied to England when the world was then within such easy
reach. It was our vision to create a sanctuary for wildlife as we
had done before in small ways, to conserve as we could flora and
fauna in the rich, natural landscape of coastal Belize. Soon after
our dream took hold we were offered the opportunity to release a
handful of coatis – well sure, why not?
On an invitation from Hugo and Tersia in late 2009 my
wife and I met Leo, Mona and Angel for the first time at their
home in Belmopan. It was September and the little darlings could
not have been more than 3 months old. They were still being
bottle fed. Tiny, weak and scared with little eyes that simply could
not understand what was going on, they nevertheless still had the
power to break our hearts.
Our work throughout Africa, Asia and Europe over two
decades had put us in good stead to see this vision through.
Working for months on end in some of the most isolated and
inhospitable environments on the planet had taught us a lot. Much
of our wildlife knowledge came from those expeditions, working
closely with experts in the field such as biologists, bush trackers,
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conservationists and local guides.
On 300 acres of transitional vegetation, from pine ridge
Savannah and grassland east, to riverine and Karst Hill forest west,
we set the stage. A location far from civilization, miles from any
human settlement, Witzoo Wildlife Sanctuary, as it became known,
was one of few places in Belize where animals could be soft
released in a controlled environment without fear of outside,
human contamination.

Savannah east to hills in distance, Witzoo - 2010

Moreover, Witzoo wished to remain anonymous, separated
from the world of information highways and connectivity. There
would be no advertising, no public awareness on social media
platforms, because wildlife requires a wild setting and any
suggestion of us being open to the public would have spelled
instant ruin.
Trail cameras placed in strategic locations around the
property displayed the rich diversity of wildlife that Witzoo held.
Jaguar and cougar were present almost nightly; tapir (the
mountain cow) roamed unmolested; both species of deer were
resident as were smaller mammals like paca and agouti (giant
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rodents), wild pigs, tayra, armadillo and little, yellowish
anteaters... and all spotted frequently.

Jaguar on driveway at Witzoo - 2012

Raptors like hawks, kites and falcons were, unfortunately,
less abundant due to Savannah bush fires. Tiny creatures, insects
included, upon which the smaller predators and omnivores fed,
were being decimated twice a year by the burning of thousands of
acres of bush and grassland, set by hunters.
One would think setting massive bush fires would scare
away animals, but it has the desired effect. Two weeks on, fresh
young shoots of grass sprout up, attracting herbivores like deer into
cleared and open terrain. They become easy targets for a rifle at
200 yards. Well, a fire break was our answer to this travesty. Cut
in 2010 on the windward, east perimeter, it put a stop to habitat
destruction and from that moment on the populations of small
reptiles and creepy-crawlies exploded… Aplomado and laughing
falcons were back.
I had never decided to work exclusively with coatimundis,
the situation was thrust upon us. And so, we agreed to rehabilitate
and soft release three such creatures, just as we might have agreed
to help with recuperation and release of a deer with a broken leg.
We would build cages to house a variety of species, we would
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prepare for whatever might come our way. Officers from The
Forestry Department of Belize visited Witzoo that year and gave it
their blessing. Well, it was coatis that came our way first and
consumed our lives from that moment on.
So arrived the first three little darlings ...
Mona was such a curious and delightful young girl. She
was first to investigate. Her skinny, little nose appeared through
the bars of a pet carrier and twitched as it was placed on the ground
– she had grown up in a cage with a concrete floor. A paw then
cautiously stretched out and scratched at the earth.
Five elongated claws, like miniature Arabian daggers dug
in, scooped up some dirt and drew it back in to the carrier. She had
never seen earth before, what was this stuff? She smelt it, she
liked it; she stuck out a second paw and tore up another piece. Leo
was next, curious and then quite suddenly frantic; digging away,
tearing with two paws out and a nose wriggling with excitement.
Angel didn’t exactly get excited, that was her character as
we were soon to discover, but she was interested, nevertheless.
Having spent barely a year – their entire lives – in a cage six foot
by six sitting on a concrete floor on someone’s back porch, dirt
was a definite hit.
Three little carriers sat on the ground inside a huge cage
specially created for them. It was 35 feet long, 15 feet high and 20
feet wide.
The cage was constructed out of galvanized steel poles and
was wrapped tightly in two inch square, wire mesh, adequate to
keep out predators and also to keep in little monsters. It was
furnished with ropes and stiff wooden poles stretching out
everywhere like a rustic playground, with small trees growing
naturally about the place and a paddling pool made out of an old
rubberized washing basin sunk into the ground. Above in the
rafters was a large wooden platform eight feet wide over the airlock, having a peaked roof above it thatched in cohune palm
leaves. This was to be their den.
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Witzoo sanctuary enclosure - 2010

The majority of the cage was open to the elements, but it
was situated within a forested area so was naturally protected,
giving the impression of being out in the wild though in reality
caged... The Sanctuary we called it, just a hundred yards from our
house.
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We four humans all looked at each other and smiled. Then
one of us said, “I think they like dirt. Shall we let them out?”
“Why not?” was the unanimous reply, and so we all
crouched down and the carriers were opened. Three little fur-balls
shot out!
Instantly there was furious scratching, digging and sniffing
in the leaf-litter. Not a care for the four humans standing around
laughing, no, these little coatis just wanted to dig. They did not
look up nor even around, apparently uninterested in their strange,
new environment. Relief for us? Yes, enormous relief; that they
had survived the horrible journey over miles of dirt roads to get
here, seemingly in tact; that they appeared perfectly at home in
their new surroundings and that finally they were here after months
of planning, as happy as could be.
Here were three half-sized coatis with long, pointy noses
shoveling about in leaf-litter, a furry ringed-tail standing proudly
above each bum as they waddled about with an amusing gate,
immense claws protruding from little paws and short, flat-footed
legs that gave the impression of a child walking about in daddy’s
pants and boots.
We stood back and watched, and laughed some more, and
pointed and gestured; each one of us thinking the same thing no
doubt, was this the beginning of a wonderful story or the
beginning of a terrible tragedy?
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Summer, 2010
THE BEGINNINGS

Coatis are social animals that roam in large groups or
'bands'. They are close relatives of the raccoon being of a similar
size, though science proposes they are more closely related to the
arboreal kinkajou or night walker. Personally, I think they have so
much more in common with squirrels, not just their physical
attributes and lifestyle but also their smarts – however that is
hardly scientific, so take my musings with a pinch of salt. Now,
why all the mystery? Why are coatis giving biologists such a hard
time? They are not endangered, their numbers are not dwindling,
far from it, they are widespread and prolific. No, it is simply that
coatis, one of the least studied diurnal mammals on the American
continent, are practically impossible to study in the wild.
Sure, there are sulking wild cats that cause biologists
headaches, endangered bush dogs that don’t play ball, but a
gregarious band of noisy ring-tailed coatis that are active during
the day and often live in close proximity to humans?
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In captivity they can be studied, no problem. Of the
recorded 58,000 wildlife confiscations by the Columbian
authorities in 2014-2015, an average of 300 a month were being
delivered to El Centro de Rehabilitatión in the capital, Bogotá
(some months as many as 1000). Turtles were the top of the list by
far, not taken for the pet trade but for the consumption of their
coveted white meat. Wildlife centers such as this one in Bogotá
have research facilities for ongoing studies of all species brought to
them, so the coati is no doubt a frequent subject. Part of their
mandate is also whether to release, keep captive or euthanize the
wild animal.
Studies go all the way back to the 1930s. Next door,
Ecuador, for example and dead coatis were being purchased from
hunters by scientists eager to dissect and categorize these elusive
creatures. Their skeletal remains, physiology and taxonomy were
thus recorded. Just north in Panama during the 60s the first and
most complete live, field research was carried out on an isolated
island to determine the coati’s range and social habits. Though not
caged the coatis were somewhat restricted by a man-made habitat,
nevertheless this remains the definitive catalogue of coati behavior
and an amazing feat not duplicated by science since. Most
biological records over the years have been taken from captive
animals, such as litter sizes and weights, communication skills and
mannerisms, making such annotations useful but unreliable for
wild populations.
So here we are today, scantly informed and by no means
wiser for it.
Often kept in small zoos around the world as a single
exhibit, and adored by many pet owners in affluent nations as one
might a dog or a cat, coatis are not suited to captivity; they need
space and companionship; it is in their genes. And if they don’t get
it there is a price to pay. The Belize Zoo is an exception, a band of
coatis has a near half acre of natural enclosure to roam and forage,
but this is unusual elsewhere. Popular belief in hobby zoos and in
backyards is that keeping more than one in an enclosed space is
dangerous. Well, keeping anything in an enclosed space is
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dangerous, especially creatures armed to the teeth. However, like
so many wild animals, coatis as infants and juveniles are playful
and cuddly; it is in adulthood where things can get decidedly pearshaped.
Some pet owners have got around this problem: Designer
Wildlife! You can have a coati neutered or spayed, sure, and this
might at a young age calm some adult tendencies (but not
guaranteed). Others have gone to more extremes: De-clawing the
animal; dentistry to remove those four, enormous, razor-sharp
fangs. So, what have they now got? And are they proud of their
butchery? Wait a minute! Why not cut off that tail so it can’t
knock your granny’s crystal vase off the mantle-piece; oh, and
while you’re at it, are you sure it really needs four legs? Must we
always find a way, however distasteful, to have what we really
don’t need and certainly shouldn’t have… and then call it ours?
In truth, our three little charges were the anti-matter for this
abhorrent practice. Having by pure luck escaped cruel and
inhumane treatment, we now promised them – albeit subliminally
– that they would be able to show the world what being wild and
free truly meant. That coatis were supposed to be respected for
who they really were.
It is often documented (though we have to disagree, and
scientists will affirm) that adult female coatis come into heat after
age two. Males reach sexual maturity upon reaching their third
year. Each needs certain things in order to satisfy themselves that
all is as it should be, genetically speaking – by this I mean
instinctively! So, if the situation they are in is confinement they
will tend to get stroppy. Wouldn’t you? I know I want something
desperately but I can’t seem to figure out where or what it is – and
that idiot with the bowl of food is getting on my nerves..! The point
is: if a pet owner doesn’t know the age of their coati they could
inadvertently cause life-threatening injuries to one and all – God
forbid, a child.
Males in the wild are kicked out of the band at age one and
a half-ish, and it’s a good thing, because they feel the urge and
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often lose control during play-fighting causing in some cases
severe lacerations. So a band of coatis in the wild is an all female
affair that often reaches 40 or more in these parts where habitat is
lush. Belize is populated from top to bottom by numerous large
bands of quash. South America reports similar sizes in rain forest
populations but in sparse vegetation such as the arid southwestern
US, bands may be no more than 10 and territorial range greater due
to meager food sources.
The moms and their young run in this band that comprises
first year infants to second year boys and girls (teenagers, we call
them). It is not usually the females that do the ‘kicking out’ of
young males although they won’t take kindly to feisty behavior
from a subordinate, it is the prospecting Alpha Male. He has
secured his position in the neighborhood leading up to mating
season and will now aggressively dispatch any young rival in the
band – there can be only one dominant male. However, once the
females have been successfully impregnated and mating season is
over they will gang up and tell the Alpha to scarper, too.
Imagine your captive male: He has had no band training,
no exposure to hierarchy, all he gets is a visit from a keeper twice a
day and some attention if he is lucky. He is a social animal who
must follow the rules. He has genes but has been denied the
training. So should he, a maladjusted teenager, be blamed if he
suddenly gets explicit in the wrong direction when hormones kick
in – with all those over-sized teeth and claws?
Out of season, males are adorable, they love cuddles and
will go on for years demanding attention, because they are ousted
from the band yet crave sociability. Leo was a perfect example.
It’s that “nobody loves me, everybody hates me” thing that males
have to put up with. So naturally when a captive male is
approached by his loving and attentive owner to see how he is
doing, our coati requires instant hugs.
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Young Leo gets a tummy rub - 2012

Females, on the other hand, will simply get frustrated in
captivity, though they have no clue why. They know something is
wrong, but what? As they grow up they lose focus, they lose
direction, the Matriarch in them destroyed over time. Though
some days they can be quite pleasant, their temperament becomes
twisted leading to bouts of depression or subtle mood swings.
Whether adults actually do act as good pets in confinement is
questionable.
We would argue that it is cruel to keep a social animal in
captivity by itself, thinking that it is a human but unable to express
itself with the instincts and faculties that it clearly once had.
Moreover, in a country like Belize where coatimundi are prolific,
smells are everywhere. A confined coati can pick up the scent of a
band or a female in heat miles away – and instinct takes over. Fury
and frustration then bite.
But love is love, and some pet owners just love their coatis.
I suspect there are many who would say their coatis are fabulously
happy pets and they have no concerns. That I can believe, there
will undoubtedly be a percentage of very successful cases. No
better example of a perfect pet coati is that of the albino, little
Steve.
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Then there was Mona. She was the most remarkable and
loyal member of the Witzoo band towards humans. Free at all
times, Mona would demand to be in your lap or on your shoulder
when she met up with you, whether you were sitting down or
standing up. She was gorgeous; such personality. She was the
cutest thing on four legs, usually to be found wrapped around
somebody’s neck. Mona is perhaps not an accurate description of
a pet coati as she was free with her own free will. However she
often acted like one, living a far better life at Witzoo than the fate
she might have been destined to live having been stolen from her
mother at just a few weeks of age.
When first, Angel, Mona and Leo arrived, we didn't think
anything of it. We assumed that after some months of training they
would prefer to be out and about rather than sitting on our balcony
waiting to be fed. For most that was the case, especially as the
band increased in size, but we soon realized that Mona was going
to be difficult. We didn't want pets, we wanted their freedom.
Would she get it?
We were already releasing parrots for Belize Bird Rescue,
so when we first contacted the Belize Forestry Department and
informed them that three young coatis needed releasing and that
we could take responsibility for their rehab, they responded
favorably. With the necessary formalities completed we set to
preparing The Sanctuary. In mid August the three little brats
arrived, and from that moment on Witzoo was given the moniker,
Coati Kingdom. Any coati out there in trouble, requiring rehab,
nowhere to be housed, abused or injured… yes, Witzoo would take
it on. Veterinary clinics were where they usually came from, and
from them also came some information about these mysterious
creatures – but not as much as we had hoped.
Was there nobody else out there with a knowledge of
coatimundi? Apparently not! Certainly few in Belize – other than
some friends up at Wildtracks and the director of the Belize Zoo,
Sharon Matola. A search for coatis on the Internet will give you a
gargantuan list of websites to browse through, unfortunately most
about pet welfare and clipping toenails. There are fact sheets
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galore, all appearing to be word-for-word as if ‘copy and pasted’
from the same dubious source. Where to begin? Studies of coatis
in the wild were practically non-existent, understanding of coati
band structure, ghost-like.

Baby Sir-Plus and CC newly arrived - 2011

There were a few books published to help us in our quest.
The Internet provided a trickle of scientific research dating back
over the decades, most notably Dr. Kaufmann’s magnificent work
in Panama during the 60s. However, the majority of reports relied
on trail cameras, others tagging to plot distribution, those results
understandably having to be somewhat manipulated by human
conjecture. Collection of stool samples, vegetation surveys and
corpses provide more fodder for coati consideration but that was
that – wild observations were missing.
No surprise. Try following a band that roams as much as
three miles a day covertly, without being spotted, to study their
behavior… fording rivers, scrambling up bluffs, creeping silently
through thick scrub while being scratched, sliced, poisoned, bitten
and stung. We have been doing it out of necessity for the past nine
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years, but not covertly – no need; we are not a threat, we are
accepted members of the band.
Back to the beginning: If we were going to take on a bunch
of misfits, our goal would be to make them into a cohesive band.
There was no alternative. To hard release them into the wild, as if
throwing them into the bush one by one with no knowledge of how
to survive, was not acceptable in our eyes. No, they would have to
learn the trade, they needed the tools and the know-how to forage
successfully, and they had to be responsible. Soft Release was our
goal. On that first day when Leo, Angel and Mona arrived, our
relief was in the understanding that these poor little creatures
actually had some genetic material with which we could work. It
is so beautiful to see wildlife in action; it was simple nature for us
to allow that to take effect and we never even asked ourselves if we
would take on this challenge. We knew that we were all they had
and we would do whatever we could at whatever cost.
We had done this kind of thing before, but under different
circumstances. In the UK we had created a smaller sanctuary in
rural England. There we had attracted wildlife by creating a
waterhole and leaving the brush to grow wild in as many places as
possible. Sure enough, within weeks we had deer and foxes,
wildfowl and grass snakes, hedgehogs and weasels. A few months
in and we had them all accepting our presence as just another
animal on the lot. Here were wild animals happy to interact with
humans, albeit from a safe distance. The patio was our domain,
from where we watched the comings and goings of all this
diversity.
A roe deer gave birth to her faun just
yards from our apple orchard and used the
lawn out front as her nursery. Foxes brought
their young to our back garden in the
evening to play while they sat around
watching. It was a zoo full of wild animals.
Foxes would accept snacks from us; some
learned the time of day for such matters and
would come to the patio if spoken to. Birds,
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too, like carrion crows, would come when we called and perch in a
tree nearby, waiting their turn.
Not all at a distance, however. Some intrepid squirrels
soon learned that peanuts came from somewhere inside our house
and that if we were not there to supply them then they would just
go in and see where they were. I’m telling you, they are so much
like quash.
I was at my desk one sultry summer morning working on
my computer when I recognized the patter-patter of tinny squirrel’s
feet on the carpet behind me. Grey squirrels and others, too, are
flat footed, and slap their hind feet down while walking on all
fours. I turned to find a little fellow we called Squeaky looking up
at me. He had crossed the sitting room from the patio doors, had
come on through the hall and entered my office. I leaned over my
desk to a hoard of peanuts I kept at hand for those who came to my
window and offered him one. Happily he pattered off and I turned
back to my computer imagining that would be the last of him.
I was mistaken. A few minutes later another patter from
behind. Another peanut was offered and he trotted off. Several
times this occurred until the frequency of visits became so swift he
was back within 20 seconds of being given a peanut. How could
this be? He had to go outside and bury them, as he always did, not
eat them, so what was he up to? I leaned down and offered him
another peanut and this time watched to see where he was going…
straight to a plant pot in the corner of my office where he buried
another peanut, covered up the excavation spreading dirt all over
my carpet and then pattered back up to me expecting another.
But enough of squirrels for now, let's get back to Quash ...
First things first. Thirteen months in cramped captivity,
and now this: Wide open spaces; trees to climb; dirt to dig; bugs to
catch and strange noises at night. Perhaps because of this rapid
environmental change our three little darlings held us in high
esteem. We were human but from their point of view probably a
parental necessity. Okay! We progressed with our idea that after a
few weeks in The Sanctuary they would be lead out one by one on
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a harness and leash to investigate the outside world and begin the
arduous task of learning about being wild. Paramount to this plan
was that ‘parental thing’; each one had to recognize us as the
Matriarch and Alpha Male – or something vaguely similar. This
sentiment we would somehow try and reciprocated.
We quickly learned that each one had a character all of their
own. Remarkable really, seeing as how the first week was all
about which one was which – they all looked the same. There in
lay the problem. It was not about looks, it was all about attitude:
Personality. Could they sense ours?
Breakfast was served at eight o’clock, followed by a clean
out of the cage, feeding table, sleeping quarters and endless
wrestling or cuddles. Leo would want to play with the bucket and
spade, the broom or our feet. Mona was all over us, lying on our
shoulders while we cleaned or sticking her nose in our ears, or
pulling at our nostrils with her talons. She had an obsession with
smelling our breath and would if she could stick her nose in our
mouth to get a better sniff. This was an eye-opener which we took
with us on our training walks upon realizing that mothers would
probably pass on valuable knowledge about what was edible.
Needless to say in the coming months Mona became very
fond of beer and cigarettes (I a smoker). She couldn't get at the
beer because I drank out of a bottle, not a glass. However
accidents do happen and later on I will explain. She was an expert
pick-pocket. She had no idea what to do
with a packet of cigarettes so simply
tore them to shreds in frustration.
Smoking became an expensive habit.
Leo was into the tray of food as
soon as we arrived. He was bold, he
was brash, he was a bundle of energy.
He liked cuddles but when he wanted
them, not when we wanted them. He
was into creative stuff, like peeling bark
off a tree or trying to catch blue morphs
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in flight. He was also remarkably acrobatic and seemed to push
his abilities to the limit just to see if he could jump that little bit
higher or that little bit further. He was the first one to discover that
he could jump from the great mango tree to our kitchen balcony
when he was only a year and a half old, a good four feet, while the
girls had to make an arduous trek by land and negotiate the rocky
hillside to reach our kitchen door.
Then there was Angel: quiet, reserved, shy and to one side.
She wasn’t aloof, she was a thinker. There was nothing vain or
arrogant about her, unlike Mona who often seemed to look down
on the rest of them from her high perch on our shoulders as if with
disdain.
No, Angel was different and we would shortly find out just
how …
Supper was half an hour before sunset. We wanted them to
realize, if they hadn’t already, that – just as a Mom in the wild
would do – snuggling up together at dusk would keep them safe
and sound all night. So a snack before bed, some silliness from
Leo, a walk around the enclosure for Angel, a kiss from Mona, and
then they were all hustled up to the den for a stroke and a bedtime
story. It never worked! It often seemed like it might, but it never
really did. As soon as we left The Sanctuary in the gray of dusky
shadows, one of them would be back down on the feeding table;
another would be running about upside down on the roof of the
cage netting. Nevertheless, they seemed to settle in, somehow,
once we had left.
Those first few nights we would sit outside on the spare
bedroom balcony peering into the night in the direction of the cage,
quiet as mice, trying to hear the faintest sound of activity. We
never heard a thing. This was genetics. They were gifted with the
instinct to stay close and be quiet in their mother's nest – no matter
what.
If we were to succeed in preparing these critters for soft
release their diet would have to be top priority. They had to be fed
what nature could provide, not what a shopping mall might offer.
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Standard breakfast tray for new arrivals

As omnivores their wild diet was happily varied, but in
what proportions? Trial and error was our method, but once again
genetics prevailed.
Cooked chicken was off the menu, as was scrambled eggs
(only for newly arrived babies), though fresh eggs and carrion
were definitely on.
Cookies, muffins and pancakes were
definitively banned, yet all these things were part of their favorite
stuff. Tough..! One supermarket luxury we did keep in their diet
was dried dog food, kibbles (bickies, we called them), good for
healthy teeth and gums, rich in vitamins and essential oils. But the
rest of our feeding regime came from the bush, our orchards or our
nursery: Papaya, cacao, melons, bananas, coconut and soarsop;
also included was a raw egg, as we had a chicken coop and an
endless supply of them.
Then there were the wild fruits that we harvested to
increment their diet, like nance, sapote, mammey and ziricote –
mammey being an instant hit. There is something in them that
resonates with all coatis I have ever encountered. Some won’t
touch melon, some will; nance is hit and miss – but mammey is
king, loved by all. Problem was, while extremely beneficial in one
sense these were low protein vegetable matter. Adding indigenous
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grains, pulses and nuts to their diet was not going well.
Coconut was a plus, but hardly natural coati food because
in the wild they would not be able to break them open.
Mealy worms were the answer. One or two animal rescue
centers had shoe-box farms of mealworms – not worms at all but
the larval stage of a beetle. They are fed extensively around the
world to captive birds and omnivorous mammals because they are
easy to cultivate and have a reasonable shelf-life. So it was not
long before we had our own little farm and a constant supply of
delicious, nutritious maggots for guests while in the cage.
It was obvious from the outset that the ‘Kids’, as they
became known, knew a good meal when they smelt one – all they
had to do was figure out how to catch them. Adults are adept at
digging up beetles, worms and other creepy-crawlies, however it
does take time to hone those skills. They love a plump mouse or a
lizard if they can catch one. And crickets are a favorite, although
there is an art to catching them which at times is hilarious to watch.
Spiders are consumed readily, even tarantulas; they will brush and
rub the abdomen with their front claws to free it of those nasty
hairs, then roll the spider around for a few minutes on the ground
before finally chewing up every last bit of it. We imagined they
did not like the hair on the abdomen which can be an irritant, and
this was their way of taking care of the problem.
Claws are their protection when dealing with stinging or
biting prey; they are long and tough, an ideal shield against injury,
whereas sticking a fragile nose in the fray and trying to bite off a
morsel without due care could be asking for trouble. No, the nose
is a shovel come radar, a probe, to seek out snacks concealed under
leaf-litter, beneath ground or in holes; the front paws are then
swiftly employed to dig, scratch and neutralize the prey before the
mouth is finally engaged. Just how far underground their nose can
detect prey can be gauged by the depth of holes dug – a good eight
inches at times, although that is not necessarily through dirt
because bugs tunnel and so the smells they were catching were
most likely via ventilation.
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So it was that as the weeks went by we watched and
realized that our three youngsters had much of their foraging skills
already implanted, all we needed to do was encourage and develop
that instinct.
Since our first foray into the great world of wildlife as
photographers, we had employed the help of ground nuts – or
peanuts, if you prefer. This was probably due to our living in the
higher latitudes where everything loves peanuts. Besides the
majority of birds, including waterfowl like ducks, many mammals
and even the occasional reptile will show an interest in these
nutritious, protein filled legumes. At Witzoo we added red-skin
ground nuts to our vegetable nursery, imagining that this would be
of benefit to all. I love them, raw, boiled or roasted, but besides
the parrots with whom I shared plenty, not much else would give
them a second glance. Imagine a squirrel turning its nose up at a
peanut!
The Yucatan squirrel does just that. They have no need to
hoard over winter, as there is no winter. Fruits, nuts and berries
grow all year round, and peanuts are not indigenous to these parts
of the World. Whether it was because Mona could smell peanuts
on my breath or had seen me give the parrots a few, or simply
because I had something she wanted, we don’t know. Regardless,
she was the first to take an interest in them, soon becoming skilled
at cracking them open with her teeth with just the right amount of
pressure so as to compromise the shell but not the nuts inside.
However with the others, peanuts never really caught on.
So September creeps by and we are thinking, they can't
stay in The Sanctuary forever. We have to be brave, we have to get
them out... somehow trust them and hope they trust us.
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Fall, 2010
ANGEL DISAPPEARS

Four weeks had passed and October with its rainy season
was fast approaching. There was mud everywhere, ground
waterlogged and at times completely flooded. The amount of rain
that can fall here in 24 hours is as much as six inches. So much
water being drained off the hills from the west and into tightly
carved ravines and creeks has to go somewhere. It does just that, it
heads east for the Caribbean. Once it gets a few miles from its
destination it encounters wide open space just a few feet above sea
level; vast, barren grassland dotted with clumps of palmettos in
marshes – flood plains.
Witzoo is at that transition between forest and Savannah
and experiences mass flooding twice a year, in June and again in
October. Once rivers burst their banks, water levels can rise as
much as six feet above ground in a matter of minutes, transforming
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the landscape into an enormous, glass panorama. It is both
frightening and beautiful at the same time. Then, if the rain stops,
within a few hours it has all gone. Naturally, nothing of value is
constructed on the plains, but everything, even our house built on
crumbling old, Karst hillside, is just a stone’s throw from flood
water when rivers over-flow.

Flooding at Witzoo, June 4th 2012

Isolation was our goal and to that end we established a zero
carbon footprint from day one, the house ran on solar power and
wind generators with rainwater collection and composting toilet
systems. Heavy weather was beneficial; we happily worked with
the power of nature.
However, it wasn’t the best idea to have the Kids come
down at the start of the rains: Thunder and lightning daily...
nightly; soggy, glutinous muck stuck to our boots and their claws,
mud spread everywhere, even up in their den. But, what can you
do? When nature calls, you act. An hour or two a day were spent
in the vicinity of The Sanctuary, if one of us was free. Casual
observation, just to let them know they were not abandoned down
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there in the bush, that mom or dad was within earshot. All the
while we were learning about our new charges whose antics were
alien to us. It seemed their life was split between playing and
digging in equal portions, a few minutes of each. If one of them
caught a critter the others would often come over to see what was
on the menu; not to steal the prize, their approach was more out of
a sense of curiosity and a desire to smell the scene.
Occasionally we would end up inside the cage. We had
placed an old wooden chair by the feeding table under the thatch
which kept us and their food out of the rain. The only thing we
had to be wary of in spending that much time with them was the
risk that they would become too humanized. Well, in Mona's case
it was already too late. What she needed was the reverse and we
were hoping that the draw of the wild in a few weeks time would
help us with that cause.
While we sat in the cage Leo would be leaping from pole to
pole, then running upside down along a rope before dropping onto
our head's and depositing a thick slime of muddy clay in our hair.
Mona would approach from the ground up, climbing a leg
from the front or the back whether we were ready for it or not,
long, sharp, front claws penetrating linen pants at times and
digging in to flesh. However, it was the hind claws that caused the
most damage; they were shorter but viciously hooked and took the
weight of her as she thrust upwards. Body mass plus her muscular
spring was all it took to draw blood and yet she was only a little
girl. On our return to the house, another hour or so was dedicated
to washing ourselves down in the shower with anti-bacterial soap,
fully clothed at times, and then getting dressed in something clean
and dry, knowing full well that in another couple of hours it was
back into work clothes and out the door for another lesson in coati
parenthood.
It was in the first week of October we noticed that Angel
appeared upset. She began pacing – this was not a good sign.
Neither of the other two paced, only Angel. And she would pace
the length of the back cage over and over almost rhythmically, 20
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feet this way, then 20 feet back the other way. It was odd, we
thought, that she would pace the back of the enclosure and not the
front from where we would always approach. We never quite
figured it out. While doing her thing she would be peering through
the wire mesh into thick forest that clambered up the side of a hill.
Was she smelling something out there? Was it high ground she
was after?
Angel made the decision for us. At the end of the fifth
week in The Sanctuary we braved the decision to start taking them
out for walks. We had spent some time trying to locate a suitable
harness for the Kids.
Modified cat wear was donned,
experimenting on each of the Kids and getting them used to the
idea even before the day had arrived. It was Leo who led the way.
Gingerly, cautiously, we opened the outer door of the air lock and
little Leo looked around. The two girls stared out from the
enclosure, curious but not concerned. Then a bound and Leo shot
up a nearby Cecropia tree. He hung there 10 feet up, looked
around, proud as could be, hugging the tree trunk like he owned it.
Boy, was he cute. He took to his walking regime without
hesitation, staying close to us and getting in his digging practice.
The leash was long enough to give him a sense of exploration but
in amongst trees it would at times get rather awkward.
Taking a coati for a walk is not quite the same as taking a
dog for a walk. Tree climbing is in their nature and this would
often require that we climbed a tree after Leo to untangle him from
branches. Nevertheless, the whole procedure worked well from
day one. Leo and the others seemed to sense a necessity not to
wander off, not to pull at the leash like an unruly dog, the goal, it
seemed, being to forage for a bit and then suddenly burst into play
mode.
A few days of this and we nervously anticipated the next
stage of the regime: a walk without a leash! Would it work with
just one of them, or should we let them all out so as to remain a
band? What if they ran off and got lost? Three kids would be
much harder to round up than one. Their life in The Sanctuary was
disagreeable, three coatis running around all day long in the mud,
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the feeding table and their sleeping den requiring constant attention
battling the armies of ants – the biting kind – the smeared and
mashed up food all over the place.
You can’t feed a coati in a doggie bowl. Well, you can, but
he will scoop out his fruit with those long talons and take it where
he wants, usually to a place you don’t want food. A chicken egg is
another matter. It was Angel who discovered, by watching us
crack them on the side of the table, that she could do the same
thing – being as how they were way too big for her jaws. She
would take an egg between her front paws and drop it... no, not in
the bowl, all over the table. A combination of things drove us to
make the decision to let them run loose, including: The state of
their enclosure; the state of our wardrobe and the news that two
more coatis were on their way down to us, real babies just four
months old.
Nervously, we opened up The Sanctuary one Friday
morning. Thankfully it wasn’t raining. Leo ran out first while
Mona crawled around through the inner door of the air lock on the
wire mesh and leaped onto my shoulder. Angel was pacing, so I
went up to her path and stood in her way. This broke her rhythm
and she wandered off to the air lock. She followed Dolly out and
that was that. A small table had already been prepared outside for
them to receive breakfast. It worked well. Now what would
happen?
Very slowly we began to walk up a trail away from their
cage and deeper into the forest. They followed, noses waving up
and down as they proceeded (a method of acquiring accurate smell
samples, no doubt), stopping every now and then to sniff the
ground, then digging, then scampering up to us, then dashing off
again. Dolly smiled and cleared her throat… Jeez – instant panic!
Three fur-balls shot off across the ground to the nearest tree and
launched themselves skyward. Had we lost them? No, thank
heaven. We had inadvertently stumbled upon part of their
vocabulary. It seemed a sharp grunt or cough was a signal of
danger. This was to be collaborated and used later in many ways,
with the discovery that it was also a way to show displeasure: A
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sharp cough will instantly make a quash bounce around, his
posterior ending up facing you, head lowered.

The classic flight alert pose

The journey took us along the side of a rocky hill. We
walked very slowly, stopping for a few minutes at a time to up-turn
a rotten log or rummage through some leaf-litter exposing bugs
and other creepies for the Kids to plunder. In reality they weren't
very good at catching bugs just yet, but it was fun trying. You
could always tell if they had succeeded by the sound of ghastly
crunching.
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Next stop was a terrestrial bromeliad called Karatas, wild
relative of the pineapple, a lage spiny, spider-like thing with a
fruiting mass tucked well down in its center and viciously
protected. With careful extraction and the loss of only a few
teaspoons of blood we pulled out a couple from the cluster and laid
them on the ground. We then rolled these little pink, oblong things
about with a hand to remove the poisonous hairs and pretty soon
our munchkins got the hang of it. It was their first taste of sweet
fruit foraged from the bush.

Mona digging on hillside - 2011

“Coatimundis roam in loose bands,” so it is written by
many. Well, we would not have defined our band as loose. It is
true that males are solitary on nearing their second year once they
have grown in those huge incisors and are a realistic threat to
others. But from all we have gathered over the years our kids are a
tightly packed bunch. If by “loose” they mean band members
wandering off willy-nilly and becoming separated at times then
this is not the case. There is a leader, which can be any one with
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an idea to head somewhere interesting, but usually if there is no
direction one of the girls will act as leader, commonly the eldest,
the Matriarch. In our case it was always Angel once we had given
up the reins. She, perhaps reluctantly, had in her mind a sense of
determination and responsibility which others lacked. Even as a
young girl she would urge others to get going when the sun was
setting or a rumble of thunder threatened.
In all we might have traveled 300 yards in half an hour. We
did not return by the same trail. We took the Kids out of the forest
and into clearer paths where short, Nance trees grew on the edge of
the plains. We could tell their concern immediately; they had lost
the cover of tall trees and the comfort of the undergrowth. But the
bonus was that some nance – craboo, as they are locally known –
were still dropping their tiny, white berries all over the place, the
ground littered. We tossed Mona in a tree to see if she would pick
off the fresh fruit rather than the over-ripe ones on the ground but
she was not interested. As with other fruit, like banana and
papaya, there was a moment in their maturity that appealed to
coatis, not a minute before nor a minute after, the fruit had to be
just right. I know people like that; I never imagined an animal to
be quite that picky. Then again, they were being very well fed and
did not have to rely on foraging for their main food source at this
time, so perhaps we had made them picky.
Nance is an interesting tree. It is one of a long list of plants
that have been used by the Maya over the centuries and any local
guide will tell you all about its benefits. The whole tree, leaves,
fruit and all are extremely nutritious but there is more to this plant
than that. It has powerful antibiotic and anti-fungal properties.
Although the trees only fruit for a few months it is during the
hottest and most humid time of the year when infection and
diseases are at their most prevalent, through July to September. It
would seem the bush takes care of its own with herbal medications
a plenty, this tree being one of many ‘bush doctors’ out there.
Witzoo has an orchard of Nance, an acre stand of mature, wild
trees inhabited by not just mammals but birds, too, especially
parrots. Added to which there are plants like papaya, palms and
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pineapple whose fruit have medicinal properties – particularly
digestive enzymes – helping wildlife to survive and feed in the
harshest conditions.
Two hours later we were back at The Sanctuary; three tired
little darlings in tow. No one had dashed off, no one was lost, they
instinctively realized that their obligation was to stay as a band, to
follow the leaders, us, and to work together.

The author and “The Kids” in training - 2011

Though they were mere ‘teenagers’, with no prior
knowledge of living in a band, they had done the right thing and
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we were terribly impressed. Next job, how to get them back into
the cage? We couldn’t leave them out all day without supervision.
I went back to the house to get some snacks. Bananas were always
a big hit with Mona and Leo but oddly not so with Angel, she
preferred watermelon. Nevertheless I returned with three.
Dolly and Angel were already inside the air lock, but it was
no use calling the other two by their names, they didn’t respond to
them. So I decided to copy what I had learned of their language
and began squeaking, as nothing else would come to mind, to try
and get their attention. Their little ears twitched; I was obviously
making an impression. I squatted down and Mona came bounding
over. She jumped up onto my shoulders and I got up to walk her
in. I almost stepped on Leo as I entered the air-lock; he had shot
up behind me on seeing me walk away and had nimbly darted
between my legs. That was that; not too much trouble after all.
And so it became our routine for the next couple of weeks: A walk
in the morning, a midday snooze, then a walk before supper in the
afternoon.
A few days went by and I was in the capital city of
Belmopan on one of our bi-weekly supply runs, an hour’s drive
away (population, 5000). As usual on leaving Belmopan we would
phone home to let the other know of our ETA. Dolly picked up the
phone… she was in tears… she could hardly speak! “Angel, I can’t
find her, I’ve lost Angel. Oh my God – I don’t know where she is.
I’ve been calling and calling…”
I clenched my teeth and told her I would be back before
dark so we could both go out and search for her. In vain. No sign
of her. Angel was not coming home that night. We stayed outside
calling until well past nine o’clock, Dolly exhausted and sobbing.
“I only turned around for a minute and Angel wasn’t there,” she
exclaimed.
I tried to console her. “It'll be alright, she’ll be fine
overnight, and she’ll be back in the morning, you’ll see.”
She wasn’t. Angle did not come home the following day,
or the day after, despite our efforts scouring the hillside and the
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plains beyond every day for a week. Meanwhile we had two Kids
to deal with. They helped our searches for Angel; their smell
would have wafted about. It was all we could do. We followed
trails and left food scattered for her but after a week we gave up.
In our hearts we believed she could make it on her own, she was
wise, she could cope with bad weather, she would find a cave up
there on the hill and she knew how to forage so she would survive.
And yet, we could not remove that awful guilt; guilt associated
with being the one she depended upon and that somehow we had
let her down. She was only a kid.
The mind wanders... what made her desert us? A theory
was tossed around between us that maybe her desire to pace had
got so ingrained, all of a sudden she flipped into pace-mode and
began walking. Because she never reached a wire fence to turn her
around she just kept on going. This issue was to surface again with
another coati the following year, so the whole affair was revisited
with all its heartbreaks and tears, and the same theory gained more
weight.
Many studies have focused on why captive animals pace.
It seems there are numerous theories though no overall consensus.
Leo was playful, he would amuse himself in the cage; Mona was
not a coati as far as she was concerned – although she would
occasionally pace at the balcony door if she could see us inside.
Angel, on the other hand, had not lost her sense of self. She had to
get moving, to the point where it became an unconscious
obsession. She was a ranger.
Our busy life did not swirl solely around
the lives of three little coatis. During the next few
weeks Belize Bird Rescue sent us two toucans and
then following them another five red-lored parrots
for release. They were housed in a cage down by
the river, in the far northwest corner of our
property. They required two weeks minimum to
become accustomed to their new surroundings
and to re-align their compasses before release.
The more mundane processes of existence were backing up, the
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coatis had taken a lot out of us, but now with the enclosure in order
and the Kids becoming more self-reliant we had more time for
ourselves. That is, until the new, young ones arrived.
With all paperwork in order from The Forestry Department,
I drove up to my friend's house in one of our Land Rovers, Lady –
the other was called The Tramp – hauling a 16 foot low-boy trailer.
I was not only picking up the two baby coatis, I was also going to
collect the small cage that they had on their patio. An hour or so
later and two little, half-size coatis were in a carrier on the front
seat of Lady and the cage was tied down to the trailer. The idea
was that we would place this ‘baby cage’ up against the main
Sanctuary and cut a small hatchway about five feet up between
them. The little ones would start off in their new world housed
adjacent to the bigger kids and if all went well the hatch door
would be opened for access between the two cages after a few
days. We did not expect any trouble, we just wanted to be sure.
After all, they had all lived side by side for a few weeks on that
patio before we took the bigger ones, so they were familiar with
one another, their smells and their sounds.
It is not a pleasant drive back down to Witzoo from the city
of Belmopan. 30 minutes of relative ease on a reasonably
tarmaced road then turns into 30 minutes of hell. Carrying
precious cargo can often turn the exercise into a 50 minute
nightmare. Only a rally driver or someone in a stolen vehicle
could have fun on the Coastal Road. It is an absolute bone-shaker.
It is badly maintained, in fact maintenance and grading of this dirt
road can often turn it into an even uglier affair. We were used to it,
we drove it two or three times a week but it never got any easier.
The little cage quickly erected the two newcomers were
installed; great excitement of course from The Sanctuary next door
where Leo and Mona were sitting watching all the proceedings.
Fervent sniffing and squeaking ensued, poking of noses and little
paws from both sides; thankfully no aggression at all.
We assumed all was well, crossed our fingers and retired
for the night.
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Hoping...
The following morning Dolly is up at the crack of dawn.
She prepares breakfast for the four kids and sets off down to The
Sanctuary. A moment later a crackle from my radio: “Angel… Oh
my god, it’s Angel… Angel is back! Do you copy? Angel has
come home.”
Wow! Five weeks away and she returns. I throw on some
work clothes and rush downstairs. I run down the path to the
Sanctuary and sure enough there is Angel, stuffing her face at the
entrance to the air lock. We throw ourselves around each other,
laughing and crying, it is a moment almost impossible to explain –
sheer relief and happiness all tangled up together in a huge blanket
of disbelief! Then realism… then disbelief, again.
Angel looked skinny; she had lost a lot of weight and was
covered in worms – nasty botfly maggots eating into her flesh.
She was tired too, retiring to the den while Mona groomed her and
sat with her. For the next two days Angel stayed in the den and we
kept an eye on her progress, as did Mona who would often be
found cuddling up with her. We gave Angel a dose of Ivermectin
for tick, botfly and flee control, a routine which we then observed
monthly for all the kids – us, too. Also prescribed was worm
medication, just as a precaution. Silly, really. Living wild was the
whole point of the exercise; that’s what this challenge was all
about. We had no place interfering with nature, bush doctors it
seemed were plentiful. Were we just being overly concerned?
Needless to say if you have ever seen the grotesque size of a botfly
maggot (Dermatobia hominis or warble fly) you would no doubt
understand. They eat humans, too.
It took no time at all for us to come to the conclusion that
the smell of her old lair plus the smell of the young ones must have
been the trigger that brought Angel back down off the hill. An
incredible thing had happened, and in the months that followed her
experience in isolation and the real world began to show itself.
She rose to become the surrogate Matriarch, the one the band
followed. Though smaller than the others she was the leader, the
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wise one, the best prepared and least humanized of them all.
Meanwhile, the young ones were settling in nicely with
their older neighbors. It would soon be time to open the little hatch
and let interaction commence. Well, with Leo and Angel out one
morning and Mona still at the feeding table, Dolly opened the
hatch. Mona climbed up to see what Mommy was doing and stuck
her nose through the opening. It was just big enough for a fully
grown adult coati to squeeze through. The little ones were holding
back, unsure of a human and what she was up to. Mona pushed
her way in and began to eat the little ones' breakfast – honestly,
what a useless aunt. Suddenly two little fur-balls pounced on
Mona.
There was squeaking and scuffling and then it was Mona’s
turn to become curious, following them around the platforms
inside their little cage and sniffing them. The little male, Sir Plus,
soon discovered the hatch and with Dolly standing back he
cautiously came through. CC, the little girl, was still being
pursued by auntie when Mona lost interest and passed through the
hatch again into the bigger enclosure, followed swiftly by CC.
Now it was Mona being pursued, the little ones eager to play, and
before long Mona had to tell them off. A quick snarl and a face
full of teeth, nothing too alarming but a message to be learned.
Mona was not a playful girl, she was above that kind of thing, she
was a grown up and not a coati at all. So the little ones had to
resort to flying about the place by themselves, occasionally
stopping to sniff and dig in the ground but mostly they were
stretching their legs and bounding from railing to platform to den
and back again. They had been in cramped conditions inside the
baby cage for a few days; abruptly it was as if they had been
thrown from the cot to a king-sized bed. They were in heaven.
Leo had been watching from outside the cage and wanted
in. So we let Mona out and allowed Leo in to meet the little ones.
We were not sure of Leo. Though not fully grown by any means
he was a male with ever growing incisors and this was both his and
our first experience in such matters. Instantly it became apparent
that we had nothing to fear. Unlike Mona, Leo threw himself at
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the little ones, rolling over and over, rushing this way and that,
sometimes in pursuit, sometimes being pursued. He loved to play
and now had two little ones who wanted nothing else. In the days
that followed he became their father, we were sure of it. They
adored him and went everywhere with him, and did everything he
did whether it was tearing bark off a bush stick to find beetles or
trying to catch butterflies through the wire mesh roof.
It was settled. The babies would now reside with the three
‘teenagers’, Angel, Mona and Leo, in The Sanctuary – no
restrictions. They got on famously, play-time was all the time;
they were never alone for a minute, never wanting, always
attended to. Even when being fed the babies were given their
rightful space on the table by the teenagers – perhaps even more
respect offered – no one squabbled over food with them, what was
theirs was theirs, unequivocally. Such a magnificent sight: The
beginnings of a family. Not really something we had initiated, no,
it was all down to the affections and decency of a bunch of misfits
who saw nothing in it but an impulse to be guardians. We were so
impressed. Leo in particular was just the greatest animal I have
ever seen with babies that weren't even his. The photographs I
have of his antics are hilarious: The countless shots of him on his
backside, legs in the air with two babies pouncing on him and he
loving every minute.
The problem was, when Leo was let out of the enclosure in
the mornings for a walk the little ones began to pine. They wanted
to go, too, with Dad. They would cling to the wire and squeaked
in despair whenever he left them.
Fortunately, many coatis have a sense of responsibility.
Well, perhaps not Mona, because of course she was not a
coatimundi at all, she was a small, pointy-nosed human. However,
Angel seemed to sense that the two little ones could not be left on
their own. Frequently she would stay behind, a babysitter, just
hanging out with the kids in the backyard. She would fool around
in the trees above The Sanctuary, breaking off branches and
making a comfortable nook in the fork of a tree. We thought
nothing of it at the time, only that it was a blessing the little ones
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were not left alone. Okay, but how long could this go on for?
How long should it go on for?

One big happy family at Witzoo – Christmas 2010

Once again, a decision was made by the Kids. Whether
premature or not, we couldn’t help but agree that the best thing for
this bunch of misfits was as a family, learning together, staying
together, foraging as a band. So, having only been caged at Witzoo
for a week, we threw caution to the wind and let the little ones out
with the rest – unrestrained. The result was spectacular. The little
ones stuck to Leo, went everywhere he did and he didn’t mind a
bit. What he was digging they were digging, sharing whatever
came their way. Every tree he climbed they had to climb, and if it
was a papaya he was after, so were they. Mona and Angel were
less enthusiastic about the new kids but accepted, even
occasionally enjoyed their company on walks. Angel in particular
could be seen concerning herself for their well being. Back at The
Sanctuary and all five would simply trot in exhausted for their
midday nap. From that day onwards the Kids were no longer a
bunch, they were a band.
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Now was to begin one of the most challenging tasks: To
teach them how to sustain themselves in the wild; how to eat well,
where to sleep and how to avoid danger. With little or no
information from scientists in the field that we could find we
would be working blind. But we did have one guardian-angel:
Our Angel would step up to be guide.
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Winter, 2010
OUT AND ABOUT

Our house, Na tu’nak a Witzoo, meaning house at the foot
of the hills in one of many local Maya dialects, has two large
ponds out in front and about 200 yards away. They were dug by us
in order to attract wildlife. We brought in a few domestic,
Muscovy ducks.
Muscovys have conquered the world, they are the most
widely domesticated ducks in Africa yet are not from that continent
they are from the Americas. We were happy to introduce them, our
policy being not to introduce anything exotic – so no dogs, no
domestic cats, etc... chickens though contra to that theme were
corralled in a half acre run. The ducks were not intended for eating
nor for their eggs, simply to send the message out that these newly
formed lagoons were safe. Sure enough, within weeks we were
gathering daily sightings of new species.
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Herons, egrets, spoonbills and storks, all came to visit, and
some remained. Wild Muscovys arrived in droves and soon outnumbered our domestics.
We wondered what the Kids would think of ducks at first.
We would dish out a jug of cracked corn down by the ponds every
evening to keep the ducks from wandering off. It was about this
time that we had decided not to lock the Kids up at night in The
Sanctuary any more; they would be free to wander day and night.
Clearly, if we were out feeding ducks then the Kids would want to
follow. We figured the ducks were big enough to fend for
themselves, muscovys being thought more closely related to geese,
in one respect by their sheer size. We were right. Our young band
paid them absolutely no attention, being more interested in the
corn we spilled on the ground. That said, birds are a favorite snack
of coatis, as we quickly discovered. We had even read that wild
coatis raid chicken coups so we had to tread carefully.

Red-lored Amazonians - 2011

Nikki, director of Belize Bird Rescue, had only one
problem with releasing parrots down at Witzoo: The coatimundi.
Fair enough! Releasing prey into a predator’s territory had to be a
concern. We had for that reason placed the parrot release cage as
far from The Sanctuary as possible and in an isolated, forest
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location. The first few parrot releases were a success, including a
bunch of white-fronts who departed and are still frequently spotted
around. A pair of toucans was next. Then came two red-loreds,
Bella and Weststar. These two were going to be difficult; we had
been warned. After 10 days they were released.
It was our remit to wander down to the parrot cage for a
few weeks after release and top up an external feeding basket in
case the parrots were having difficulty and needed a helping hand.
Within days of their release, Bella and Weststar had figured this
out and would ambush us in the orange grove before we were half
way to the release cage. So friendly were these two that they
would want to land on our shoulders and feed right out of our
hands. This was not proper education for a pair of released birds.
We tolerated their behavior but would not let them land on us.
Within a few days, however, the parrots had realized where we
were coming from: that big white box-thing on the hill, our house.
Sure enough, they would soon get to us before we had even left.
So we built a bird feeder just for them out off the bedroom balcony
where there were over-hanging tree branches.
It was about this time that the Kids
had also figured out the same thing. Why
wait for Mom and Dad to come down to
The Sanctuary, let’s go up to the big, white
box-thing on the hill and stand on the
balcony outside the back door. It was a
large, sliding glass door. They could see
us, we could see them. While this was a
blessing for us, not having to traipse down
to The Sanctuary in the mud and the
pouring rain, it created other problems,
one of which being parrots.
Bella and Weststar had a habit of demanding food or
attention before feeding time, about four o’clock though their
clocks were not always synchronized with ours. The Kids, too,
were not always of a timely manner. And then it happened! One
day, around three P.M... The Kids were having an early supper
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having been out walking with Dolly, collecting oranges. Bella
landed on the breakfast balcony where we fed the Kids. Horror!
What to do? Act quickly – think of something – er… shoot, what?
I grabbed a piece of mango and, while talking quietly to
everyone, I approached this little green bird with a red forehead
sitting a few feet away from Leo on the floor and offered him/her
(we were never quite sure) the slice of mango. Leo stepped
forwards with a keen eye; he was extremely good at catching live
prey. Bella took the offering. Leo took another few paces, he was
almost breathing on Bella. I warned Leo with a little cough. He
bowed his head and instantly turned his back to me, respecting
what he understood to be my displeasure in that unique coati way.
Following his obedience, I didn’t grab the parrot and tear it limb
from limb, I talked to it and gave it a peanut – that was my
message to Leo. And the Kids watched. Our idea was that the
Kids would realize who was family and who was not by how we
acted. We have a chicken coop and the hens are allowed to run
free all day long. Because we feed them and walk among them,
like the ducks, the Kids had understood from their ‘Parents’ that,
“we don’t eat chickens or ducks”. Could it work for smaller birds,
like parrots?
There were some moments when we simply had to squint
and clench our teeth during those first few sessions; after all, we
had five kids to teach, not just one: There would be little Sir Plus
bounding over to Bella who has just landed on the water bowl, as
he might to investigate a large moth flapping about up against a
wall. He reaches the bowl. We cringe. We have no time to react.
He stands up on his back feet and takes a playful swat with a front
paw. Bella artfully turns sideways and lets out a blood-curdling
screech. Sir Plus falls over backwards in surprise and wanders off
bemused. He just wanted to play with that new green friend. Oh
well!
Those evenings on the breakfast patio became a fixture. It
was a time to relax, mingle and learn from each other. The most
beautiful and touching experiences for all of us were in those
moments. Such close encounters taught us a lot about how they
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interacted as a band. Communication was by touch and smell,
always in familiar zones like a sniff under the tail to reaffirm
identities or chewing on the neck to convey affection. They could
not talk so no one had a name in their world; we were identified by
our smells: I might have been Smelly Four or Six for all I know.
If a coati wanted a groom they simply walked all over one that was
lying down, “Et voila!” Group hugs were common. Grooming
was reciprocal, a sense of duty; as soon as one got attention he or
she would return the favor and chew on a leg, the rump or tail.
The face was not a target though in play-fight wrestling it most
certainly was. The mouth and nose were a fascination at all times,
an obsession to be precise – a thing to be protected.

Leo taking a nap, paw over nose - 2012

Of all the cute things coatis do in a social setting, perhaps
none is cuter than the ‘nose guard’. Many a young coati will cover
his or her face when wrestling if their adversary is getting the
upper hand – a kind of submission. Their paws will instinctively
protect vulnerable eyes and ears from straying teeth and claws and,
as grooming can often quickly take over from a fight, paws will
gradually slide down and invariably end up on the nose. It has
often been suggested that this action is a show of respect to the
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groomer when it is more likely that the recipient of such
affectionate pandering is reacting conditionally – a reflex. Added
to which that obsession with their most precious feature ‘the nose’
makes them cover it up just in case. I often did when Mona was on
my shoulders.
Then there is this: Most animals have bare noses. It is a
place where biting insects will often alight – especially deer flies
and mosquitoes. And it’s not a small nose that the coati has by any
means; it is a busy tool during the day that in repose sticks out like
a sore thumb.
Some cover their nose with a paw when napping, adults
too. If you are going to lie down, close your eyes and relax
whether for a nap or a groom this is the area that needs to be
protected. It has been said that coatis sleep with their noses tucked
under their bodies and is thought to be where their name originally
came from, “cua” meaning belt and “tim” meaning nose, in Tupia
Indian from Brazil. This I have not seen. Their nasal openings are
small and they have difficulty getting enough air through them
under everyday circumstances, relying on panting to supplement
even with the minimal effort of climbing a few feet. None of my
babies sleep with their noses under their bodies; most cover them
with a paw or tail. Is that where the ‘belt’ reference comes from, I
wonder?
It can't be the white strap around the nose that our babies
have; South American coatis don't have white-ringed snouts.
At about this time we clued into another oddity: Their
desire to spread smelly things on their tails. We had heard of this
strange, coati behavior and had seen them often obsessing over
their tails but had not given it much thought. Then, one day, Mona
got into the house, as she often did, rushing upstairs us in pursuit to
find her ripping open a bag of Oreo cookies in the kitchen or
popping the lid to a bottle of shampoo in the bathroom. What she
found this time in the laundry room became an instant hit with
everyone: Dryer sheets!
What was the attraction?

Why spread sweet-scented
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objects like toothpaste and soap all over the tail? On reflection
during the months that followed it began to make sense. The tail
of a coati is less densely furred than the rest of their bodies –
longer hair and open-ended. In fact at certain times of the year it is
so bare that one can often see the thin, bony flesh of the whip.
Here in the tropics their tails get bug-bitten more often than
anywhere else, frequently having multiple lumps and bumps. The
tails then become ratty from continuous scratching… Insect
repellent?
First, the base of the tail is smeared, being close to the bum
and personal bits, then they proceed further down the tail. There is
furious scratching with the paws and rubbing with the nose – so
they get covered, too. If a coati wants someone else’s smelly stuff
he will no doubt be told off, so to get some he may purposely drop
his tail as he sidles by, hoping it will get smeared. A fragrant
substance unknown to them in the wild may trigger the idea that it
will ward off insects unfamiliar with the odor and cover their own
coati smell – thus protecting the vulnerable nose and tail.
On the other hand, they have scent glands in that region so
they might simply be trying to augment their personal aroma –
kind of like ‘dressing up’. As you will later find out, the posterior
of a coatimundi is a powerful communications tool.
The fragrant-smelling sap from a damaged Gumbo-limbo
tree (Bursera simaruba) will also be employed in this manner by
coatis if found; a tree whose relatives are those of the Old World
varieties that produce frankincense and myrrh, having been used
medicinally for millennia and as, among other applications, an
insect repellent. And recently the humble dryer sheet has hit the
home remedy scene for exactly the same reason. Seems our coatis
are way ahead of us...
It isn't just flying and hopping insects that coatis have to
deal with in the wild, ants are everywhere in the tropics. Lie down
for a nap in a tree or dose off while sitting in shade on the forest
floor and within minutes you will be covered in ants: Red ones,
black ones, brown ones and white ones; some bite and some do
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not; some are huge and some are tiny; some march, some swarm.
All demand great respect. Ah, but those clever Kids with their
long, vulnerable tails … Recently I applied a diluted mix of dish
detergent and water in a spray bottle to the legs of The Sanctuary
feeding table, just out of curiosity. Guess what? No more ants.
Another bunch of birds was being fed at this time. All our
meat waste like chicken, beef, fish and bones was separated from
the rest for recycling. Tin and glass were easily broken down and
disposed of without damage to the environment, paper and plastic
burned and added to our compost for the vegetable nursery. But
meat products were an issue; they spread disease. So we employed
the services of a flock of recyclers: Vultures. We fed them most
evenings out in front of the house and pretty soon we had a
squabble of about 20; black-heads and turkey vultures mostly, even
the occasional king. Pretty soon they too began to second guess
us, gathering in Cecropia trees around our house waiting patiently
for our appearance.
Dolly has often mused that animals are not trained by
humans, quite the reverse, they train us. This was to be a prime
example of bird smarts.

A pair of king vultures occasionally come to dine
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They could smell what we were cooking so knew when the
banquet was imminent. Two black-heads became so tame they
would trot behind me like puppy dogs as I wandered down the hill
to their feeding spot: Buddy and Hoppy they were named. Not
long after, these two became so daring they would enter my office
or the kitchen – the sliding doors always left open during the day –
and saunter about as if they owned the place, pecking and prodding
at anything they fancied. On one occasion I left my office for a
few minutes. When I returned I found Buddy on my desk. He was
eating my mouse mat. Not content to humor my rough language
he stole it, dropped to the floor and ran out onto the balcony where
he continued to tear it apart. I didn't think rubber was good for his
digestive system so hurriedly ran to the fridge for some chicken
pieces – my chicken pieces, my lunch.
Enough of birds for now.
Breakfast for the band was quietly phased out. I, nor Dolly,
was prepared to get up at six o’clock every morning to feed the
Kids with all that lovely grub out there in the wild for the coatis to
feast upon. No, Kids! Go get ‘em… While they mostly accepted
this Mona was reluctant. She would hang back when the others
took off. She got into the habit of waiting around until we
surfaced, then to whine and squeak at the door demanding
attention. She was going to be hard to break, she was so
humanized. Christmas Day was a good example of Mona’s
insistence on being special, but we’ll get to that later. For now our
job was to give these kids a thorough runabout once a day. It was
not difficult to catch up with them, they would usually find us.
Dolly might go out mid-morning to pick grapefruits and inevitably
she would be surrounded by them within a short while.
We had an electric golf cart called Sunny, which we had
converted to solar power with a PV panel for a roof, and this took
us around the property quietly so as not to disturb the wildlife. She
would use Sunny to collect fruit and run errands, the kids quickly
recognizing it as Mommy’s ride. Teaching the kids to forage for
themselves was hilarious, it was never a chore.
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The difficulty lay in trying to do something that did not
involve foraging, like fixing a tractor, or digging a drain. Here’s
how it went:
I would go out to work on Rusty, our ancient backhoe, but
would be ambushed by Mona. She loved to work as a mechanic,
would rip things off my farm equipment and put them somewhere,
anywhere; run off with them. She didn’t specifically know why
she was doing it, only that these things had my smell on them
being frequently covered in grease as I was and therefore she had
to take an interest. She would even smear grease on her tail.
Yuk..!
In November in Belize it can be a blistering 32C (90F) and
with 90% humidity in the wetlands and forests that makes with the
humidity index a staggering 45C or 122 Fahrenheit. I would break
into a sweat just trotting downstairs in the morning. So, there I
was on my backhoe, trying to get stuff done, either wet from rain
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or wet from sweat, at the end of my rope and mosquitoes
everywhere, when Mona intervenes. That adorable little “I’m here,
what are you doing?” member of our family.
I would radio Dolly and ask for assistance. She would
come back: “Give me a few minutes; I’ll be down to go pick fruit.”
Mona side-tracked, I could now get on with my business, while
Dolly set off in Sunny, Mona at the helm. This was a daily
occurrence, not just with Mona, but during these early stages she
was the one that gave us most trouble. Picking fruit was an
important part of our lessons for the Kids. Endless walks on
endless trails; stopping at trees with fruit, coaxing them to climb
and discover the bounties above. Wild papaya was a staple, they
were everywhere, they loved them; but try getting them up the thin
stalk of a tree when we could just pick them off and hand them out.
Banana was another – they could smell the ripe ones alright. If we
lifted one of them up to see the fruit they would jump at them, but
would they climb the damn thing if a bunch was hanging six feet
above them? Nope, “Can't be bothered.”
Favorite entertainment for one and all was climbing around
in trees. We could not always reach fruit like mango, mammey or
soar sop. We would need a long stick. Cacao and durian fruit
grew off tree trunks and thick branches so they were not difficult to
reach, but they were an education. Tough skinned uglies, they did
not immediately stand out as something delicious. First, our quash
needed to be encouraged to break in using those handy paw
daggers; once that was figured out the bounty was obvious. The
cacao fruit pulp is discarded by industry, the beans for making
chocolate are the prize we humans favor. For wildlife the
incredibly fruity pulp is heaven. Durian is a different kettle of fish.
It is the only beast that has been band on public transport in some
Asian countries as it has the most disgusting stench on reaching
maturity. Nevertheless, if you can get passed the yuk-factor what
lies within is an unimaginable cocktail of delight.
While climbing trees Dolly would be covered in coatis;
they all wanted to know what she was doing and why… well of
course. They quickly learned that Mommy was after these big,
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round things hanging precariously from branches. It took them no
time to understand this, and immediately they were up in the
thinnest of branches, hugging a mango and struggling with it to see
if it would break loose and fall. There were times when she was so
exhausted she would simply give up and lay down on a firm old
branch; then to be instantly covered in five coatis and affectionate
cuddles. There was Dolly, the Matriarch, and five little kids, all
stretched out way up in a tree, taking a nap. So, now they were
getting the hang of climbing trees for their supper. But orange and
grapefruit were not something they liked.
A few coatis munch on compromised oranges found on the
ground when food is scarce during the dry season, but it is not
common. They don’t have the dexterity of raccoons or monkeys to
get the peal off a ripe orange and biting or scraping the bitter skin
is unpleasant. Dolly changed all that.
Perhaps it was not right that coatis should take a liking to
oranges, this was human intervention that took her just a few
minutes rather than a few million years of evolution – citrus are not
indigenous to Central America, they were introduced. Certain flies
drill holes through the thick skin and lay eggs inside thus dooming
the fruit to rot; woodpeckers hammer away at oranges possibly to
get the grubs of those bugs or to entice new flies to lay eggs.
Parrots take advantage of this situation because they want the seeds
within, however they do not usually touch unblemished fruit.
When Mommy peels an orange and then sucks at the
segments to see if our crop is becoming sweet and ripe, obviously
Mona wants in. Just like Mom, Mona would chew away at the
segment with her head held high to allow the juice to flow down
her throat, then spit out the rest. Pretty soon everyone got in on the
act demanding Mom peel one for them; before long it was standard
procedure when foraging through the orange grove to sample the
sweetness of oranges, but our band members never picked oranges
on their own.
Another human influence perhaps not so good for their
development, was reading them bedtime stories! You will hear
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about it in just a second.
It seems, coati kids learn to eat from their mothers. Smell
is everything. If the mother has a smell on her breath then that
smell must be something fit to eat. Besides their innate ability to
catch and eat all things that crawl, hop, fly or jump, there are also
those things that don’t, or hardly move at all. This was our
prerogative, to introduce them to all wild flavors. Angel had begun
the process, had showed the others that there were berries in low
bushes and sweet grass stalks to suck on.
One day she was fiddling about with an empty snail shell
down in a drainage ditch close to the river. We wondered..?
Thought, perhaps, that there was something in this. So we set to
digging up snails which embed themselves in moist environments
like ditches and swamp-sides. No sooner had we dug up some live
snails, the Kids were in. What was it? Mona was sticking her nose
down my throat to find out. Well, I was not going to eat these
muddy snails but I smeared one on my cheek. That was enough
for Mona and Leo, too. They wanted more. They could crack the
shells with their jaws and just loved to gobble up the soft snails
inside. Pretty soon they were all digging up their own snails and
another lesson learned.
We smeared a lot of things on our cheeks that Christmas
and on into the New Year: Crayfish, water chestnuts, earth worms,
cecropia fruit – things for them that were at first out of reach. The
one thing I was not going to smear on my cheeks was scorpions.
Thankfully I didn’t have to; Angel showed them the way. I saw
her catch one some time later. I have since got the impression that
coatis must sense whether a critter is equipped with poison or not;
possibly by smell. The fact is, Angel immediately began tearing at
it with her claws… not how a standard bug is usually handled.
Then once it was thoroughly lacerated she ate it up, tail and all.
We used to get a lot of scorpions invading our house in the wet
season. We don't anymore, thanks to the band.
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Smell is everything. So
many evenings we would spend
down on the breakfast balcony
with the kids, for their hour of
attention, for group hugs, snacks
and personal identification; these
moments were so very important
and their meaning so very subtle.
Angel just wanted reassurance
and she would occasionally take
a back rub considering grooming
a matter of fact. She would chew
on Leo’s neck for a bit then relax
on the balcony edge with her
nose dangling, looking out from
her high perch onto the world,
happy that the day was as it should be – a regroup, “all is well.”
Leo was as always a bundle of joy, sniffing our feet to find
out where we had been, his nose more attuned to the present, the
affirmation of us and our status quo. CC and Sir Plus were still
young but becoming accustomed to this regroup therapy; they were
more distant but still observant, lying sometimes on the bench
beside us and cautiously sniffing our pants. Mona wanted to get
up on our shoulders, she wanted to smell our breath; she had to
know what we had been up to. Here is the bedtime story ...
You have to see her do this. It is extraordinary to witness,
her lying on our shoulders, nose an inch from our mouth, and as
we breathe she relaxes, eyes fluttering then closing as if to better
absorb the moment. I honestly believe she was experiencing a
story as one might when reading a book. Her mind incapable of
grasping such human fundamentals as words and sentences, she
was simply using her nasal capacity to absorb the story of our day.
She could lie for hours on my shoulder with her nose in my mouth,
eyes glazed, as if reading a novel. And if I stopped mid chapter,
stopped exhaling, she would stretch out a paw full of nails to grab
my bottom lip, demanding I carry on with her bed time story.
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Yes, unfortunately she took a liking to alcohol and
cigarettes, but that is another story.
Just how good their noses are I cannot say. I can give you
an indication based only on observations. For example: A ripe
cecropia fruit cluster when stuffed into my nose has absolutely no
smell as far as I can tell, but one of the Kids can climb 30 feet up a
tree trunk and with a “magician’s wand” nod of the nose decide
whether it is worth creeping out along a skinny, ten foot branch to
the promise of a meal on the end, or not. With all the other smells
in the air, how do they do that?
An acute sense of smell makes up for the fact that a coati’s
eyesight is not that good. They are near-sighted. They can spot a
tiny bug on a piece of fruit a couple of feet away and will pounce.
They will snatch at sand-flies in mid air, insects so small I can’t
even see them (called, no-see-ums here in Belize). They jump
from branch to branch so must have a good ten feet of focused
sight. But approaching the band from far away, possibly a few
hundred feet, and their reaction is immediate concern – they rush
for the nearest tree trunk. While you or I could easily distinguish a
friend walking up through the mango orchard, coatis seem only to
see shape and movement from that distance – unable to distinguish
who or what. Not until we have approached to within 20 feet or so
and have started talking to them do they respond comfortably and
resume their activities. But that is only because they recognize our
voices and can smell us.
Night sight? Yes, they have; they can see far better than I
in the dark, affirmation of this coming also from the intense
reflective green in their pupils from flashlights and camera strobes.
An interesting anecdote of mine is that although their eyes are
relatively small compared with the huge eyes of many nocturnal
species, the two white spots above and below make their eyes
appear larger, especially at night. A defensive presentation,
perhaps?
It stands to reason, they have no need for far sight; being
small, ground foragers there is no necessity to see clearly at great
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distances. Their whole life is about smell. They experience life
through their noses. The kids love to look out off the balcony 12
feet up, staring out into the abyss of life, a relaxing TV moment for
them and yet they are probably not seeing very much, just shapes
and colors. It is the smells they are seeing. They can probably see
ducks walking up from the pond a few hundred feet away but do
they actually know what those funny moving objects are? Until
the ducks take to flight and the noise of their wings is identified or
their smell is detected, it is all meaningless.
Hanging their noses down over a balcony or tree branch
seems to be something they inherently like to do when lying down.
It is the most comfortable position for their little necks. Their
preferred posture when looking forwards, whether climbing up a
tree or standing on the ground, is a head with a nose pointing
almost vertically down. Their eyes seem only to rotate toward the
nose, not up beyond horizontal, and so appear to stare out rather
like a person with reading glasses who looks out over the top of
their lenses to see at distance. Though they can raise their heads
they don’t like to, only if they need to look up into trees will they
do so.

Angel with head out over kitchen windowsill - 2012
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Coatis’ ears are good. Small and carried facing sideways
for surround-sound, they can hear at long range. It is paramount to
their security; they are alert at all times and will respond to the
slightest noise, being a flighty bunch, at times prone to bolting
frantically at the faintest rustle of leaves, a cough or a snapping
branch. They do not look around to see what’s happening when
panicked because their eyes are not so good – they rely solely on
their ears. Little muscles can twitch ears some degrees forwards to
pick up sounds in front of them however they are unlikely to have
the pin-point accuracy needed for catching small prey as foxes
utilize so well. That said, Mona once picked up a tiny electronic,
alarm buzzer some 30 yards from her, attached to my garage wall.
She honed in on it with absolute precision, scaled a shelf unit and
tore my little gadget apart. I think she thought it was a cricket.
Their acoustic range appears to be wide, recognizing
frequencies in the same full spectrum that humans enjoy. Whether
they can hear into ultrasonic frequencies, I have yet to establish – a
dog whistle is on order.

Witzoo mango orchard and hill behind house
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Little by little we branched out. They needed confidence to
investigate and learn. In the years to come our band would expand
and with that would come the necessity for more territory.
Savannah was not a hit, too open, too hot, although they would
follow Mom ‘cause that’s who was leading. Trails leading to the
vegetable nursery, chicken coup and beyond were also explored, in
an area of low-growth, transitional vegetation slightly elevated off
the flood plains. It was there that our wild orchard of Nance grew.
However, forests had much more appeal, and leaf-litter was
bug heaven. A towering hill with a jutting, limestone pinnacle over
200 feet high situated on the other side of our driveway was a
forest-engulfed paradise, but getting there meant crossing open
pasture with no cover. They had never dared on their own so we
lead the way. That was that. To this day “The Pinnacle” is their
preferred domain, a hill with a footprint of some five acres. The
atmosphere is cool and fresh within. Towering trees shade the
forest floor allowing little growth, thus an open and surprisingly
hospitable environment. Around the base of the hill fresh water
pools emerge from caves and cuts in the limestone, while a jumble
of loose boulders and trees climb skyward as if in competition
towards an invisible summit above – haven for sleeping quarters.
A situation we had not come to grips with was how we
were going to deal with their night time accommodation, now that
they were out and about on their own. Their immediate decision
was to invade our kitchen. Construction had not been completed;
there was no door, only windows, and interior finish work had not
started so it was basically an empty, concrete shell: A giant cave
raised on columns 10 feet off the ground with all these window
ledges to lie on, high up, safe from bad weather, predators, and just
a few yards from the back door. Perfect! So it was for the next
couple of months – the kids moved in.
Their housekeeping skills were zero and their sense of
hygiene could have been better, which was lucky for them because
their coats did not need much attention. Like monkeys, self
grooming was about scratching an itch, picking at burrs or chewing
off a tick; the hair itself was course and didn’t require cleaning,
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they never licked their bodies except to clean food off their paws
and between the toes. Why bother, when a molt each fall would
give them a new coat? Then there was toiletry – hit and miss, I’m
afraid. The only relief was that thanks to their varied diet coati
poop was usually solid, surprisingly dry and didn’t smell that
raunchy – at least, not as bad as carnivores like dogs and cats – so
scooping was a breeze.
They would drop their packages in high traffic areas just as
soon as tucked away, as one would expect of forest creatures –
they did not need to hide behind a tree. Most often they would
simply poop on the spot, although the smell of other doos nearby
certainly signaled that this was a good location because some areas
accumulated more than their fair share. In fact, if one of them
came across fresh droppings it would encourage them to do the
same and invariably they would squat.
Of course, naturally coatis live out in the bush, they sleep
in trees and have an extensive range, so pooping on the spot is
simply manure for the forest. The one thing that became obvious –
from The Sanctuary as well – was that they did not poop in their
dens, thus we imagined that the same thing applied to caves, nests
and hideouts in the wild – like foxes, a toilet zone was designated
for night time deliveries. An unpleasant thing we discovered later
on was the habit of some of the subordinates in the band to rub the
poop of a grown up on their tails. Thankfully by that stage none of
those offenders were brave enough to climb up onto us.
Can I elaborate further? Well, coatis like to pee when
standing on smooth, cool and flat surfaces, like linoleum floors,
shelving units or plastic garden furniture. Rocks, too. Don’t ask
me why – something to do with the feeling in the soles of their
feet, perhaps? It’s a nuisance and, phew, does coati urine stink if
you don’t mop it up right away… Because? Coatis don’t pee that
much, they do not sweat and certainly drink far less than most
animals I have encountered so it seems they conserve their
moisture content well and their pee is therefore concentrated.
Miniature camels? Is that how they conquered the Senora Desert?
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Speculation aside, a coati with diarrhea is in serious
trouble; pet owners take note. I can only amusingly imagine that if
a coati were weighed on death and then weighed again on
complete dehydration it would be found that its living body was
nowhere near the 70% moisture content so often suggested of
mammals like us humans, making their skin and muscle
connectivity in life that much more firm and blood loss and
infection less of an issue. These guys are tough little monsters.
Leo was more of a problem than the girls in this ‘pee’
respect. Males have penile and anal scent glands and will
occasionally run their bottoms over things, depositing their pee in
small quantities about the place, marking their territory. He was
practicing for adulthood, no less, a behavior he surprisingly
developed at a mere sixteen months of age.
The kitchen-to-be was becoming a state as one might
expect. What could we do? We had to build them nests, because
that, apparently, is what they do. They are supposed to sleep in
trees, or beds within caves, not kitchens. But how to impress upon
little fur-balls, CC and Sir Plus that we, Mom and Dad, did not go
out and sleep in the trees with the rest of the band as parents
should. We tucked ourselves up at night in a house in sheets,
pillows and duvets. This was a concern that was highlighted in
more unpleasant detail the following year, but thankfully it was
Angel that once again came to the rescue. She began to build a
nest – or at least that's what it appeared she was doing. I helped
out at first bringing her branches with lovely soft leaves and palm
fronds, but in reality she got the hang of it pretty quick.
She would find the fork of a tree high up that was
surrounded by thin branches. She would then bend each one down
into the fork. If she didn't have enough she would climb out of her
nest and go chew off a branch from nearby. My offerings were
rarely accepted.
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Mona borrows Angel's nest - 2011

Why? How? Where did she get the knowledge? It seemed
she was nearing maturity and some innate, genetic responsibility
drove her to become a builder. Was she ready to mate? If she was
it would not be with Leo. It had been entrenched in our
understanding that males don't reach maturity until three years of
age. Could she smell the presence of males in the vicinity? She
was a year and a half old. Wasn't that too young? Was she
preparing for pregnancy and in need of a nest? Was this her drive?
She built a couple of nests leading up to Christmas; Mona
borrowed one, then got the idea and built one herself.
Leo also built himself a nest, much bigger than theirs, just
to prove he could. And suddenly we had a band of coatis sleeping
in the trees, our kitchen now ours again to continue construction.
The little ones didn’t actively build nests, they were small enough
to hang out on thin branches nearby or share Leo's. In fact, we
later learned from our friends at Wildtracks that sharing nests had
been documented elsewhere.
All in all things were looking up. We were now behind the
scenes simply observing.
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Spring, 2011
STEALING BABIES

Let's recap.
Christmas Morning: Before I could turn around she was
between my legs and up the stairs. With ringed tail flaying out
behind her and body rippling like loose cloth, Mona seemed almost
liquid as she dashed for the top step. She knew exactly where she
was going: The bedroom.
I heard a metallic squeal: “What the hell is that?” I
recognized the voice. A young niece and several other family
members from Canada were in video conference with Dolly who
was sitting up in bed surrounded by wrapping paper, eating grapes.
“Oh, this is Mona, a coatimundi,” Dolly chuckled, “She
just loves grapes.”
“A what..?”
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“A raccoon type of thing.”
“Oh god, how adorably cute.”
So Mona was special. She was spoiled. She became the
star of the show. Every friend of ours who ever visited Witzoo was
bound to encounter and then fall in love with her. She was
irresistible and would not take no for an answer. She was going to
sit on your lap, rub her tail in your hair (she loved shampoo) and
stick her nose in your ear whether you liked it or not.
Then along came Mimi. She was brought to us a little after
Christmas. Our friends in Belmopan, Tershia and Hugo, who had
delivered the first three coatis, were packing up and leaving for
Canada. They had a large five year old female that had been their
pet it seemed for ever. Could we release her? We knew Mimi and
she knew us, but after so long in captivity?

Mimi arrives in early 2011

There was no taking Mimi to Canada and understandably
our friends did not want to put her down so we felt it our duty to
try. We imagined our most valuable asset in this regard would be
our little band. They knew Mimi's smell and she knew theirs,
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although they had never interacted. On arrival at Witzoo she was
not a ‘happy camper’. This strange, new environment of trees and
dirt did not interest her one bit, nor did the bothersome little
animals outside her new home climbing all over it. She moped up
there in The Sanctuary sleeping quarters, rarely descending other
than to eat. What could we do?
Mimi was no doubt homesick. Five years she had spent
with her Mom and Dad in the lap of luxury, extremely well taken
care of with the best medical attention and personal interaction
24/7. As she was unaware that life existed beyond their balcony
and her eight by eight foot cage, what she was now experiencing at
Witzoo must have been incomprehensibly awful. For those who
were brought up mistreated The Sanctuary was bliss and a new
dimension; for Mimi I suspect it was terribly depressing.
Exercise, we thought; try and develop an interest in this
new world, pique some curiosity. So we bought her a shoulder
harness and leash – the size of a big dog, would you believe –
Mimi was rotund and very broad shouldered. We had enormous
trouble getting it on, she was not amused, and once outside she had
it off in a second… with a twist and a turn, a bit of rolling over this
way and that… she was free. We shrugged; figured she would just
have to get along like all the others. However, as soon as they
came down to introduce themselves Mimi sank into the bushes
wanting nothing to do with them.
She didn’t bolt so we paid little attention as she meandered
around in what appeared to be a sulk, head and tail low, barely
sniffing the ground. But all it took was for us to look away once
and she was gone. Vanished. We had lost another one. Would she
come back as Angel had? We called our friends thinking that their
smell might help in her rescue, but nothing transpired – Mimi was
not to be found. When down in The Sanctuary Mimi had paced,
too. Was there a connection? Had she not slipped her harness we
might have been able to substantiate our theory that roving animals
can be relieved of the desire to pace by being given good, long
walks. We will never know.
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It was around this time that Sir Plus was re-named. He was
always getting into trouble ... So ‘Trouble’ it had to be. Besides
getting stuck in a coconut palm tree unable to descend, he was
always behind in the band and would often squeak when he
couldn't see the rest of his family. He was supposed to use his nose
to follow their scent in deep cover or tall grass, but alas he was still
a bit of a baby. If he would just pay attention and listen to his
elders he would hear those almost inaudible low grunts they
uttered every ten seconds or so signifying their whereabouts as
they foraged and thus keeping the band together. And then there
were those huge, ringed tails.
Most often mothers in a band will have their tails erect
while on the move, more so than others, as in “follow me”. While
I have read that some think this tendency only applies to indicate
they have found food and it is theirs – like placing a flag on
Everest – my belief is that in the first instance it helps the band
stay together ... saying, “Here we are.” Especially the mothers
who are ever attentive to the hoard of new babies in their midst. I
see just as many tails aloft as I do tails down when coatis are
eating. Indeed, many sit when they eat and as soon as their bum
hits the ground the tail drops.
There are a number of reasons for tails being up or down
and most boil down to how a coati is feeling – their mood – and
more than likely it is a subconscious action.
First of all: the babies – It is so cute to see them following
their mothers. They are as proud as could be, giving the
impression that they are aware of their status within the band,
noses held high and tails pointing stiffly upward in a show of
selfism. Besides the “cute factor”, it is no doubt a genetic trait
making them as visible as possible at all times while walking about
for the first time in the “great outdoors”.
I find it amusing that coatis raise their tails almost
invariably when they stop walking. Instantly they come to a
standstill, up it goes like an antenna. Then they might walk a few
paces and the tail stays aloft. Some form of consideration is going
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through their minds when they stop. There is a reason, they are
focusing on something, they are curious about something, and that
heightened tension is spread throughout the body and all the way
down to their tail. So, yes, the tail often goes up when they stop to
eat, or when they are digging for a bug – but not only.

Bunch of babies hanging out in our kitchen-to-be - 2013

Hygiene might also play a role in holding the tail aloft, to
keep it clean and out of the dirt when pausing in thought, to avoid
ticks and fleas in thick scrub and to keep it out of harms way. At
Witzoo, if open pasture is left to grow during the rainy season it
will quickly become a haven for all sorts of hopping and biting
parasites. Our band avoids thick ground-cover and long grass,
preferring cleared areas like leaf-litter, rocks or thin scrub under
canopy.
When angry or scared the tail goes down; well, that is a
given. A sideways twitch or two of the ‘then’ horizontal
appendage will indicate serious concern. Hackles will raise and a
lateral stance is taken up with one front paw invariably poised. At
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dusk tails are not often raised. Likewise, males out in the bush
rarely hold them aloft, they are anxious loaners and probably
prefer to remain anonymous out there all by themselves. Most
noticeably a tail aloft indicates contentment – health and
happiness.

Kiki and her magnificent tail, digging - 2014

And yet, I have watched sad and dejected figures who have
been declined affection or been told off turning away, head
lowered in retreat, visibly distraught – but the tail goes up in
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display. Then they will go sit alone and busy themselves gnawing
at their tail or start ‘pretend’ digging in the dirt – as if to show that
they are not hurt.
The tail also goes down when being cautious, for example,
when two coatis meet one another; it's a mark of respect to avoid
showing dominance. How the tail is carried, it appears, is
controlled by their level of focus and state of mind, subconsciously
– but not always …
A tail can be used consciously to make contact and
communicate with others. One could describe it as a security
measure, a means of staying in touch. Tails are often lowered and
draped sideways over a sleeping or docile member of the band on
approach, the owner then lying down and thus retaining contact
with his sibling as a gesture of friendship but more pragmatically
as a security tie between them in the event that one takes flight or
the band decides to move on. Then there is dipping the tail in
someone elses' stuff, surely a conscious maneuver.
Angel did something that I have only seen a few others do
with their tails. She would lay flat-footed on her haunches belly to
the ground, like cats sometimes do in classic, playful pose. As
soon as she is down the tail goes up beyond the vertical, arcing
over the body in spectacular fashion with the tip of her tail almost
reaching the nose, which is peculiar because sitting or lying
usually means the tail should go down. Sometimes it seemed she
would do it to request a back-rub, at other times just for the
‘halibut’.
It’s that flat-footed thing that gets me: When a coati stops
walking the hind feet lay flat, the heel is pressed to the ground. I
spend a lot of time thinking about such things; well, I’ve had time
on my hands pondering the foibles of this lovely bunch while
hanging out with them on my balcony day after day. Flat feet and
tails aloft – could have a connection. Just as we flush when
anxious or get goose-bumps involuntarily out of nowhere, muscles
and nerves are curiously interwoven throughout, as acupuncture
admirably demonstrates – especially in the feet.
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One final thought: With anal scent glands why would a
creature cover up their allure? That raised tail is a beacon to all in
two respects. It is strongly ringed around the base, a vibrant,
visual display as well as a confirmation of individual aroma. That,
I suspect, is the most compelling argument.
Their tails are very important to them, among other things
being used for balance while negotiating horizontal branches. It
will stiffen like a baseball bat and can swing this way and that with
incredible speed to counter any tipping of weight. If there is an
alert while a coati is lying asleep, the tail will be flicked violently
up and over the body, pulling their hind-quarters upright in an
instant. I have, on occasion, been given a shocking smack in the
face by one on my lap.
The hair on their tails is course and together with a coati’s
back and rear end is considerably longer than hair on the rest of
their bodies. Though not prehensile or capable of muscular grip
they can bend their tails stiffly around branches and tree trunks
when climbing down to slow their descent. Similar to the abrasive
nature of hemp rope which alpinists relied on – back in the day –
when rappelling a cliff face, the tail hairs of a quash also grab. If
you have ever had one on your shoulders you will know what I
mean: When it is time to descend their tail immediately wraps
around you neck and you can feel its course grip like a strip of
Velcro clinging to your skin.
The odd thing is, if you run a limp tail through your hand
while grooming a coati it feels soft and smooth – no grab at all. It
is that tightness in the tail that, like the rope, seems to work in
conjunction with course hairs, giving them such grip. They are
able to tense their tails to a point of rigidity in whatever curvature
needs to be maintained, much like the body of a constrictor;
however, not the tip. When raised the tail usually dangles over at
the top in classic coati style like a huge question mark (or a snake’s
reared head, as has been suggested); because while they are able to
flex the tip it does not go stiff and so cannot be used to actually
grab hold of things.
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Ring-tailed? Well not intensely; more so in youngsters.

Baby tails - 2014

The pale rings are most pronounced under the tail. On
lifting it the stripes are quite visible from behind; as the tail bends,
hairs are spread open like an accordion and the white bands are
revealed, whereas, from in front the rings tend to disappear
altogether in many wild adults. The result: A clear indication to
all in the band who look up that they are either falling behind and
“this is the way to go” or they are up ahead and so there is nothing
to fear. Those tails indicate direction – another reference to their
“behinds” importance that will become apparent in due course.
As with squirrels, coatis have articulating hind legs
allowing them to effortlessly descend tree trunks (or golf carts)
nose first.
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Fozzy showing off - 2013

It is what science refers to as convergent evolution,
whereby different species – even marsupials, like opossums – will
have traits similar to others living in the same eco-system.
However, little Trouble, as he was now called, had climbed a palm
tree chasing anoles and skinks only to find that he couldn't climb
around the mounds of over-hanging coconuts to reach the tree
trunk for descent. He was chirping like a sparrow. Rescue it had
to be, this time by me up a ladder.
With the dry season upon us everyone was feeling the
pinch. Food was scarce. Predators were about, namely tayra and
boa constrictors. We were losing a lot of chickens to boas and to
vampire bats, too. We thus became concerned about any new baby
coatis coming our way as they did not have fully developed teeth
and were pretty much defenseless. Rolls of half-inch wire netting
were hastily deployed around the chicken coup, the parrot release
cage and the baby sanctuary.
‘New World’ boas are not usually dangerous to humans but
to small creatures they are. We have rescued many boas from our
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chicken coup. Having got in and swallowed a chicken they are
then too fat to escape through the hole they entered. Our workers,
afraid of all snakes regardless, would call us to dispose of the
thing, giving them a break from chores while enjoying the show.
Some of these boas were at least eight feet long. I was used to
dealing with constrictors by then only because I had a fearless wife
who loved reptiles and would go to any lengths to save one.
In The Gambia, West Africa, back in 2004, she spotted a
writhing python in the river as we were passing by in a skiff.
Without hesitation she demanded the boatman turn around so we
could rescue it. Now this immense constrictor was over 10 feet
long and had been caught up in a fishing net. As we approached it
reared its head a good two feet out of the water – it was not
amused. I was terrified with the thought of man-handling a giant
snake whose body was thicker than my thigh. And just how was I
to cut the nylon netting from this writhing beast without damage to
myself and it? Dolly had the answer. She demanded the boatman's
tee-shirt and as we came up along side she gently tossed it over the
python's head. Instantly it relaxed. She took it by the neck and I
got to work. (BBC Wildlife Magazine - Volume 25 No 7. 2007)
Indigenous predators are not many for the coatimundi:
Jaguars and cougars are an ever present threat, the forest giving
them cover to pounce from close range, although in the case of the
jaguar their preferred prey is armadillo. Large raptors like eagles,
the boa, a medium sized cat called jaguarundi and then there are a
number of opportunists, all of which prey mostly on the babies and
juveniles. In Costa Rica the white-faced capuchin (monkey) is
another predator. They raid nests in troops overwhelming the
mother.
Tayra are the giant weasels of Central America, twice the
size of their northern hemisphere cousins and as vicious and deadly
as the Wolverine. Called 'bush dog' locally, my Maya ground staff
call them 'old man' because of their white head. Safety in numbers
is the coati motto, but as our band was so small and immature these
big, white faced mammals could easily have snatched a young
coati. They are fierce and powerful – ironically, having an
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amusing, lopping gate that reminds me of Tigger from Winnie the
Poo stories. Foxes could also be a threat as they gang up in small
packs to out-number their prey. Dangerous times for our naive
little band.

Tyra intent on stealing my bananas - 2013

With summer heading our way we knew that coati moms
would now be pregnant and we would soon have an influx of
orphaned babies delivered to Witzoo in July and August. So we
knew that we had to be prepared. It was the same every year; such
tragedy. How many Forestry Department would send us we had no
idea. All we knew was that as each year passed more and more
forest was being cleared or burnt by hunters and loggers. We also
knew that more farmland was being planted and that farm workers
were just as keen as any to raid a mother quash’s nest for the
babies.
Killing a mother with babies is just too easy. They spend
six weeks in the nest guarding their infants, descending only
occasionally to forage for food. Sometimes they will relocate the
infants (kittens) to a new nest by gripping them around the neck
with their mouths and carrying them – just like squirrels. In the
event of danger a mother will never retreat, she will never run, she
will stay and protect her babies. She will climb halfway up or
down a tree trunk refusing to let the predator by. Unfortunately a
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shotgun is not something to which evolution has had time to adapt
and so she is a sitting target. Such a deplorable act when the
mother is showing us all just how utterly dependable she is – she
will go up against anything regardless of size. With the mother
murdered the tiny babies are unable to flee, it is in their nature to
freeze in the nest, so they are taken with ease, defenseless, scared
and under sized.

Mother Angel halfway up a tree - Witzoo

Consistently the IUCN language in the last 20 years has
implied that all three sub-species of coati are threatened by loss of
habitat, domestic animals and hunting in all their ranges. It is a
local problem that will only get worse. Arizona is no exception.
There are three types of hunters in Belize, similarly in the
rest of Latin America: Those with rifles, those with shotguns and
those with dogs. Now the guys with the rifles are after large
animals (I refuse to use the word ‘game’ as this implies fun) like
deer but not coatis. They often hunt at night with powerful lights
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(which is illegal in many places) when coatis are tucked up in bed.
The farm workers and loan hunters, bush clearers and loggers carry
shotguns, they are the real danger. The guys with a pack of dogs
are poor and looking to take home something for the pot, like an
armadillo or rodent. However, a startled coati mother will do.
Unfortunately, without a gun the butcher must climb the tree if he
cannot cut it down and use his machete to hack the poor mom to
pieces.
The Belize Forestry Department is powerless to stop this
butchery. It is illegal to hunt and kill coatimundi but with so much
terrain to patrol and so few officers, education is their only option.
By removing the market and educating the population not to buy
pets, success could be achieved but it is a long way off. Licenses
to keep coatis as pets can be obtained but it must be for very good
reasons. Rules on cage sizes, hygiene and care must be followed.
Usually it is the old ones that are allowed to stay with their owners
and are not confiscated, while babies are rarely allowed to be kept
these days as they have a chance of successful release.
Well, sure enough come July we get a phone call. First
from The BWRC, a veterinary clinic with a couple of babies, and
then from a rescue center in Belize City. The one from Belize City
had actually been an illegal tourist pet, like Steve. He had been
spotted by a friend, Gillian, while taking visitors to the Maya ruins
at Lamanai. She called the police and the little animal we named
Fozzy was the first to arrive.
He was terribly humanized and cried when left alone at
night in The Sanctuary cage. He didn't much like the band either,
would not play with any of them, he just wanted to be on our
shoulders. He was very young, barely three months old, and the
boy who had kept him had obviously never built a cage for him.
He had been on the lad's shoulders the whole time with a string
around the neck – we could see the worn fur and raw skin.
Fozzy was going to be another Mona. What a job …
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Fozzy gets into the laundry - 2011

He reminded me of a Patas monkey juvenile we had
encountered while on expedition in Ghana, West Africa, back in
1996. This sensational little guy had been orphaned and found by
one of the wildlife officers at Mole Game Reserve. The officer
would feed him and he would hang around. Then, one day, this
tiny orange monkey noticed a troop of Baboons wandering by.
They piqued his curiosity and he wondered if it would be safe to
venture forth and interact. Unfortunately the big males circling the
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troop would have none of it and shooed him off. For weeks the
little Patas tried everything he could to get in with the troop.
Eventually he managed, by sneaking up behind and hanging
around with a group of females – mothers mostly.
In one of the most extraordinary examples of inter-species
communication the Patas monkey eventually integrated fully with
the band by grooming the female Baboons. He was accepted and
has been running with that troop of Baboons on Mole Ridge ever
since – a skinny, little orange guy surrounded by huge, hunking
great apes. BBC Wildlife Magazine editor at the time, Rosi, was
fascinated, but the story was never run.
Meanwhile, back at Witzoo and one evening I was on our
back balcony chatting with friends who had popped in for a visit.
We were admiring the sunset when I heard a curious slapping
sound. I didn't think anything of it at first and carried on chatting.
Then all of a sudden it dawned on me – I had placed my tumbler of
rum and coke on the windowsill behind me. I whipped around to
find the glass practically empty and Mona's nose way down the
bottom, happily lapping up the contents. I had only taken one sip
out of it and it was a double shot. Oh crap..!
She got down off the sill after a tussle with me and the
glass tumbler, landing awkwardly, then losing her balance and her
hind legs. Coatis have excellent balance; she was walking on a flat
balcony surface. We were in big trouble and so was she. What to
do? We couldn't leave her out all night to the mercy of predators
and her own lack of abilities. She might even pass out. So in
desperation we scooped her up and Dolly suggested the bathroom
in the spare bedroom. She could be locked in there with some
blankets, plenty of water and food and we would check on her
every 20 minutes or so.
It was dark by now, our friends having left in chuckles.
Mona was lying half asleep in the blankets. Would she make it?
What affect did a double shot of liqueur have on a small mammal
taken down in less than five minutes? The story of these animals'
lives growing up was just one extraordinary event after another.
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One day it was tears of joy, the next, tears in horror.
We did cry the following morning – tears of joy. The mess
she had made of that bathroom was quite simply incredible. She
had ripped the toilet seat off its hinges, somehow managed to pull
the levered metal plug out of the hand basin and disengaged the
trap beneath. The mirror was on the floor but had miraculously
landed “butter side down”. Half her blankets were actually in the
toilet bowl. Every tube of toothpaste, bottle of shampoo and bar of
soap had been smeared on the floor and on all the baseboards
together with her pee and poop, and her tail was a multi-colored
mess.
She glared up at us with a “What are you looking at?” kind
of insinuation.
Do coatis get hangovers? “Time for a bath, girl. You
stink!”

Trouble dipping his toes in the water - 2013
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Now washing down a bathroom is a good deal easier than
washing a 'Quash'. They don't like getting wet. They like standing
ankle deep in water as their bare feet get very hot during the day –
and I mean really hot. A puddle or even a drinking trough will do
nicely. Thing is, they don’t sweat like we humans so must find a
way to cool their whole body down.
Blood vessels are much closer together in the foot pads of
many mammals helping to distribute heat. For dogs and foxes this
allows them to walk on ice in cold climates without their feet
freezing. Coatis are no doubt using their feet for the opposite
effect, to remove heat, cool down their blood and so regulate the
temperature of internal organs as well as muscles. Walking in the
fresh, damp forest floor is their method of chilling out.
Feet, fine... But a whole body wash? “No thanks!” Well,
we wrapped Mona in a towel so she couldn't fight back and both
Dolly and I struggled for hours with this furry maniac. She never
once tried to bite us, but snort in disgust she did. The water was
only a few inches deep, we just simply rolled her over and over
while rubbing her down making sure her feet – mostly her claws –
were well tied up. After the ordeal she didn't runaway, she stayed
for the drying process and rather enjoyed that bit. What a palaver.
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Summer, 2011
Building a Band

Right! So first came Fozzy, then a few weeks later three
more lovelies: Kiki, Peach and Missy – three girls. Peach had had
mange and had been treated by a vet before joining us. The whole
of the top of her head was bald, a perfect circle like a skull cap.
When her new fur began to grow back it was bright orange – hence
the name.
Kiki was also a find by Gillian. She was spotted wandering
around some waste ground in the middle of Belize City. Gillian
was called and after some difficulty she, her husband and some
helpers were able to capture the little sweetheart and bundle her
into a carrier. Kiki absolutely loved bananas and Peach loved
papaya. We had to separate their feeding arrangements even
though they were all in the one big cage by now. Missy just loved
everything. At this time of the year dragon fruit were in season,
being Fozzy's favorite eat, their feeding table a mosaic of
incredible colours. Kiki would stand up on her back legs when she
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saw us coming with her little front paws in the air, quickly
realizing that she would get passed her very own banana – just for
her. It was a way of making her tiny frame bigger, a ploy used a
lot by coatis if they want special attention: “Me, it’s me, I'm here,”
a nodding of the head, “Look, over here.”

Young Kiki wants more - 2012

Standing tall is a signal. As explained it makes a coati
stand out. Tails are used like a third leg to keep their balance
indefinately. They use this signal for a variety of needs, especially
to draw attention to themselves. They will also stand if they need
to raise their heads and look up, in much the same way that
Meerkats and Gofers do, because their necks are short and have
limited flexibility so standing up lifts their spine from horizontal to
vertical. Standing is often adopted by juveniles during playfighting where a slap of front paws can signal the start of mayhem,
but rarely is it used as an aggressive posture unless cornered. A
while back I was watching the band down by the ponds from my
balcony – about 200 yards. I had a pair of binoculars and was
watching some odd activity. About six or eight of them were
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interested in some fallen fruit under a small Nance tree.
Eventually they all moved off, except for one young male. He
wanted more.
He hung back, nose to the grass, oblivious of his
surroundings. Within a few minutes there emerged a small gray
fox carefully approaching from behind a tall clump of Alamander.
Central American foxes are half the size of their red fox cousins
further north, so this little fellow was not much bigger than the
yearling coati I was watching. The fox kept coming, slowly,
curious… got to within five feet of the coati. All of a sudden the
little boy looked up. The band had moved off – he was alone. He
jumped back in shock, mouth open and glaring. He did not have
much in the way of weaponry, his incisors were not fully grown in,
however he had balls that was for sure.
With a wave of his tail he sprang
up on his hind feet, front legs
raised like a goal keeper with
paws out showing off the
diminutive claws he had. It was
a tremendous display. Usually
coatis flee for a tree at the first
sign of danger. But when danger
is close and there is no time to
turn they do what they so often
did
in
play-fighting
as
youngsters: They stand and face
the music. “Okay, come on then,
let's do this,” I thought of the
little boy's gesture.
I was
mesmerized. It worked, I with
my eyes stuck to lenses, disbelieving. The fox stopped in his
tracks, looked nervously around and then simply slunk off, visibly
perturbed. Hats off to the little boy; a beautiful display of
courage... though doubtless it was more desperation than heroism.
It sure was the cutest thing to watch. It could have ended in
disaster. As it turned out it just goes to show how respected the
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coatimundi is by those indigenous species that encounter them.
Foxes will only go after young coati as a pack. But in this case,
clearly, a lone fox must back off if the coati wishes to express his
feelings. Good show!
Kiki still did her little trick as an
adult, for years thereafter. She would
stand up at every opportunity; she had to
have her banana, no matter what, handed
to her personally by one of us. Even with
a thicket of crazy mouths all around my
feet screaming for attention, Kiki was
treated with special regard for her own
personal needs – Peach, too.
They
weren’t the only ones but Kiki stood out
towering above the rest; she became a
very big girl.
Now, infant quash can't bend their prehensile noses up in
the first few months so they have difficulty drinking water out of a
bowl or puddle. If they try they can end up breathing water in
through those extended nostrils. It takes a while for them to learn.
Drip-feeding water dispensers had to be tied to the side of
the Sanctuary cage at the height of the feeding table. It was
important to give new arrivals as much juicy fruit as possible so
they would not dehydrate, watermelon being the perfect choice.
Unfortunately some didn't care for watermelon. Many should still
have been supplemented with their mothers' milk at least till mid
August so in some cases we would bottle feed them just to be sure
they were getting enough liquids. Later on it became apparent that
coatis do not drink much water; they don’t perspire and hardly
bother with the stuff except in the searing dry season. They can
forage for a whole day in the forest without taking a sip.
Daily the band would be down at The Sanctuary sometimes
before we even got there with breakfast. They would climb all
over the cage and the little babies would go nuts – all but Fozzy, he
wasn't that interested.
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Welcome Wagon for new arrivals - Witzoo

It would soon be time to release them into the band, with
some trepidation of course because, even though everyone seemed
to be getting on well, things happen. Angel had been showing
them a lot of attention so we let her into the cage first. She
immediately ran to the hatch by the open baby cage and began to
snarl, a rasping chattering hiss, a cough but not quite, something
we had never heard before. The babies scarped and dashed up to
their sleeping quarters, meanwhile we were completely bemused.
Angel was standing firm on a low beam several feet off the
ground, nose pointing directly through the hatch into the baby
cage. She would not stop; she just kept snarling and hissing. I was
outside; Dolly was in with the babies and Angel. Slowly I took
steps around the side of the baby cage and was startled to discover
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the cause of her fury coiled up and camouflaged within: A Tommy
Goff, the most deadly venomous snake in Central and South
America. Not content with just biting you if you happen to pass
too close, no, these ones (Bothrops asper) in the family of pit
vipers are aggressive and known to jump several feet towards
passers by in what can only be described as an act of outright
aggression – or panic, in the case of a snake's singular mentality.
Witzoo has its fair share of snakes. With no bush fires to
wipe out eggs or small prey we perhaps have a good share!

Neotropical rattlers, various important rat snakes and
indigos, beautiful and curious vine snakes are many, boas to be
sure, then harmless snail-suckers and other defenseless snakes that
have evolved to mimic the colors of yet another deadly venomous
serpent, the tiny coral snake. But it is the Tommy Goff that always
grabs the headlines. If the amount of names given is any
indication of a creature's notoriety then this one has at least six
used by both Spanish and English speaking populations
interchangeably, including, Fer de Lance (French), Lancehead in
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English, Terciopelo and Barba Amarilla (Spanish), Yellow Mouth
in English.
Classified as the second most deadly animal on the planet,
surpassed only by mosquitoes, this snake accounts for 60,000
human fatalities a year. If bitten by a Tommy Goff you have four
hours to live. Witzoo is two hours from the nearest casualty
department with the ability to treat such horrors. If you arrive in
time you may not lose your life but in all likelihood you will lose
your arm or leg to amputation, which is why we carry a vile of
antidote on site… A quash would die in minutes, not from the
most deadly venom around, that auspicious title goes to the coral
snake and its relatives mambas and cobras, but from the most
hostile snake around.
I ran for the house to get our extendable snake tongs while
Dolly swung the hatch closed. Then back in a flash I opened up
the door to the baby cage and stretched the tongs in with arm fully
extended. I wasn't going in there – no way! It wasn't a fully
grown Tommy Goff, perhaps three feet in length. So what? We
had anti-venom injections in the fridge for just such emergencies,
but I wasn't about to see if they worked.
Surprisingly the snake didn't seem aggressive and I
managed with ease to grip it by the neck, then with extreme
caution I lifted it up and drew it out. All the while Angel was
hissing and snarling. I had brought a bucket with me, one with a
lid – you bet – and deposited the wriggling monster within. As I
walked away with the bucket the snarling stopped. What a girl... I
was stunned. She knew, but she couldn’t have seen it. Had she
smelled the poison that snake possessed?
Dolly walked up to Angel and stroked her back. Angel
looked around as if mindful of the babies. Saw them and took one
huge leap from her perch to the feeding table. Seconds later she
was scrambling into the sleeping quarters and picking the three
girls up in her arms. There was much squeaking and wriggling,
grooming and kissing, it was the most beautiful sight. Angel's
maternal instincts were blossoming. We were absolutely thrilled –
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more tears spilled.
Hell... What are we waiting for? We might as well release
these babies now. And with that our band instantly became a
fledgling nine. No need to train these babies in matters of the wild,
they would get all their training from the band. Fozzy was a pest
at first, not wishing to play with others. It took him a while to
warm to the band. Like Mona he was jealous, in deed we often
had the two of them on our laps snarling at one another.
Coatis do not have facial expressions like we and our
cousins the primates. They cannot smile. However, like many
creatures they can communicate their feelings through sights and
sounds.

Physical displays are what help them project to others their
displeasure, confusion, sadness or fear. A back and forth swaying
of the head suggests irritability and need; sudden lack of mobility
with eyes lowered implies confusion; standing upright shows off
their desire to be recognized and vigorous nodding of the head up
and down expresses curiosity and is often a way of asking a
question, like “Well..?” But these are subtle gesture humans will
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probably miss. Coatis were never intended to communicate with
us.
Noises and vocalization are their predominant means of
expression. Snarling with a kind of squeak mixed in is their vocal
defense, their expression of anger. Tiny, high pitched squeals in
sequence are a sign of distress, anguish or a sort of 'pleeassse' –
even adults do it. Both you will here at the dining table though
most frequently it is the snarling screech that gets everyone’s
attention, someone telling another that this mammey is mine and
“No! you can't have some.” It is uttered with a twitching ‘nose
bent up’ which shows off the mouth and front teeth. Should you
dare ignore the warning then the mouth widens to display those
enormous fangs and if you don't back down then you will get a
face full in a flash. We learned this lesson early on. Once food is
laid out you don't touch, you stand well back, you never interfere
with something that now belongs to them or you will lose a finger
– perhaps two.
Let’s expand. By this time, you see, our three initial brats
were nearly two years old with teeth and nails all grown in. They
were fully weaponized.

Need I say more..? Fozzy on the right, Kiki on the left.
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Inch long, irretractable claws in adult coatis extend on the
front paws with relatively greater prominence than a Wolverine;
four incisors of murderous intent, also each practically an inch
long, hold a little known secret. They are not conical as are those
of canine species, they are somewhat flattened like knives, being
sharp down one side. As the mouth closes, the top and bottom
incisors slide passed one another like two pairs of scissors. They
are not designed for puncture, grip or tear, they are designed to
slice. That is why, as pointed out before, they are absolutely lethal.
One bite can easily inflict two parallel, surgical incision three
inches long and an inch or more in depth, slicing through arteries
and tendons in an instant. You do not want to piss off a quash.
Not to worry, manners work both ways. It all depends who
owns what. When a coati wants more food they will approach us
with the greatest respect. In their minds the food in the bowls we
are carrying belongs to us – our food, so if they want more then
they'd better ask nicely. What they often do is stand up on their
hind legs so they can look up at us and make eye contact, all
except Mona of course who would jump right into the bowl – then
it was hers and she would snarl at everyone. She was such a pest.
Worse still, she taught that trick to many future kids. Sometimes
the scrum was so calamitous that I could hardly keep a hold of the
huge bowls we carried, coatis leaping up and grabbing the rim all
around. Bowls would go flying a dozen times or more. Once I
found one half way down the driveway a good five hundred yards
from our house.
Feeding time at Witzoo became a riot. Friends would make
sure they arrived for a visit around four in the afternoon just to
witness the mayhem. It was always perfectly safe for visitors to sit
on the balcony bench and hand out pieces of banana which were
taken in the mouth with the greatest care. No one ever got bitten.
However the practice of climbing our legs when we were standing
up holding a bowl of food often drew streaks of blood down our
legs. It didn't really hurt, it was just one of the hazards of living
with friendly quash.
So out we went, daily if the weather was half decent, on
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patrol to watch interactions and cohesion within our newly created
band. Leo would often come too but he was a on the perimeter,
within sight but not among the band. Fozzy would hang back then
rush forwards for some attention. The three baby girls stuck close
to Angel who was usually out front, Mona would be into her own
thing, close but distant in her mind, while CC was auntie to
everyone. Trouble played around mostly, often harassing Fozzy or
digging furiously. Sometimes he would share what he found with
Kiki and the other littl'uns. He would dig a hole and then leave it
for them to find the treasures within. He was very fond of the
babies.
Mangoes were always shared with the young ones. July
through August is the height of the season and there are many
windfalls lying about.

Unlike between juveniles who would squabble and fight
over possession, adults would tear open a mango and take a few
scoops, then move on, leaving the babies to suck at the open
section left by one such as Angel or Mona. Babies are hugely
respected by all members of the band and are given wide birth
when eating, lest they succumb to the wrath of their mothers. It is
the cutest thing watching a baby quash struggling with a mango
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that is twice its size.
At times we would sit and observe their behavior, Angel
often reluctant to take a rest, preferring to move on. This was as
we had hopped; the band would follow her and leave us behind;
she was becoming Matriarch and we were just some strange storklike creatures who happened to be friends. Of course Fozzy would
stay with us, the stupid kid, however Mona was taking band life in
her stride and would sometimes forget her human instincts. Could
it be possible that her imprint of us might soon be broken and that
she would run wild and free? If so then there was hope for Fozzy,
too.
Angel would invariably head for the river. Not to the river
itself but to the huge riverine forest that encompassed it.
There was something about this area she liked and it would
be a while before we put two and two together. She loved
climbing high above the river. Branches overhead afforded the
band the opportunity to cross to the bank on the far side. It became
a regular event, even the babies making the crossing of some 50
feet. On our side of the river it was short grass within the orange
grove, whereas on the west side was thick jungle and plenty of
leaf-litter. Fruit was easily found at this time of the year but
protein in the form of bugs and creepy-crawlies was essential to
their omnivorous diet. That, we suspected was why Angel was
attracted to the far side during the rainy season.
However, there may have been another reason she was
attracted to that location we would not find out about until the
following year.
A call from Forestry Department had me heading south
down The Coastal Road to a fruit farm. It was a commercial
orange grove a few miles off Hope Creek about an hour’s drive
away. There I was to pick up a captive youngster, probably 4
months old: a little boy. It had been bought by the wife of one of
the farm workers thinking it might be a nice pet for her young
daughter. She soon realized it was a handful so confined it in a
tiny bird cage. If she let it out, she told me, it would run amok and
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destroy her household belongings, so it became incarcerated.
That is exactly what is to be expected of coatis. In a home
they will run uncontrollably wild, their curiosity extreme, their
vigor unlimited, their desire to tear your house apart, rip upholstery
to shreds, dismantle washing machines, topple priceless ornaments,
pee on tablets and gain access to your fridge having probably more
to do with their innate ability to find stuff to eat rather than what
some might consider to be childish pranks. They are perfectly
equipped; so that is what they do.
It was a typical scene I had witnessed before. The owners
had put nothing in the tiny enclosure for him to play with and
would poke him with a stick to see how he would react. There
was, however, one good thing about the way they treated him; he
was petrified of humans and would thus be an easy coati to release.
With a little medication injected into his pieces of papaya and
banana at Witzoo this little malnourished baby would make a come
back for sure and be fit in no time. Though it was heartbreaking to
imagine how he must have been treated for the past couple of
months, it was actually a time to rejoice.
I had come prepared with a pair of welding gloves and
wrestled the little monster into a pet carrier. Then it was back up
The Coastal Road to Witzoo.
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He had a name, Charlie, but it never really stuck. Mini
Monkey also a suggestion – or MnM. In fact he simply became
known as the young one. Names were becoming harder to
invent… well they all looked the same so it wasn't as if you could
call one 'Spot' or another 'Streak'. Personalities were often where
we leaned. Most often we would ask others for names, especially
those who brought coatis to us. However, in this case, it was I who
had brought this little fellow to Coati Kingdom. Once in The
Sanctuary and with company all around this young one settled in
nicely and was soon released into the band. Everyone took to him
immediately and so the band continued to grow.
It was going to be a busy fall. Unbeknownst to us we were
about to get inundated with new arrivals, mostly older individuals,
as you will soon see. “Older the better,” some say. Not when
trying to release coatis, let me tell you. We were about to run up
against a steep learning curve. In our experience the older a coati
becomes the less its chances of survival in the wild. I think that is
true of many species if they have been captive their entire lives.
Thankfully, the new arrivals had had some years of wild
experience, so we held our breaths and let them in.
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Winter, 2011
MATING SEASON

Oh dear, oh dear. Angel, Mona and Leo were only two and
a bit years old. Leo was now a huge black bear weighing over 20
pounds. Was he ready to mate? Material written on this subject
says, no. Well, Leo was about to prove them all wrong. Young
males at around one and a half are kicked out of the band, so it
makes sense that in the wild they would need to wait their turn and
rise the ranks to Alpha Male, which could take a year or more. So
in reality our influence in creating a band from scratch probably
played a role. Leo had never been chased off by an alpha. So
there he was at his young age and nothing to stop him mating.
Then there was CC, really just a kid of one year and a half.
Could she? Would she?
First, Leo would exert his authority.
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In November, Trouble, who was also barely a year and a
half, mysteriously disappeared. Dolly had told me that she had
seen Leo chasing Trouble down by the river. Trouble had climbed
a tree and managed to reach the other side where she lost site of
him. It was so sad to hear of his departure under such terrible
circumstances, but it was no surprise, we knew it was coming. The
young boys had to go. However, worse was to come.
Later that month we began
receiving those older coatis, somewhat
humanized pets that had been allowed
to roam freely by their previous owner.
All were males. This was going to be a
challenge. Two were neutered, so we
thought that would work. The other two
were not – we would have to wing it.
First came little Oy Boy, about the same
age as Trouble and one of the neutered
ones. He had lost half his tail while
being chased by dogs – it was common
for coatis to lose their tails in this way
near farmland.
While Quash are extremely agile and climb with
remarkable speed, they are not terrestrial tear-aways, their legs are
just not suited for flight. Short, flat footed hind quarters do not
have the toe spring nor the long stride that dogs and cats possess.
At low speed they can break into a canter but they lose that
sequence of timing at a gallop. Not surprising, really. Coatis’
bodies are designed for climbing; their hind and forelegs work
together as pairs to scale a tree trunk – just like a technician scaling
a utility pole. So when a coati bolts in panic along the ground the
same coordination is at play – he hops rather than runs – hind legs
push in unison like a squirrel, rabbit or frog, bounding along with
an awkward pause between hops rather than a fluid stride. The
gallop of the cheetah, horse and dog on the other hand is a
precisely timed drum-roll of four feet followed by an instance of
flight – unrivalled efficiency that includes the ability to make swift
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changes in direction.
The long, flaying tail out behind is what dogs first take a
snatch at. If the quash manages to reach a tree its tail hangs down
as it climbs, again the object of a dog's attention. While numerous
farm dogs get killed each year in Belize due to the terrible bite of a
coatimundi, just as many tails get bitten off in the process.
Domestic dogs do not belong in the tropics, as such they are out of
their element. The coyote ranges down into Central America but it
does not hunt in packs and is less of a threat to coatis. It’s all about
genetics; dogs are ancestrally misguided because they have not had
time to adapt to a new environment. The impulse to chase after
something running away is lead by the belief that their prey is
defenseless – but with coatis that is not the case, they will go for
the face and neck every time. Just watch them play-fight.
Tropical South and Central America is lacking in canine
species other than foxes of which there are at least six. There is a
good reason for this. Two, small bush dogs occur within the
coati’s southern range but they are extremely rare and believed not
to predate on coatis. It is considered that domestic dogs are
becoming the greatest threat to these indigenous bush dogs by the
introduction of diseases and predation. Simply put: Evolution has
decreed that large dogs of the wolf lineage don’t fit in tropical ecosystems.
Biologists use various means to estimate wildlife numbers
in a given area and it appears deforestation is having a major
impact on coatis. Mexican and Guatemalan populations in
particular are noted in separate studies as being on the decline, but
equally disturbing is genetic isolation as bands can no longer
interbreed. Evidence suggests that the impact of human behavior
such as clearing for farmland is having severe consequences.
But when you add in the farm laborers’ hunting practices,
the new road infrastructures causing many coati road-kills, and the
dogs introduced where they shouldn't be, you can just imagine
where this is going.
There is no greater authority on this matter than the WWF.
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In their shocking Living Planet Report 2018 it was estimated that
in Latin America alone there has been an 89% fall in animal
populations since 1970.

Bushfires started by farmers, a regular occurrence

At Witzoo Wildlife Sanctuary we were trying to reverse all
that – trying to go back 50 years. And a little guy with half his tail
missing was the messenger.
Oy Boy was an instant success. All the girls loved him. He
was immediately accepted into the band and Leo didn't mind a bit.
It was Oy Boy who brought Fozzy into the band. They would play
and play for hours in the trees, the back garden or on the balcony.
The other little ones got his gentle side, he became an uncle to all
the babies; for years to come he would help protect and care for
newborns while mothers relaxed or went foraging. He was a
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treasure: Such a beautiful youngster with a huge heart and sweet
temperament.
Then came Blob a couple of weeks later – another
unfortunate coati with a missing tail. The name Blob was due to
his body shape. He was a plump, over-weight 4 year old who had
spent the last two indoors with his former owner. With little
exercise and a huge appetite he gained pounds in that time. Well,
Blob was not neutered so, with a vacant parrot release cage, we put
him down there to acclimatize for a few weeks because it was on
the very edge of the band's territorial range and Leo would likely
not venture that far from the girls. It seemed to work and pretty
soon he was released. He was a docile creature, some what
bemused no doubt by his new surroundings, a favourite blanket his
only consolation. Bigger and much older than Leo, had they
fought it would not have been a pretty sight.

Blob with his purple blankie – December 2011

For years after, Blob was caught on trail cameras strolling
up and down the driveway half a mile from our house – still
chubby so obviously he did well. Like all these new arrivals, Blob
had known the wild before so release was a comfortable
experience for them and us. No training required.
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Next up, Cody. Not neutered either. However he had to go
in The Sanctuary cage, as more parrots had arrived. It was vacant
and for the next few days he spent a quiet time by himself. He was
not particularly friendly with us but did not mind our comings and
goings nor the food we brought him. He was good looking young
man, also about four years old, a light brown color with lovely,
expressive eyes. Mona came down to visit him one day with us
and though not let inside she was curious, sniffing at him through
the cage. I guess from that the word must have got around,
because –
Then it happened. Leo found him and flew into a rage.
The Sanctuary is only one hundred yards from our house and
visited regularly by the band whose members are always
wondering when new babies might arrive. And so it began:
Screeching and snarling could be heard for miles around; bodies
smashing up against the cage, teeth and claws viciously slashing at
wire mesh; then more chasing around and around the perimeter, up
and over the cage, Cody in and Leo out. They would keep it up for
hours. It was sickening to watch such beautiful creatures in their
own right forced to act in this way by genetic impulse… such a
disgusting and brutal display of macho barbarity.
I wasn't going to return Cody; I had a plan.
I hastily built a small enclosure for Leo out in the bush, a
rustic wooden affair. Within 24 hours it was done and he was
deposited within. Immediately he calmed down, exiled but still
within reach of us twice daily. He oddly accepted his new
accommodation, whether knowingly or simply because he had
experienced captivity in the past. Now Cody could be released.
He showed no interest in the girls and sauntered off south towards
the vegetable nursery and chicken run. Due to the vicious fighting
between those two males the girls had never really had a chance to
meet him and they were, perhaps, not yet in heat.
It is one of the most appalling things about coatimundi
society: Male brutality at the height of the mating season. For the
rest of the year they stay well away from each other and can be
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quite docile if befriended.
Leo was let out of confinement a day or so later. It was
Christmas 2011 and expectations were high that he would mate
with Angel and Mona within a few weeks. After all, they were not
from the same mother so in-breeding was not an issue.

Teddy bear Leo at age two - Witzoo

A fourth male was coming our way, neutered, called
Double Trouble, but first things first. We crossed our fingers and
waited. January through February is when coatis mate in Central
America. They spend 3 months carrying their young and then
sometime in early May the mothers leave the band to prepare a
nest, foraging on their own. They give birth to four babies, we
have deduced from yearly observations and photographic evidence
in the nest, although it is often written that they deliver as many as
seven. Odd..! Mothers have six teats, the controlling factor on
birth numbers: Two less than teats is a veterinary rule of thumb.
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The brood usually comprises two baby girls and two baby boys,
although occasionally we have spotted three girls to one boy.
Six weeks later (mid to end of June) the suckling ‘kittens’
are finally brought down out of the nest and introduced to the
band. In all likelihood it is actually the kittens that refuse to stay
put in the nest and mother who finally throws up her hands in
dismay and simply gives up trying to hide her impetuous brats. I
am not kidding. Little kittens are pushy.
Well, sure enough, one late January morning Angel was
seen with deep gashes down her sides, a sign the she had in deed
been mounted – and who else but Leo? Some successful mounting
can occur in December judging by a few youngsters we have
received in September with incisors already poking through, but
this is rare. If a mother loses her litter she may come into heat
again half way through the year – rarer still.
Mona was unscathed... typical, so aloof she was. However
we waited for a week to see if she would succumb. She did not.
Now with a large four year old male looming on the horizon we
had to make a hard choice. Leo had sown his seed, he had done
his job as Alpha of our band so we made a difficult decision. At
the same time we vowed never to take on any more adult males for
release. The impact on band structure introducing a foreigner
together with the horrific fighting that could ensue forced us down
a path we do not regret to this day. Any males over one and a half
years old would have to be taken elsewhere and that kindness was
usually reciprocated by Paul and Zoe from Wildtracks. Bless
them.
Another few days and the big moment for Leo. He was
going to be relocated five miles away on a property of a friend of
ours who knew there was a small band of coatis about. It was hard
to see him go but it was the way of coati society and he was
heading for a bright future, only two and a half years old. The
horror of watching males tear each other apart and often those in
their vicinity was too enormous; to watch loved ones lose control
was immensely saddening. We would let nature take its course, as
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would have the females anyway in due course. Those born in the
wild and with little affiliation to us humans could now get on with
their lives as should be: The young boys ousted, waiting their turn
to be Alpha at some stage in the future.

Dolly and Leo on that day – saying goodbye

The tearful re-release of Leo into his new surroundings
seemed not to phase him one bit. Dolly was hurting so badly and
yet Leo appeared to be consoling her, he was not upset in the least,
enjoying the new setting and a small creek by which to forage. We
stayed with him an hour or more, Dolly laying out a sheet which
she adorned with his favorite food. It was The Last Supper.
Photographs I took of that final scene still bring tears to my eyes.
Leo was a gorgeous beast – such a huge, loving heart. Forever my
boy.
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Back at Witzoo we received the last of the big males for
release, the neutered Double Trouble. Within days we had let
Mona and Angel into the cage with him and they spent hours
cuddled up with him in the sleeping quarters as if old and dear
friends. They loved him. He was four years old, he was going to
be a great companion just like Oy Boy. Pretty soon we released
him to the band but oddly he did not hang around, preferring
instead a solitary existence. We saw him a few times following his
release but less and less as time went by.
Then an extraordinary revelation. Around midday a week
or so later I was on the balcony getting my boots on to go
downstairs. It was an overcast February day, no band around, but I
threw out some dog bickies anyway, just in case of a passer by. It
was something I often did, a subconscious reaction to remind all
that this was their balcony for all to share.
All of a sudden a dark slinking creature emerged from
around the corner. I thought at first it was a small Tayra, but there
was no white head. The body was long, low to the ground,
malnourished and nervous. It raced for the bickies and instantly I
recognized this new guest: Trouble. My little sweetie who had
been kicked out of the band four months earlier had miraculously
survived in the wild at barely 16 months of age. Granted he wasn't
the muscular might of Leo or Cody, well fed on a daily bases, but
he was still in one piece. I was dumbstruck, had to force back a
tear. There he was my little darling; he had come back on realizing
– via nose – that Leo was no longer with us, no longer a threat.
He crouched down on his belly, he was that exhausted, and
ate with furious intent. I fetched him some fruit and he ate that,
too. Then he lay down by the water trough relieved and tired. He
rolled over on his back. This was his home, this is where he
belonged; Witzoo was for all he knew where he was born – and I a
friend. He had never been cuddly like some others but he was not
afraid of us humans. He would take a petting, a pat on the head or
a foot rub; that was Trouble, so lovely to see him home. With Leo
gone and just neutered males around, Trouble was going to quickly
rise the ranks. In just a few months he would be two years old and,
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if not contested by an outsider would no doubt become Alpha by
the end of 2012.
I sat with him that afternoon, talking to him to give him
assurance – though I doubt he really understood. I imagined that
just the sound of my voice might help him gain confidence and I so
hoped he would stick around. After all, CC was his sister and she
would be delighted to see him again, for sure.
… Then there she was. And she had a scar on one side.
Had Leo mated with her, too. Oh my god! She ran up to Trouble
and squealed with pleasure, chewed on his neck gurgling and
spluttering all the while, then lay on top of him as if to say, “Don't
you go anywhere, you are staying with us.”
Moments later the entire band rose up the steps and there
was instant jubilation. Angel first, Kiki and Peach following.
“Trouble is back.” What a good day. I called Dolly on the radio
and she came running. An extra special supper was served, just
because – an excuse for a party, such a wonderful afternoon.
All the while, in the back of my mind there was a nagging
feeling I suppose I should not have let get to me and I didn't
mention it to Dolly. I was thinking about Leo, alone out there in
the bush, in an alien environment by himself, scary and dark. I
hoped above all else while we were celebrating on our balcony that
afternoon that he, too, might have something to celebrate; that he
might have found some girlfriends and that he was with family
once again.
I love him so much sometimes it hurts just to think about
him. Were we cruel to force his departure? I wrestle with that
thought to this day. My only consolation is that had we not exiled
him the females would have, it is what they do.
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Leo and little Trouble the year before – gone but not forgotten
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Summer, 2012
Born in the Wild

During May and June while expectant mothers desert the
band a desperate bunch of yearlings and youngsters must fend for
themselves without the protection of large females. It is a tense
time and a band will often become fragmented or broken up in
disarray. Luckily for our lot Oy Boy at two years of age would be
their leader and would keep them together. The kid was a noholes-barred champion – uncle Oy to the rescue. Then two months
later:
Success..! All our hard work had paid off. This was the
goal we had striven for, to create a viable population of coatimundi
that could now take care of them selves, permanently and with
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little human influence.
Angel had produced a litter. One day, there they were
down out of the nest and being introduced to us; four little darlings
that were so small they could sit in the palm of your hand.
However we were careful not to touch them only to hangout and
watch. Trouble became their dad lying about on the kitchen floor
with four babies rolling around on top of him. We would feed
them. They would suck on Mangoes, everyone's favorite fruit.
They couldn't eat dried dog chow as yet but they would learn.
So where was CC?
The two moms had been coming around to the back door
individually in May and early June hoping for some treats, separate
from the band, as expectant mothers do. We would always give
them a little something; it was tough carrying four little ones and
getting enough to eat during the dry season. More waiting. It
seemed Angel had mated first so we assumed CC would be a few
days behind and now with the rains upon us she would have plenty
to eat. It was late June, about the 28th, and we were becoming
anxious when all of a sudden one morning we found not four but
seven little infants crawling around on the kitchen balcony. Young,
first time moms often do not produce a full litter a vet had told us,
so we were not concerned that CC might have lost a baby.
She was so proud, you could tell; exhausted, too. Now
Trouble had seven little babies all vying for attention. We could sit
on that balcony and no one gave a hoot. We were just part of the
gang. Later that morning Oy Boy arrived with his charge of
youngsters to squeaks of joy, keen as anything they all were to
sniff and nibble at the hoard of new arrivals. The band was
together again and would travel the rest of that year as one, babies
integrated and moms now out in front leading the way.
Of course, nothing is without drama at Witzoo. There were
always going to be moments. Let’s go back to the beginning of
June… This is what happened a few weeks prior to baby
introductions:
Angel had located her first nest down by the river in a huge
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cohune palm tree. It seemed like an ideal choice and we never saw
it coming. The rains had arrived and the river was swelling,
putting the entire property underwater.

Dolly recounted the story to me. Oy Boy had taken the
band of youngsters down to the orange grove and on a whim had
decided to investigate Angel's hideout. He had climbed an
adjacent tree, a rather flimsy and rotten Cashew overhanging a
roaring over-spill creek. He was about 20 feet from her when she
flew at him.
Dolly could see what was going to happen. Oy Boy would
be forced to retreat out over the rushing water where the cashew
tree branches ended and there was nowhere left for him to go but
down into the brown, murky swell. He would be washed away for
sure. Angel was concerned with only one thing, to see the
impostor removed from site. Dolly dashed to intervene, scolding
Angel but to no avail – she kept coming. The water in the creek
was lapping over the bank and flooding the nearby Mango orchard,
she was ankle deep in water with no way of knowing exactly
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where the edge of the bank was. The scene was as treacherous for
her as it was for Oy Boy. One slip and she would be gone. She
inched her way closer and closer towards Oy Boy. Instinctively he
knew that his only salvation was Mom, he now hanging upside
down on the very last twig that cashew tree had to offer.
With six feet between them the lose branch upon which Oy
Boy was poised would flick back if he chose to jump (Newton’s
equal and opposite law), seriously reducing his chances of reaching
Dolly. Adult coatis can jump six feet but not from a flimsy branch,
so Dolly knew she had to get closer. All the while Angel was also
inching towards the poor, stranded soul. A final lunge by both
Angel and Dolly, as if throwing fate to the future, and Oy Boy
made his choice. As Dolly's boot slipped on the creek-side bank
and she sank up to her knees in gushing water, a terrified little
coati landed lop-sided on her waist, clinging desperately to her
loose linen top. Claws dug in as his tail flopped dangling in the
water. An arm then instinctively reaching back and cradling him.
Saved. Oh my, what a lucky chap.
Dolly turned and crawled back out of the creek on all fours
with Oy Boy crouched on her shoulders in terror. It was a rescue
like no other. Had Dolly not been down there that day and at that
precise moment we would surely have lost little Oy Boy.
A day later the water level down by the river was six feet
deep. Suddenly we realized that Angel was marooned, she could
not escape nor forage except in the trees. Also, as coatis hate water
and won't swim, she was no doubt petrified. Another rescue
attempt was mounted, only this time of a most peculiar kind. An
old wooden raft was laden with food, baskets, cable ties, ropes and
ladders, hauled part way by Rusty, a trusty 1968 Series II
Landrover. We had to get food to Angel and the only way to do
that was to tie baskets to tree branches in her vicinity. There was a
giant mango tree that she could reach from her nest in the cohune.
We turned it into a Christmas tree, with all sorts of dangling,
colored baskets normally used to feed the parrots.
Was she impressed? Probably not.
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Our efforts – though significant – were nothing compared
to those which transpired a few days later when the flood waters
receded. A monumental effort on Angel's part to relocate her
babies took her 400 yards across sodden and open ground to high
trees and a new nest on the hill. She would have dragged each one
of her little kittens that distance, held in the mouth, in daylight, by
her self in full view of predators. Four babies. That’s eight trips,
not to mention an earlier round trip to locate a spot for her new
nest. If that wasn't pure courage and determination, nothing was.
Angel had always been brave, but that day she proved to us that
coati moms are quite simply the most devoted and selfless of
creatures.
And then it dawned on us, the reason why Angel had had
such an affinity to the riverine forest down there. She had perhaps
all along been searching for suitable nesting sites.
The respect we had for Angel and CC was enormous.
Being around their kids and allowing us access to them was
sublime. Everyone was welcome, the moms did not intervene, in
fact they enjoyed their moments alone without being pestered by
tiny mouths wanting to suckle. Like Leo, Trouble adored the
babies, as did Oy Boy. Three little one year old girls, the new kid
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and Fozzy were equally accepted. And auntie Mona? “Oh, alright
then, I’ll pretend.” This was now a true band with babies born in
the wild.
We were still feeding them all twice daily. It was
fascinating to see their dietary needs changing through the seasons.
As babies they would suckle for about six weeks following
introductions, getting all their protein requirements from mother's
milk. During that time they enjoyed sucking on sweet fruits whilst
having little knowledge of how to catch bugs. Once weaned off
mom's milk they were forced to get their protein from foraging and
the sweet tooth was put to one side. Sure, we fed them fruit to
supplement their intake and they would dig in but like the adults
and yearlings bickies were now more in demand – they just didn't
eat as much fruit as before.

The dry season after Christmas saw a reversal of that
situation, when fruit and bugs were scarce. The rest of the year
bickies sufficed for the kids no matter their age. Indeed, during the
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heavy rains in September and October the band traveled little, and
frequently were a 'no show' at the balcony for days on end.
As omnivores coatis have a magnificent range in their diet.
Carbohydrates and fats, however, are hard to come by except in
meager quantities from the occasional bonanza of grains and nuts,
sugar in seasonal fruit or fats in some juicy bugs. These little
tigers are lean and mean and they need to be in order scamper up
trees and fly from branch to branch or rock to rock. An overweight coati is similar to an over-weight bird: A no go! Well,
birds have an in-built mechanism to avoid this issue, coatis and
humans do not.

Blob taking it easy before release - 2011

Yes, coatis just love cookies and cream of wheat, bread,
pretzels, French fries and just about any of those junk foods in
bags we bipeds are so enamored with – even sodas! Pet coatis who
are not given exercise, who are constrained in quarters and unable
to forage will inevitably gain weight. And once they have been
treated to junk food they will refuse to eat anything else. Mark my
words: I have come across some pretty picky coatis in my time
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with a Body Mass index way through the roof.
That's humanization gone completely awry.
So back to August and we were expecting another supply of
orphaned infants. Surprise! What we got instead was another
coati from Gillian in Belize City, only she was already a one year
old. We named her Lauralie. She was spotted on the Island of San
Pedro tied to a balcony railing, looking scrawny with a thin
emaciated tail. Gillian called the cops, absorbed all the costs and
transported Lauralie by boat to the mainland, then delivered her
personally to Witzoo.

Fozzy sniffs at a cautious Lauralie through the cage

Lauralie was wary of her new life in The Sanctuary. She
was curious, yes – trees, bugs, dirt – but cautious. She was not
humanized but she was accepting of human presence. She might
have been given walks on the sandy beach where she had been
captive but it didn't seem she was prepared for what was to come.
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Had she ever met another coati?
When we introduced Mona to the cage for a review they
didn't exactly get along but they tolerated each other. Mona didn't
really care much, she would approach just to see who the new
arrival was, while Lauralie was backing off on her hind legs with
front paws flapping about. It seemed she knew something good
was going on but she couldn't quite figure out what so felt she had
to behave defensively. It was not until Trouble and young Fozzy
were introduced to her that mayhem ensued. The boys loved her.
She, a little reticent at first, soon began to play with them and that
was that. She was out and integrated immediately with everyone.
A few weeks later two baby orphans were delivered. They became
her charges; she dotted on them. Now auntie Lauralie was truly a
member of the band. She never looked back.
We learned that coatis don't like swimming – do not in fact
like being anywhere near large expanses of water – from Mona,
who else? While our band enjoys the proximity of the river, the
forest and the fertile land that follows it, they won’t drink out of it,
nor will they go anywhere near our ponds. They get all their
drinking water needs from condensation deposits in cracks and
crevices during the morning or puddles later in the day where they
can find them. Further south, in the mangrove-verged brackish
lagoons of Hopkins and Placencia where crocodile populations
have all but been wiped out, bands are strongly present and I have
witnessed as much, however swimming there has never been
recorded.
I read a second-hand account of coatis spotted swimming
off an island in Gaton Lake, Panama. It was a man-made lake
flooded to facilitate traffic through the Panama Canal back in
1907, the island having thus been created and its inhabitants
marooned. The Smithsonian has a research facility on the island
known as Barro Colorado. I have to wonder to this day. I also
recently read that coatis’ front paws are webbed – presumably to
aid in swimming. Umm… are you sure? Not my coatis..! No
webbed feet here and certainly no desire to swim. Did they spot
the water opossum, perhaps?
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I can only say that it might be
possible for one of my males to way-lay his
fear of water so he can reach females on the
far bank of a river, but only if water flow
were a mere trickle. I might also concede
that were a coati to accidentally slip and fall
he might end up having to swim to survive.
But could he? They can’t hold their heads
up; they don’t have the posture of a dog or
otter whose head can be raised on a near
vertical neck above the water surface. Dogs
have evolved to see forwards with a bent neck; coatis slink, they
have arched backs and can barely look up. They don’t have a
neck, what they have doesn’t bend up that much – perhaps 45
degrees at a push. They must stand up to look up. So with the
backbone of most animals at water level when afloat that puts a
coati’s nose underwater unless he is desperate to breath – and for
how long can he keep it up? Not a swimming loving animal.
And what about opposing leg coordination in order to
paddle? Once again coati behavior baffles and I am as confused as
anyone. Barro Colorado is possibly a case of isolation and
circumstantial adaptability, being as how the population is
surrounded by a huge lake. Carrion crows on the west coast of
Britain will forage for and eat crabs, worms and eels buried in the
sand – I know, I’ve filmed them; but feed seafood scraps to a crow
just a few miles inland and they turn their noses up, I tried. Go
figure..? As one leading scientist from Panthera pointed out to me
a while back: “We learn what we like in childhood, we eat what
mommy provides and that is ingrained for life. Jaguar diet consists
here,” he commented, “by in large of armadillo.”
On inviting friends down to our river for a swim in a deep
pool we had cleared for just such festivities, who should show up
but Mona. We were a party of about six. Mona was an instant hit
but she couldn't get close. She desperately peered out at us from
little rocky perches. You could see she wanted to be with us but
just couldn't take the plunge. If one of us got close she dared jump
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onto our shoulders – that was it. As soon as we turned around she
would jump back to the safety of the rocks. Not even beer, pop nor
packets of cheesy wotsits could coax her in. Now if ever there was
a coati capable of bucking the trend in desperation and proving
everyone wrong, that would be Mona. Yet she couldn’t. Nope …
She refused to swim.
Now that we had babies born in the wild, untouched and
unaffected by us, we decided to spend less time meandering in the
bush with them. Of course we would pick fruit in the orchards and
visit the vegetable nursery, but we would not purposely join their
throng. We wanted babies from now on to make their own way in
life aided only by the adult members of the band. Mona was often
running with the band and occasionally we would bump into them.
If we did, when the band departed Mona would usually stick with
us. She was so annoying, but we couldn't stay locked in doors all
day.

Fozzy age one in 2012

Then there was Fozzy who would forage with the band if
they were close by but would never venture far from home.
Between the two of them we had our hands full. How can you
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refuse a sweet child who only wants your love and affection and
will do anything to get it..? Push and shove to get it … Just to be
with you?
We had underestimated both of them. We had thought that
the draw of the wild and their instinct to follow a band would be
enough to wean them of us. We were sadly wrong, yet again. We
couldn't tell either to leave us alone, to not follow us, to go away.
They just didn't get it. And of course, why should they?
Sometimes I'd sneak out the pool door on the far side of the house
so I could take the trail to the nursery hoping not to be noticed.
Ha..! Fat chance. With noses as good as theirs they were on my
tail in seconds, blissfully humming along behind me as content as
could be.
I wonder where Daddy is off to? Must be exciting, let's tag
along.
Our ground staff were scared to death of coatis as are most
Belizeans. This comes from the fact that the only quash they ever
encounter close up are those that are captive in their
neighbourhood, tied up and so likely very aggressive. If my staff
are in the nursery they will lock the door if they see the band
passing, only coming out when the coast is clear. The one time
they feel safe is if driving a tractor or using a brush cutter. If Mona
or Fozzy is on my shoulder they will not approach me,
conversations having to be held at a distance just in case.
The average Belizean thinks a quash will go after them,
that they are the root of the problem, a similar sentiment to that felt
about snakes. One could almost describe it is a persecution
complex. They don't for once think that it is the poor quash who is
having a bad day. If I ask one of my workers to come up and pet
Mona on my shoulder they will shudder in fear and shake their
heads, as if in their minds Mona is going to bite them just because
that is who they are – a thing to be bitten. Even though they can
see quite clearly that Mona is relaxed and is showing no signs of
aggression.
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Young Fozzy with author - 2012

Nevertheless, my staff and I have often had a good laugh
about it. I think they think I’m mad! And that is a compliment. In
this world of doubt and confusion, trust should be carefully
metered. My staff are wise to be concerned for their safety as you
will soon discover.
It reminds me of The Gambia, a tiny country in West Africa
whose entire mass is actually a huge river – virtually no land is
within its borders. Just about every inhabitant is afraid of the
water and practically none have learned to swim. They glide about
in boats all day petrified of the stuff they are floating on – their
country.
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Winter, 2012
Trouble Now Alpha

It had to be. Our Trouble had taken his rightful place,
succeeding Leo. Though our interventions had somewhat altered
their wild lifestyle, it would probably have happened naturally in
the wild. He was the prince; heir to the throne. Fozzy would be
next in line.
With four females to attend to, Trouble had his work cut
out for him this winter mating season. We were going to have a
baby-boom the coming summer. Could he cope? Could we? We
had coatis of all different ages and that figure was about to double.
It was not as if we hadn't seen it coming, it was simply that the
stark reality was now bearing down on us. Seven little babies had
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been a delightfully manageable affair this last summer. But sixteen
more? Added to which, probably another three or four in August
from Forestry Department. 2013 was going to be the ultimate test
of our capabilities and theirs.
However before all that kind of coping, another coping
situation arose quite suddenly: A Tropical Storm.
The eye of Hurricane Richard had passed right over Witzoo
Wildlife Sanctuary as a category 2 in early November 2010. Earl
in August 2016 had done the same thing, however during that
storm with 60 odd quash out there wild and free there was no way
we could round up the band, many of whom born in the wild were
wary of us. In this case our situation was different; eighteen or so
manageable brats all quite friendly. There was only one choice to
make, it was late October and the eye would pass directly over us
again: Open the doors to the house and let them in. So we did.
Should we have intervened yet again in their lives? Fact is,
they were still not truly wild, only seven babies as such, the rest
were captive bred or orphaned babies whom we had nurtured.
They still depended upon us and we didn't want to lose a single one
at this early stage. Nature can be cruel and we wanted to avert a
disaster among the ranks. We knew the risks we were taking, the
hell that would befall our home and belongings but we had no
other recourse, the storm had given little warning of its growth or
direction. It was arriving that night and we simply prayed that our
little ones would make it home for supper in time.
We cleared the dinning room table and laid out a feast in
preparation. Then, thank god, they appeared just as the winds were
picking up.
We slid open the balcony door and they all marched in,
single file – yes, single file. Door then closed it was lock-down
time. They didn't have to be shown where the food was, many had
often snuck in uninvited and climbed that table during the process
of preparing bowls for dinner time. The babies couldn't climb the
chair legs so they were fed with trays on the floor while the rest of
the greedy so-and-sos were up top wolfing down the smorgasbord.
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At 10 p.m. with the wind howling I shut down the power to
the house and the wind turbine. Flashlights and lanterns at the
ready we all sat on the grand staircase as thunder and lightening
crashed all around us. You could see the fear in their eyes, young
and old, clinging closely to our legs, some in our laps; it was a
dreadful experience for us all. Imagine what a wild animal must
endure out there in the bush and in the dark on such a frightful
night, clinging desperately to flailing branches with trepidation.
From inside we could hear roots snapping, trees crashing to
the ground, the wind and rain and debris lashing at the windows.
As the wind subsided we crept up to bed, Mona proudly in tow.
Lauralie and Fozzy crashed on a sofa with a couple of youngsters.
The others looked for high shelves anywhere they could in the
house and tried to sleep. What an awful night. Only one comes to
mind worse than that which I shall explain shortly.
In the meantime, I have just remembered something: How
to put a coati to sleep. Mona was not going to sleep rough like the
rest of the band. No, she expected to be given the royal treatment.
What do you do with a three year old who is over-tired and
throwing tantrums? We had discovered sometime ago out on the
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breakfast balcony during those peaceful, evening sessions that
grooming and rub downs were a definite hit. Backs? Absolutely,
Angel’s favorite. Heads and necks? “Oh, yes please!” But there
was one place on the body that could drop a quash to paralysis and
deep sleep within seconds: The feet. OMG,..! It is simply
astonishing how quickly they will go under – as fast as any
hospital anesthetic.
Of course, a foot rub has to be done just right. Trial and
error taught us where our fingers were supposed to apply pressure
and by just how much. Two hands using finger and thumb, one for
each front paw, a slow rotation about each little pad, such a
delicate operation for a tough-as-hide little paw that daily
withstands constant abuse. You would not believe it… the cutest
thing to watch; a furry animal spread-eagle on its back, tummy
exposed, legs in the air, head back and eyes closed. A hypnotist
could not have done better.
“Er, Miss? Now just count backwards from ten. That’s
it… nine, eight, seven…”
Gone! Ten seconds flat. Finally we could get some sleep.
The following morning: Chaos, both inside and out.
Through a front window I could see all that hard work planting out
saplings of hardwood and fruit trees over the year, simply
decimated. Wild trees didn’t fare any better. A stand of giant
sapodilla had fallen like dominoes just a few yards from The
Sanctuary. I turned on the mains supply and thankfully all was
well. Then I looked around and oh boy, what a mess. The coatis
had got to it first thing in the morning. Besides depositing their
little poops all over the place, on settees, kitchen counters and
down flights of stairs, they had gone exploring – as they do.
Every box, draw or shelf had been stripped of its contents;
clothes, food packages and books strewn about the floor in all
corners of the downstairs lobby and living room. Only the
bedrooms were spared as they had doors. Never mind the clean
up, it took us a whole day to hunt down those little monsters and
demand they leave the premises. They were everywhere, in a new
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found paradise of smelly things, colorful toys and a cool, dry
atmosphere. They didn't want to leave. The adults were respectful
and the seven little ones followed their moms out instinctively; no,
it was the juveniles that just wanted to sit around, hide and play all
day. Though we have nets for emergencies we prefer not to use
them. Instead we used psychology and eventually it worked.
Food was deployed as trick number one. A trail of fruit
sparsely laid, leading to the backdoor. The dinning table was
cleared. A clattering of pots and pans from one end of the house
dispatched a few, coughing got others to turn their backs on us and
thus be facing in the right direction for departure. Then a corral of
two humans patiently watching from behind as the obtuse few
remaining eventually followed our trail of goodies. Each one had
to be evicted individually; it would have been impossible to guide
a group to the door. It took forever.
On another note of nature's cruelty I had eluded to earlier:
In July of this past year, 2018, a lightening strike made a direct hit
on the hill behind our house at one o'clock in the morning at a time
when all coatis are tucked up in their nests. I had for a few days
been feeding four mothers at the back door during the day, each
having four babies. The band was nowhere to be seen. Bad
weather thunder and heavy rain often keeps the band away. Many
mothers build nests for their babies up on that hill. Following the
lightening strike I was concerned for the mothers; I didn't see them
for a couple of days.
Then finally the dreadful truth was revealed when all four
moms appeared one afternoon – in tow, only four babies. Three
moms had lost their entire broods to that dreadful strike. It hit less
than one hundred yards behind our house killing three giant trees,
but the impact of losing 12 babies in one night was far more
devastating. My only thanks was that Forestry Department would
soon be sending me some orphans, in a small way affording a
cushion for the pain and the knowledge that those pining moms
might soon have replacements for the loved ones they had lost.
Let's get back to happier times:
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It was clearly obvious that by January of 2013 three of our
four girls had been impregnated, by the terrible gashes on their
sides and neck. Mona however appeared to be walking around
unscathed. It is one of the most remarkable attributes of this
species, presumably through millions of years of evolution, that
should you live with a band of cut-throat pirates with daggers and
knives that could shred you in seconds you must surely come up
with a comparative method of healing – otherwise the coati species
would be long extinct by now. Though I doubt biologists have
taken a look at the coatis extraordinary powers of healing, it is
worth consideration.
On looking at those gashes on their sides you could see that
they were cut deep to the bone, some two inches long. Wide open,
like smiling faces, raw flesh to the elements. Coatis only
occasionally lick them, for the most part they leave their wounds
be, and yet remarkably within a couple of months the wound can
barely be seen. No sutures and no medication. The gash has
completely closed up and sealed over with skin. A month later and
with hair covering the spot, it is gone. Gashes like that relative to
body size would kill a human in days. The blood loss alone from a
six inch knife wound to the thigh bone would, without immediate
bandaging and antibiotics, end life in a matter of hours.
So it was we were going to witness one such impossible
recovery from a severed leg. However not before we move on to
The Baby Boom ...
Meanwhile, another baby, a fledgling parrot was spotted
sitting in the branches above the feeders on the upstairs balconies.
About 15 or more parrots would regularly visit, both red-loreds
and white-fronts, usually in the evenings. This little fledgling redlored was being fed by parents with bands on their legs, meaning
Belize Bird Rescue's release program was working. That little
fellow had been born in the wild, offspring of once captive birds
now wild and free. That was astonishing news, and we got the
shot to prove it. To our knowledge this success story has rarely if
ever been documented in the wilds of Central America, affirmation
that soft releasing could and was working for parrots, too.
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Banded Red-lored parrot feeding wild bred chick – Witzoo 2012

As with most wildlife releases by organizations around the
world, hard release is the only real option. An adult creature with a
broken leg can spend a few weeks recuperating and then be
released near where it was found. No problem. But an orphaned,
humanized or pet trade sweetie who has never seen the wild, is not
likely to survive a hard release. Some estimate that well over 80%
perish. Some go even further and suggest that the whole idea is
futile. Problem is, soft release requires monitoring, supplementing
diet, resources and time, all of which costs money. In poorer
nations this option just isn't viable.
Endangered or protected species get a better deal. Raising
money and running facilities for the vulnerable is feasible in most
countries so those lucky creatures’ needs will be well served. But
for a bunch of renegades and thieves who raid farms and steal
produce, like the semi-terrestrial vervets, baboons and patas
monkeys of Africa, or the coatimundi of the New World, no such
luck. Not a buck!
Not that all endangered species are out of the woods.
Would you believe it? Some citrus growers in Central America
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(and it wouldn’t surprise me if elsewhere) have a shooting festival.
“Bring the family, bring the shotgun, have a picnic and enjoy. See
how many endangered Amazonian parrots you can bring down in
one afternoon and maybe even win a prize.” Yes, you read right.
Citrus is a huge industry, often run by powerful families with
government or military ties. So if they say parrots are a pest that
damage their crops we must all believe them, right? Really?
I have a few acres of citrus – orange and grapefruit – and I
have several flocks of friends: Amazonians. I see them up close
every day often sitting right there in an orange tree. Funny, my
citrus are not ravaged by parrots. Fact is, boring insects are the
problem for us and yes, parrots occasionally pick at the holes
where rot sets in – digging for seeds.

Ah, but commercial growers use pesticides these days so
they don't get blemished fruit. Could that be why parrots have
been given such a bad rap, for daring to even look at an orange?
Or is it simply another case of the age old excuse, “Well, that's
what granddad did?”
Yes, granddad also shot toucans for the pot back in the day
so I am told, but we as a conscientious society have since entered a
new century and wised up… Parrots need protection. They love
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cashews, but because roasting such dangerous nuts is a cottage
industry without gazillion dollar franchises exporting out of
Central America, no one gives a damn. No parrot persecution here,
because there are no big bucks involved. They and other birds are
not affected by ferocious acids and poisonous oils that we humans
have to contend with. So parrots can eat such things as cashew
nuts and chili peppers all day long with no ill effects. And no one
cares.
Cashews are relatives of poison ivy and the poisonwood
tree, a cursed tree from head to toe – every last bit of it a
nightmare. Extracting the cashew nut from its acidic, honeycomb
casket is a terrifying experience unless you happen to be a parrot; a
lot of money is required for humans to do it safely and turn a
profit. One spit of anacardic acid on your skin while roasting the
outer shell to get your nuts will have you writhing in pain, just as
one smear of related urushioi oil (sap) from a poisonwood branch
could have you in blisters for weeks – and yet birds flock to eat the
berries of poisonwood with no ill effects.
Cottage industries and hobby farms do not generally impact
the world around them. It takes big business to surreptitiously
mess with the environment. Unfortunately, parrots the world over
do not know the difference between mega crops like millet, maize
or oranges and less valued crops like cashew and habanero. So
sad.
Surprisingly our band of coatis never bothered the parrots
at their feeding baskets or in the branches above. They seemed to
sense it was off-limits even though they could climb those trees
and often did. In the evenings they would be on the lower
balconies leaving the parrots well alone.
Besides humans and the occasional falcon, it is nocturnal
mammals that are the biggest threat to parrots. “They are a bit
dumb,” jokes Nikki. “They don't like to fly in the dark so when an
opossum creeps up towards them on a branch they just sit and
squawk.”
Trouble appeared to have been kicked out of the band that
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spring. His job done, no one wanted to be mounted again and he
was still a rage of hormones that might injure one of the band. So
he respectfully withdrew. He knew he could not go up against a
group of adult females, he would lose that battle and probably his
life. His only chance of redemption might come in a few months if
a mother lost all her babies and she became susceptible again, but
this was rare. We saw him once in a while sneaking around in the
bush, never far away but mindful of his new position.
It was the dry season, but Trouble didn't even dare come for
dinner at four. As it had been two years ago he would have to
forage on his own, to be a loaner, living a sad and solitary life. We
wondered if the moms would allow him back to enjoy some time
with the newborns when the time came, after all, they were his –
their dad. For all the supposed wonder and glory of being the
Alpha Male it didn't appear to be all it was cracked up to be:
Desperate and deadly battles to secure their position; a few days of
confusion and fury mounting females; then to be banished from the
tribe, a disgraced and discarded object.
It saddens me most of all to think of a male coati's life.
They do not run with the band, they live solitary lives and for that
reason were once thought by explorers of the ‘New World'
centuries ago to be an entirely separate species; they even
classified them as such, from which the suffix “mundi” meaning
alone, was born and has erroneously stuck around on the end of
“coati”. To think that a young boy grows up in the band, he learns
about love and trust, he plays and snuggles, is adored by his mom
and siblings… and then his whole life is torn apart by the ego of an
alpha male, never again to be loved. For that reason I have a
special affinity towards my young boys – I can’t help it.
Females have the best of times. Not only do they run in
company with their babies but also with juveniles and yearlings,
some of whom are their offspring from the year before. They play,
they groom, they comfort one another. They have safety in
numbers. They can lie around on rocks and in tree branches, not a
care in the world, while males are constantly wary and on the
lookout for danger; no cuddles, no affection, no one to tend to their
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needs.
Trouble and Leo were our babies, became our Kids; they
grew up with us, only to be tossed away at the whim of society.
We knew that both were supremely good at surviving in the wild
but we couldn't help but feel saddened by their departure. Children
grow up, they leave the nest, even in our human society – it is only
natural. Unfortunately Trouble didn't have a smart phone; I
couldn't call him to ask how he was doing, I couldn't offer him my
love. I couldn't invite him over on his birthday for a feast. That
choice I had to leave to the mothers of the band. Would they? I
hoped so much they would. It would only be fair for him to know
his own offspring. I am not a coatimundi, I am merely the
friend… an uncle now. I always thought of myself as Trouble’s
dad. I was wrong, Leo was his dad and I'm good with that.

Alpha Trouble, battle-scared and solitary - 2013
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Summer, 2013
The Baby Boom

We had done it. Our little band was now 35, with twelve
new little babies born and seven from the year before... Or rather,
the mothers had done it, let's be frank. We were just meddling in
their affairs. They might easily have done it on their own – barring
the first half dozen arrivals. While the babies were not on solid
food and found it hard to follow their mothers up the stairs to our
back door breakfast balcony, we moved their feeding station to the
kitchen balcony which was easier to access and was surrounded by
jungle. One little tree became a favorite among the babies. They
could see the adults and could play at climbing while being close
to their mothers. We called it, The Baby Tree. It was swarming
with little darlings morning and evening.
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The great Mango tree was now spread out across one
corner of the balcony and was, in July, laden with ripe fruit. As the
babies grew they would navigate to the mango tree and hop into its
branches to search for fruit. Countless hours of film and video
were shot of this magnificent scene – a wide open balcony full of
food and branches full of coatis. The unfinished kitchen thus
became their cave again for a while. It was cool and dark and safe.
Trouble was in deed allowed a visit, laying him self out as he had
done the year before covered in swarms of little ones. What an
immensely relieving sight.

The kitchen balcony – Witzoo 2013

The band was cohesive, traveling now as one great entity
wild and free. Even Mona went with them. Perhaps it was the
babies that drew her with maternal instincts she did not know she
had. They would regularly return around three or four in the
afternoon and we were prepared, we just loved the possibility of
interaction and to know that all were well. We counted them just
to be sure and never lost a single soul that year – 35 in all. Food
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was laid out, a lavish cocktail of fruit all cut up in bite sized pieces:
Papaya, watermelon, banana, craboo, sour sop and mango.
Pineapple was not on the menu, even though we had a half acre
planted out and fruit ripened in the late summer – none cared for
them. Strange, because we had taught them of that wild, spiny
relative (Bromelia karatas) which I often saw them chowing down
on. They were spoiled, yes, but it was more for the babies than the
adults that we dissected their supper in such a fashion.

We would be getting more baby orphans from Forestry
Department, for sure, in the coming months. How long could we
keep this up? It had been in the back of our minds: One more
year, possibly two? By then we would have an army of at least 80.
Feeding that many would be insane, caring for any, impossible.
Oh well, let's cross that bridge when we come to it.
For now everything is bliss, right?
At six in the morning as the sun rose we could look out our
front windows and watch white-tailed deer grazing in the meadow
below. The occasional family of peccary (wild pigs) would saunter
by. From our bedroom window we could see in the back garden
foxes meandering, hoping to pick up a scrap left by our coatis at
the dining room door, no doubt. They would pause on the rock
steps we had built and stare at the door, wondering if those strange
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creatures within might toss them some bickies while the coatis
were not around.

Pairs of parrots would sail by. “Quick, quick... hurry,
hurry”, was the call of the red-lored Amazonian, the clatter from a
noisy flock of chachalacs drowning out the frog-like call of a
toucan nearby. And in the distance, down by the river, a
cacophony of howler monkeys would often erupt. This was
paradise.
Was it? Nothing ever goes to plan, does it? Just when you
think everything is going smoothly and all is well, tragedy will
surely strike. And so it was that one morning I opened the kitchen
door with a tray full of food and to my horror saw a baby with its
hind leg torn off. A tendon was all that kept it to her, the bones of
the knee joint completely detached. It looked like a chicken leg
bought from the butchers. She was not crying she was just
dragging it along behind her. No blood just raw flesh exposed. We
didn't know who the mother was or if it was a newly released
orphan, we really had no time to find out, we simply had to get it
to the veterinary clinic that instant.
Out with the net. There was no other choice.
A one and a half hour drive at break-neck speed whisked us
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up two highways before we finally reached our destination: The
Belize Wildlife Referral Clinic (BWRC). Isabelle, the curator, was
not in but the doctor in charge was a visiting American on loan for
overseas experience. He was horrified, had never seen anything
like it, nor indeed a quash; could not believe the tiny girl was still
alive.
He looked questioningly at us.
“No,” we both cried in unison, “We do not want her
euthanized. You do what ever you possibly can. These kids have
amazing healing powers. Trust us.”
And so he did. He was an expert. We watched in awe as
he re-joined the little bones then slowly over a two hour period
stitch not one but three separate muscles in this tiny leg, until
finally had pulled over the skin and fur for final sutures. It was
bandaged without a splint. Such a mobile part of a small body
would need to have some flexibility for blood flow to repair. He
advised we keep the little girl in confinement for a week and then
let it back into the band. He said the sutures would naturally
disintegrate within 20 days or so.
We did as we were told. On the bright side, because the
animals we release are property of The Forestry Department, we
did not have to pay a penny – for expert work imported from the
United States. We were so grateful.
What had happened we don't know. How the leg got
severed might simply have been an accident. There are a lot of
sharp teeth in a band. (Once I was tying my shoe laces and Leo
inadvertently yawned while turning his head. He caught the base
of my thumb by mistake while his mouth was passing and made a
two inch incision to the wrist.) We doubt a predator was the result
of the baby girl's horrors, they would have easily dragged her off.
Nor do we believe an angry male made a move on her as all were
by now well away from the band. No, probably just a stupid
accident; an argument perhaps between two moms and the
unfortunate little one was in the middle.
Mothers will not allow babies of other moms to suckle,
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they can get quite testy and snap at a baby that tries. Might that
have been the case? This little girl could have been one of the new
lot from Forestry Department wanting to cuddle up, an orphan with
no mom. While youngsters are usually given feeding priority in
the first few months of their lives, by year end the pleasantries are
over with, it is every kid for him self. Mothers at this time will
fiercely defend their patch of fruit under a tree or even steal from
others – presumably bulking out with the prospect of a new brood
on the horizon. Could this have been what happened? It wasn’t
even October..! We just didn't know.

Angel and Trouble lying with babes - 2013

Why, you might ask, were we going against our principles?
It was our policy not to interfere with the process of development
for those animals released into the wild. They had to make it on
their own. Yet we had saved a wild coati from certain death.
Why? Well, firstly it was just a baby and like anyone who has ever
found an injured creature by the wayside instinct will often arouse
a human to compassion. Secondly it was still mercifully alive.
Thirdly, it was too grotesque to ignore. And fourthly, how could
we allow such a young heart to lose its one chance to be wild and
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free and live a good life out there with all its brothers and sisters. I
knew, this question would come back to haunt me in the years to
come.
It is one of the most horrendous aspects of soft releasing
wildlife. Attachments to your charges will occur. No matter how
hard you try to ignore your feelings... doubts, double standards and
frailties will plunder your instincts daily, with awful
consequences… again and again.
On a side note here is an event that occurred to us in the
UK back in the early 90s. We rescued an injured crow on the
roadside near our house – it had a broken wing. We took it straight
to the vet a good half hour's drive away. The crow was taken in
and we called the vet the following day to ask how it was fairing.
The doctor then explained that the bird was not treated and that he
had put it down. We were shocked. Why? He told us that crows
are classified as vermin in the UK, as such by law they were not
allowed to be released back into the wild. What..? Excuse me!
That was it. Never again would we take injured wildlife to
a vet in the UK. The following year we cared for a pigeon with a
broken wing our daughter had found in the streets of Barnstaple,
Devon, while she was at college. We named the pigeon Rosie.
She lived in our sitting room. Over the course of several weeks
she regained the use of her wing and one day while the front door
was open she took to the air. She circled the house a few times to
get her bearings and then was gone. What a lovely feeling:
Vermin on the loose.
Next up was a fox, some time later. It had lost the use of
both hind legs, probably caused by a traffic accident. No way was
this 'vermin' going to a vet. It had crawled its way a mile from the
road to our home on just two front legs, a youngster of no more
than a year old. We found her by our patio one morning. She was
part of the family of foxes that regularly hung around our little
wildlife sanctuary, for sure. She had come for help, to the only
place she knew was safe. From that day on we gave her
preferential treatment. Online research suggested that her spinal
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cord was probably damaged – her tail was limp. We injected
chicken wings with anti-inflammatory medication and antibiotics.
She survived; she dragged herself around a few feet for a week,
then began to hobble and within a month or two could get about,
eventually reuniting with her family one evening. She had an
awkward gate for the rest of her life but she was fine, alive and
well on all fours. Damn the law; that animal had as much right to
life as you or I.
One law I refer to in this case is The Animal Welfare Act
(2006) by DEFRA of the UK, in which hard releasing of a fox is
considered cruelty. However they are not classed as vermin we
later discovered. They and other species are somewhat protected
from inhumane treatment, persecution and killing, though pest
controllers can and do shoot them and many vets will put them
down. The other law, The Wildlife and Countryside Act (1981)
states that there is no restriction on the release of native species –
that includes crows and feral pigeons – however vets often class
them and other species as 'pests' or 'vermin', especially in the
countryside around farming communities. UK laws, therefore, are
not at fault; it is the belligerence of those professionals who
support their own special agendas with total disregard for the
general public. Grrrr!
Well, back to Witzoo...
A week later the little quash with the severed leg was
reunited with the band in the kitchen, to thrills and much
excitement. Babies and juveniles were hopping around like
bunnies; she was known, she was back; when all of a sudden CC
walked up, looked at us and then picked her little girl off the floor
and gave her a cuddle. I think she knew – or am I just being overly
emotional? Probably. CC didn't know what it meant to cry, what
tears pouring from my eyes and down over my cheeks actually
meant. But I knew; I knew what was happening to my soul, my
heart and my mind: Tears of joy mixed in with overwhelming
release. We had done right.
The baby survived, hobbled for a few weeks and then never
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looked back. She has run with the band ever since. You would
never have known by looking at her what had happened. We
called her Limpy for a while but pretty soon we could no longer
identify her, the limp gone she was just one more baby in the band.

Lauralie playing babysitter - 2013

After a few weeks, and once the babies were all eating dog
chow biscuits, we decided that enough was enough – no more fruit.
It was the rainy season, there was plenty of fruit on the trees spread
out in all directions around their territory. From now on we would
only feed them bickies. We saw a lot of them until late September
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when the mangoes were all over, then less and less as the weeks
progressed. A band of 35 wild and free. They would visit us once
a week in passing. Sometimes we saw them, sometimes we heard
them. They would often appear out of nowhere when I returned
from the weekly supply run to town and was parking Lady up
under the house. They recognized from a distance the sound of a
vehicle passing between the hills on our driveway. CC would be
first to approach. She knew I had something in those bags I was
dragging out of the Land Rover and would stand up on her hind
legs, asking..?
“Yes, yes. Alright, hang on,” would be my reply.
If I was not careful she would take a swipe at one of the
bags with a pawful of claws and cans and boxes would go flying.
Nikki from Belize Bird Rescue came down one afternoon
with a hoard of parrots. She had brought with her three interns,
student volunteers from abroad. Having successfully perched her
parrots in the release cage we all returned to her vehicle to haul up
the bags of fruit and seeds to the house. Nikki was great in that
respect, she did not expect me to feed her darlings; she was
responsible and so brought heaps of food for them. She was
parked about 100 yards from the steps to our backdoor when all of
a sudden a shriek of amazement from one of her interns froze us to
the spot.
I turned and saw a mound of coatis on the side of the hill
slowly descending upon us. They could smell the fruit. At first I
though, okay, that is a pleasant surprise and how fortuitous that
guests can get a close up view of the band. But I was ahead of
myself with pride. Soon reality took a hold and everything was
turned on its head.
Instantly bags were dropped and cameras and smart phones
were pulled out. The band kept coming. Then CC out front, now
just 10 yards from one of the interns.
“No!” I shouted. “The bags. Pick up the bags, quickly.”
But it never happened, they just wanted one more shot – and the
coatis were so close. It was photographer’s paradise: CC just
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looking magnificent, tail raised high and that awesome coat of
hers. Wait, just one more photo. Look there are babies – oh, how
cute..!
Too late. A bag was being hauled away. CC had it.
I lunged at the intern who was about to try and retrieve the
bag. “Don't. You could get seriously injured. It is hers now,” I
said calmly. “Now let’s get the rest of the bags in as quickly as we
can.”
Out of the corner of my eye I could see Nikki. She was
smiling widely. She knew the drill but could do nothing but laugh.
Once in and the bags of goodies stowed away we turned to
see the sliding glass door to the balcony just smeared with little
round bellies, every one of the coatis standing up, pawing at the
door, begging for supper. Here was the photo op’. I tossed out a
bowl full of bickies and told the interns to go sit on the balcony
bench. I gave them some bananas and told them to break off
pieces sparingly and hand them out to those who dared approach.
They were surrounded, they just couldn't believe it. I don't know
which was more adorable, the faces on the interns or the quash
standing up at their knees begging for a morsel. Nikki had to drag
them to her vehicle kicking and screaming.
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Winter, 2013
Fozzy Grows Up

We humans are an arrogant bunch, I have always
maintained. Because we have mental capacities beyond the scope
of the rest of the animal kingdom, we even assert that it is likely
the case for the universe, too. But hang on..! Yes, we have
incredible brains, but so do animals. Just because they can't
articulate their feelings in speech doesn't mean they have less
means to communicate. In fact they have to work harder. And
some do.
I had read in scientific reports that coatimundi adults reach
an intelligence of roughly a four year old human child – their
brains do not develop beyond that point. At the time I accepted
that memorandum as I am not a scientist. However, over the years
I have seen that every one of the coatis I have released has a
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unique personality. That in itself asked me to reconsider. Then
this happened ...
Without the power of speech, one of my coatis asked me
for forgiveness! It took him five minutes and his name was Fozzy.
I cried.
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A four year old child? I don't think so. He was barely two
at the time, yet had the wherewithal to apologize. He had bitten
me on the hand; a sudden urge to assert his male dominance –
being as how he considered me the Alpha Male – coupled with all
those hormones racing through his young veins, made him lose
control and bite his own father.
I smacked him as any of the band might have done under
the circumstances, then went inside to clean the horrible wound
and bandage my hand. Following that episode I ignored him for a
whole month. Did not speak to him, nor feed him, nor offer Fozzy
any attention. Of course, he was not abandoned; Dolly fed and
loved him, so he was okay.
One afternoon we were on the breakfast balcony when
Fozzy showed up. He had taken over my boat which was parked
in the driveway as his territory and home. He had been ousted
from the band, a young boy harassed by the alpha male, Trouble,
and told to go. That is band hierachy. Just as Trouble had been
chased off by Leo a couple of years back, now it was Fozzy's turn.
However, Fozzy was refusing to leave the vicinity. This was not
good. He was too humanized. He considered Witzoo his home
and decided instead to exert his authority. He was going to be
Alpha when Trouble was not around.
Fozzy had taken me completely by surprise that day. A few
days earlier he had jumped up and bit a friend's hand while we
were walking to the chicken coup. At the time I thought it just a
mistake, that he was being overly enthusiastic. He loved to playfight but in recent weeks it had been getting a tad dangerous. His
incisors were growing at an alarming rate, and he was bulking out,
too. No longer the little kid who would sit on your shoulder and
stick his nose in your face. Now he was 15 pounds of pure muscle.
Disregarding the 20, inch-long and ruthlessly sharp daggers
attached to their feet and the cut-throat incisors drooling from their
jaws, coatis are cute as buttons. Ahem? Adult males are to be
hugely respected around Christmas time apparently, I discovered,
even youngsters at just 18 months old. I had never been bitten
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before by a male, I was never considered a rival. I didn't look like
a coati and so was ignored. However, Fozzy thought he was a
human… making me a rival, and that was an important lesson: A
pet male could kill you.
As I have mentioned, there is the practice by pet breeders in
The United States of removing the incisors and claws of
coatimundi – 'Designer Pets'. Personally, I think that is cruel as the
animal no longer has the ability to dig for bugs and food in the dirt
as they like to, nor can they defend themselves if attacked, say, by
a dog. In my experience, neutering does not always temper a male.
If done when young, as was the case with Oy Boy, it appeared to
be work, nevertheless I have met many an angry neutered male.
Indeed, a four year old, who was handed in to Forestry Department
a few years back had attacked his owner and scared the life out of
her. He had never been aggressive towards her before and yet he
tore a deep gash down the side of her face.
It all happens around Christmas time. If a female coati
passes within a mile or two of a loan, adult male he will pick up
her scent. Their whole life revolves around smell and so likely
such an occurrence could trigger aggression. My guess is, that is
what happened with the captive four year old. It had nothing to do
with how the owner was treating him – he just flew off the handle.
A similar thing happened to Dolly. She was down in the
orange grove happily picking fruit at Witzoo Wildlife Sanctuary
with three female coatis and Trouble. Suddenly he erupted, began
chasing the girls and on passing Dolly tore a chunk out of her
leather boot. She was lucky not to have been wearing sandals.
Trouble could have easily killed one of the females if he had
caught up with her and she was not receptive – these were young
girls. All Dolly could do was pull out her 9mm sidearm and fire
two shots into the air. That worked. Another lesson learned.
Dolly showed me the boot while taking it off on our
balcony and recounting the incident. Her foot was bleeding but
thankfully the leather boot had saved her from losing several toes.
Clearly males cannot control themselves, sexual urges and
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rank being their only objectives, whereas females are far more
docile in company. Nevertheless, don't let this passage make you
complacent, adult females can rip you to shreds if you mess with
them in just the wrong way – and that is another story.
So, Fozzy showed up. It was about four in the afternoon.
Now you have to understand that one of the ways in which
coatis communicate with each other is with their bum. For some
extraordinary reason that I still don't understand, no one in the
band is allowed to bite your bum. If you as a coati want some food
that another one is guarding furiously you will simply turn around,
point your bum at them and inch your way backwards into the heap
of food. It always works… no aggression, don't ask me why. The
one who was eating simply has to give up. In fact, anything you
want can be stolen this way, all you have to do is back up.
Rules are rules. This is DNA at work; Fozzy did not get
taught this behavior, it came naturally to him. Angel was the first
one I saw do it years ago. There was no band at the time and so no
one from whom she could have learned this trick. Let's get back to
Fozzy. First he went up to Dolly and said hello then looked at me
20 feet across the balcony. I turned away. I refused his gaze.
What did Fozzy do..?
He crawled backwards towards me tail down, it took him
five minutes, and then eventually he was sitting on my feet. He
would turn his head occasionally and I would ignore him, but my
heart was pounding, I knew what he was doing and could not
believe it. It took him five minutes to crawl his scrawny ass across
the floor – the importance of this feat cannot be underestimated.
When his bum landed on my sandals, I broke. I leaned down and
stroked his head. In a flash he turned and flew up my leg, past my
waist and was on my shoulders, nose in my ear and just squealing
with love.
Daddy, daddy, I'm so sorry!
I had accepted his apology. How could I not? What an
amazing little guy.
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I have heard human apologies and they don't come close to
what Fozzy did that afternoon. It took him five minutes to crawl
his bum across the floor. Can you imagine the indignity, the
thought process, the courage and the pain he was enduring as he
approached? He must have been scared as hell.
Five minutes. Because he loved me. But beyond that was
knowledge that he had done wrong in my book – although not in
his – and there was an imprinted memory in his mind that it was
his responsibility to make good the situation.
Memory!
Remember that: One of the biggest arguments in favor of humans
being more advanced than other animals on this planet. There is a
long list of incredible feats by animals employing memory over
years; elephants, dolphins and birds spring to mind; would you
believe it, crows can count to ten! Then not just brain size, so I
suspect smaller mammals would be just as likely to have excellent
memories, short and long term.
Coatis have ‘photographic’ and geographical memories.
They are intimately aware of their territory. If one of my workers
leaves a shovel leaning up against a tree anywhere on my grounds
older band members on approach will instantly halt and stare at it.
They show curiosity and concern, “What is it? Where did it come
from?” It seems they remember that the shovel wasn’t there last
time we came through these parts; it is out of place. However a
shovel that is always up against the faucet by my garage door is of
no concern to any of them.
Is it really to be suggested that Fozzy’s actions were that of
a four year old child? He wasn't even two. He could have
apologized a week earlier but he didn’t. Was he plucking up
courage? Facial imprinting and memories of smells are not
engrained over years of experience, a baby of any species –
including human – can grasp them within days of birth. Just
because an animal does not have the wherewithal to demonstrate
their powers of recollection nor their needs does not mean they
don’t have them, so it does not mean they should therefore be
classed as inferior to us humans for that reason alone.
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Admittedly, Mona acted like a four year old child her
whole life, so it seemed. She could be bossy, selfish and jealous.
But deep down there was more to her than just those superficial
and easily spotted traits. Mona was highly intelligent. She could
out smart me and regularly did. She knew how to pretend, deceive
and play tricks. She could bluff, and then sneak in the door.
Though her eye-sight was poor she would often steal things from
under my nose because she knew I wanted them and figured she'd
grab them first. Like screwdrivers. While I'm working under a car
she would quietly be running off with my tools. She wanted
attention and to be a part of things. If caught out or scolded with a
cough she would turn her bum towards me, the classic routine, one
of dejection and sulk – or am I overly disneyfying?
Leo's personality over the years matured into something
quite different, he became quiet and respectful. As a kid he was
brash and forward, but in later years he would always ask before
jumping up on to one of our laps. His respect was also afforded to
Angel and Mona, even though he was twice their size. He became
a thinker, always attentive towards other's needs. He never rushed
up and gobble down food we were passing out, he would ask by
way of expression and posture. Then with a nod, a smile and a
mention of his name he would come forwards. We would place his
food separately outside the scrum so he would be left alone to
enjoy his meal.
We threw parties every June: Witzoo Mango Fest, they
were called. On this particular occasion back in 2011 when Leo
was two years old, we felt it best to cage Mona and Angel because
they could have been hell-raisers and could have disrupted the
guests as the doors to the house were to be left open. But Leo was
left to roam. Pretty soon he was around and about, inside the
house and on the balconies approaching the 40 or 50 guests. He
would look up, asking for a pet, he was the perfect mascot. Then
he was over at the dinning table wondering if he could get a nibble.
Had that been Mona she would have been up on the table in an
instant, gobbling down anything she fancied and arguing with
humans over rights; biting any that did not respect her social status.
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Leo was different. An hour later I saw him sitting on the
grand staircase leading up from our lobby to the bedrooms in the
arms of Jackie, then acting British High Commissioner. He never
played up, he was respectful to all and imprinted an indelible
image in my mind. Leo was unique, a huge black bear with an
enormous heart to match. Imagine Winnie the Poo dressed in a
tuxedo... That was Leo all over: White chest and brown socks,
slightly bow-legged with huge big eyes and an incredible tail.
Now there was a difference between Leo and Trouble's
upbringing. Leo had had no Alpha male to kick him out and put
him in his place. Trouble had. Could that have been the reason for
Leo's overly pleasant manner? He had never been threatened.
While we tried to rehabilitate and soft release these lovelies we
were aware that our site, our actions and our program were subtly
affecting coati lifestyle. We were messing with their heads ever so
slightly in inappropriate directions. We did what we could but it
was never going to be a perfect world, especially as we were still
learning. We knew this but it was our only recourse. Leo became
alpha male out of default, not by sparring.
That was then. This was now.
Trouble and Fozzy were going at it around Christmas 2013.
Fozzy was smaller and could not stand up to Trouble's might. I
would constantly see Fozzy tearing across the garden, Trouble hot
on his heels. He would dash up a tree only to have Trouble ripping
at his tail. I knew in my heart what was going to happen. So I had
to act fast. Dolly and I agreed that we should relocate and release
Trouble else where, he was going to kill Fozzy because the silly
young boy refused to leave Witzoo. Trouble had had his moment
of parenthood and now it was time to go. So I took Trouble four
miles south across a wide river and into some hills with caves.
Pristine jungle. I could tell he was a little scared. Unlike Leo who
thought he was going on a picnic, Trouble rushed up a tree and
stared down at me for hours wondering what was going on.
I left him that afternoon, sad but hopeful. He had survived
by himself in the wild before when much younger, that being a
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consolation. No more than four days later the big man was back;
Trouble had returned. Somehow he had crossed that river and
made his way back to Witzoo – by smell I can only assume.
Within minutes he was after Fozzy and I knew what was going to
happen… and it did.
I was powerless to intervene. No matter how many times I
tried to avert disaster Trouble would be at Fozzy again within the
hour. After a few days I saw Fozzy run for a tree, his tail was limp,
a gash on his rump suggesting that he had lost the muscle to raise
it. The following morning I went looking for Fozzy and found him
in another tree, deeper in the forest. He was hanging there, dead.
Should I have rushed him to the vet the evening before?

My commitment to releasing wildlife is to give them free
rein. But horrors happen! I offer them everything for a good start
and then they must pull up their socks and make it work. In
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Fozzy's case I was wrong. Because he was too humanized I should
have rescued him and returned him to the Forestry Department, so
that they could have found a suitable pet owner to look after him. I
made a mistake. Fozzy should never have been release into a
band. He would have gone on to be a great pet, given the right
care and attention, no question; he had the perfect temperament.
Fozzy, my love. I did him wrong. I failed him. I will
never forget my little kid.
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Summer 2014
Mona Gets Pregnant

While I have seen over 80 successful coati lives blossom, I
have been aware of three deaths here at Witzoo all specifically
related to my misjudgment, I can’t help but wonder. When Oy
Boy came to my back door one day I could see he was unwell. He
had had a great life in the wild. He was five years old. I fed him.
He dragged himself to the bowl. Was I supposed to pick him up
and take him to the vet? That would have gone against my
principals of releasing wildlife. They were not pets, even though
some still considered me their friend. It can be heartbreaking to
wonder.
I never wanted to have to deal with such conflicts ever
again and yet they kept on surfacing. On the spare bedroom
balcony one day I heard a squeal. Below me on the terrace I saw
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CC and a yearling, one of her past brood. He was clearly sick, he
was wobbly on his feet and she was trying to groom and comfort
him. I watched as she then tried to reach up to me, squealing and
pawing the wall which she could not climb, as if asking for help. I
came down with a net but the little boy still had enough energy to
evade capture by sulking off into thick bush where a net became
useless. I imagined a snake bite, or perhaps a water beetle the
cause of his predicament. Of course, the world is full of ailments
and here I was again, having to confront my own philosophy.
If I had taken Oy Boy to the vet he might have lived an
extra year, or two. Same with Fozzy. What kind of a monster had
I become? The mandate for release was becoming harder to
justify, or was I just becoming softer? In the early days everyone
got flea and tick medication once a month injected into their food.
But once the band got over 40 strong, what could we do?
Medication needs to be administered considering the weight of the
animal and given directly, but with so many kids running about the
place how could we? Dolly and I discussed it. We both agreed.
Our little lovelies were now on their own.
Thankfully, those that are given to us for release these days
are usually well medicated with rabies shots and tagging now a
requirement by the Forestry Department. Back then things were
less organized. Oy Boy was one of a number who came to us
bypassing a clinic, although we were aware of his fortunate
background. A few changes to our rules and principles had been
amended during those times of learning: One, being not to take on
males over two years old and; two, not to accept albinos, as we
were uncomfortable with introducing that presumed weakness into
our diverse gene-pool.
There is only one albino coati pet in the US so I am lead to
believe – if still alive – and I am intimately aware of its ancestry.
Little Steve is a distant cousin, and I have had the privilege of
being peed on by the mother of that albino in Washington State
while trying to take a nap. People are screaming for albino pets.
They demand a street price upwards of $2,000 – imagine what a
trader would pay for a breeding pair? As you must now have
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gathered, there is a pocket population of coatis carrying that gene
here in Belize. Unfortunately, the area is now being heavily
farmed and there is an obscene amount of tourist traffic with a
newly paved road going all the way back to the river and their
territory. I honestly don’t see much hope of a future for the band
that carries that gene.
Two decades ago the spot was pristine jungle, paradise for
quash and humans. Not any more. It is where Oy Boy and Cody
were born and years later, little Steve.
Albanism is a complex beast I have since discovered,
though not as dire as I had once thought. Males do carry forward
albino characteristics, it is just that they only have one X
chromosome whereas females have two, which leans in favor of
female carriers. Both parents must have the gene in order for an
albino baby to be born; a 25% chance within the litter. It is
estimated that one in 10,000 births in the wild will result in an
albino.
However albinism is not the only genetic coloration
abnormality, melanism is also fairly rare, being the opposite where
such a baby is markedly darker than the rest. As an example, I
have photographed a melanistic zebra in Namibia with no stripes at
all. Leo, though not melanistic due to his white nose and belly,
probably had a dark gene variation. Oddly, I have seen these dark
attributes more often in male coatis than females. That would be
in the Y chromosome of males which they can only pass to baby
boys (usually just one or two in a litter of four).
To add to this coloration issue, we have spotted that over
the years the coats of band members strengthen to a dark chocolate
brown. While we take on board new orphans, many of whom are
very light, and often see babies born in the wild of lighter color, by
in large these light hues are lost and within a year all are of the
same, darker pelage. That makes us think that diet could be a
factor: Mother’s milk when they are very young; rice and tortillas
for those captive babes we receive as there is nothing else on offer;
or a rehab diet largely consisting of fruit. Infants in the nest of just
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a week or two old are almost black. Yes, I will also add that pale,
baby poop helped us come to this conclusion. In West Africa we
had to study monkey droppings to establish range and proximity of
baboons. Poop should never be underestimated.
What I hope not the case is that lighter individuals are more
easily preyed upon and thus we lose them. That doesn’t make
sense because, like many forest animals, babies are often born a
lighter shade than adults, some with spots, stripes and camouflage
markings to aid in their survival. After a year and first molt they
become darker like their parents, losing their markings. Lauralie
and Peach were two very light colored girls who after a couple of
years deepened considerably.
I am not aware of any scientific literature on albinism in
coatimundi. However, we can glean something from the volumes
of papers written on the subject regarding other species. Many
mammals have been well covered including those rascals the
squirrels. Statistics abound. First let’s debunk the gossip that
albinos are always sitting ducks out in the wild because they stand
out like a sore thumb and are thus easy prey. There is research
suggesting this not to be the case most notably in squirrel
populations, arboreal creatures much like coatis in habit and range.
The real predation threat to albinos is more than likely dogs and
human hunters following a white female back to her nest with eyes
on the prize of a valuable baby or two for the black market.
Recent research suggests that weakened senses could be to
blame for greater mortality in albinos. Eyesight, hearing and
balance are noticeably affected by this genetic abnormality. For
one thing, it has to do with the dispersement of rods and cones in
the eye, which I will not delve into further here. Instead, let’s
bring back the squirrels. Guess what? Studies show that the skills
of albino squirrels in negotiating trees and leaping about is no
different than their normally colored friends and relatives. In fact
their eyesight is comparable, cones and all. This apparently is not
the case for terrestrial herbivores like deer and rabbits nor, for that
matter, humans… but for coatis this is obviously great news.
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In all it seems that albanism or the gene responsible is
carried far more frequently in females than in males. They don't
have to be albinos to carry the gene, it can sit dormant in a
normally colored coati for years and can be passed to offspring
without them becoming albinos, either. Hence their rarity and
demand on the market. The mom of that albino pet in the US is a
normally colored coati. Her name is Turn Coat and she recently
became a member of my band.
I am not in the business of wildlife trade, I am against it.
The fact of the matter is, it is illegal to trade coatis in Belize and
anyway all animals at Witzoo belong to The Forestry Department,
they belong to the country. They are not mine. It would not
surprise me in the least to see an albino in my band one day, as the
population where the gene is prevalent is only fifteen miles from
Witzoo and still mostly forested between. I will not intervene.
They are welcome; their offspring, too – as it should be. Let
nature take her course.
Would you believe it? Nature did just that back in 2014:
Mona got pregnant.
Imagine? Finally the missy-foo goes and does it. We had
known since early February that something was up, having seen
deep gashes on her sides and neck. Tell-tale signs that she had
been mounted by a male. We were able to spray some antibiotic
on the wounds but that was about all she would allow us to do –
besides, we were interfering again and medication was now a thing
of the past. She would sit with us awkwardly, would stay for hours
on the balcony not wanting to leave, waiting for our return. It was
a pitiful sight, not least because she felt we were her only comfort
and that we would never let her down. Her trust in us was
enormous and we knew it. As spring progressed and her wounds
healed sure enough her belly began to swell. It was clear she was
pregnant.
She was fatter than most, then again she was older than all
but Angel. However Angel had a sleeker body and had given birth
twice before. Side by side they looked quite different. It was
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amusing. Mona would waddle about with her teats barely off the
ground while Angel's stride was firm and tall. Though the runt of
the original bunch, Angel somehow gained in height and length
when pregnant. You could tell she was more experienced, whereas
Mona seemed to be in a permanent daze having no idea what was
going on or why she was getting so fat. Poor thing. We couldn't
tell her, she would just have to figure it out on her own.

Thankfully it was one of the pages of our training regime
that we did not have to pull out. Not that either of us would have
had a clue. From the moment of Angel's first conception we knew
we had nothing to fear. Being a mom was innately entangled in
their genes. They knew instinctively what to do even if they had
no idea what they were doing. Angel had shown us that. She had
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allayed our fears as she always did. She truly was the mother of
them all.
Who was the father? Cody might have come around... It
wasn't Leo ‘cos he would have showed up at the door to say
hello... Trouble had not been seen since last Christmas, barring a
short visit in the summer to meet his off-spring, however he was
the Alpha at the time. Blob had never shown interest in the band
and Double Trouble was neutered. It was a mystery, but no matter,
a lovely surprise. Now, finally, Mona might integrate with the
band and run wild, be a mom and get her act together.
We didn't have any worries about her being a good mother,
she had had plenty of experience within the band being auntie to
dozens over the years. So when May came along and the mothers
all slipped away for their solitary eight weeks, so did Mona. There
were regular sightings. CC would come around for a snack at
dusk, a very peculiar time, almost dark. The other six or so came
and went at irregular hours, as did Mona. The band showed up
willy-nilly; we never knew went to expect them. Then they would
be off for days without returning. We knew where Mona was
building a nest; we could actually see it from our bedroom
window. It seemed like a good spot though not in a very tall tree,
it was more like a scruffy bush on the side of our rocky hill.
We had motion-sensor cameras on the balconies and around
the house, so no matter what time of day or night it was we would
get a signal of any disturbance and take a peek. The cameras
ensured the moms never missed a snack and gave us the freedom
to get on with our lives without having to wait on them or stare
endlessly out of doors and windows hoping for a sighting.
Possums were a bit of a nuisance, setting off the cameras at
midnight when we were already in bed, so we hooked up a line to
the TV in our bedroom to sort that little problem out.
Meanwhile we waited, expecting some action and baby
introductions sometime in the coming weeks. What we did not
expect was a cry from one of my ground-staff in early June. He
was standing below my office balcony, hand wrapped in an old
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white tee-shirt, blood pouring from it. He had been seriously
bitten by Mona who had decided that a better nest location was the
bed of my old 1968 Land Rover: The Tramp. It was parked in the
workers garage, a place full of tools and equipment. My staff
would often throw strimmers and gardening implements in the
back of the Landy, so you can imagine what happened. He stuck
his hand in there without any particular attention and Mona came
flying out in a rage from under a tarp.

All this was verified by the shocked man while I drove him
to the hospital, and by Dolly who went investigating while we
were in the city. At the hospital stunned doctors had no idea what
a quash was, what a coati was or in what family bracket to place
them for treatment. The doctors were Cuban – as Belize has a
shortage of medical staff – and had never heard of such a
dangerous animal. They had to go online to look up the species so
they could determine how to treat the deep wounds. My worker
was given a Rabies shot though that was hardly necessary – we
knew the cause of Mona's distress.
On returning home Dolly was nodding. Yes, Mona had
four little hairless infants, eyes barely open, tucked under the tarp.
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They looked like little black rats. A few days later they were gone,
Mona having dragged them up the hill to her old nest. At least she
seemed to be acting like a proper coati mom and moving them
about, the idea being that predators couldn't always predict where
the infants might be. So more waiting. Then one day there was a
raucous outside in the back garden and there it was: Introductions
had commenced. Youngsters and yearlings were squealing with
joy, dancing about and doing back-flips with hilarious enthusiasm
on encountering one mother's new babies for the first time. A day
later another mom showed up with her brood and more of the same
excitement. It took Mona another couple of days and then it
happened... But not as we had anticipated.
We were in the swimming pool one afternoon. Suddenly
Dolly was pointing up over some rocks on the hill just behind the
pool. It was Mona descending towards us with four little fur balls
rolling down behind her. Well it was the cutest thing. Dolly
immediately got out of the pool, grabbed a towel and ran up to
meet them. She sat on a step. Mona climbed up and curled around
her shoulder while the babies all tried to get up onto the towel in
Dolly's lap. Then they were trying to climb up and sit with their
mom, not a fear in the world – Dolly was an auntie, simple as that.
There she was on a glorious sunny day covered in babies and I just
happened to have a camera. What a shot.
It seemed in my mind that Mona simply wanted a break
from taking care of her charges and was asking Mommy to take
care of them for a bit. I could have been imagining that, I really
don't know, however the idea had been batted about while
observing other new moms over the years. What we didn't realize
was what was to transpire in Mona's case. On the band's arrival
that afternoon they all ran over to greet Mona and her little ones as
they had done with half a dozen moms earlier in the week. But
Mona snarled back at them angrily.
Instead of cautious
introductions, Mona was lashing out.
Oh god, this was not good.
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She was acting like she was not going to be a part of that
band she had always spurned; no, she was in a band with us
humans – because that's where she truly belonged, with us. What
were we to do? As the days ticked by the awful realization that
these babies would never get a shot at real wild life began to sink
in. They would become humanized in no time if Mona stuck with
us. So it was that a terrible decision had to be made, one that has
haunted me to this very day: The babies would have to be taken
from her; Mona would have to go. But not like Leo or Trouble.
Mona was a female.
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The enormity of the dilemma. Four babies versus their
mom.
Mona could not be relocated somewhere miles away in the
bush. The pain of isolation, the fear of the unknown, abandoned
and in desperation knowing she had lost her babies. She would
drown in sorrow; she would not be able to survive such horror.
She was not cut out for that lonely life as males are – females
needed company. To be handed back to Forestry Department and
given away as a pet would likely have destroyed her, too. Caged
for the rest of her life she would have become angry and bitter.
Even though we had friends up at Wildtracks in the north of the
country who housed and cared well for all manner of wild animals
including quash, her mental stability and grief were our greatest
concerns. The Belize Zoo was also a thought, but the sights and
sounds of all those humans passing through would have torn her
little soul apart. She would have pined away for sure. She
wouldn’t have got along with the band there because she wasn’t a
quash.
We knew her like our own child. We could feel what she
would have felt.
There was only one other choice: To mercifully put her to
sleep. Then at least we could be sure she would not be suffering,
even though I suffer to this very day. It was the most horrendous
decision I have ever had to make in my life – to kill my own sweet
child. Before anyone or anything she trusted me with her life –
and I broke that trust. I am so ashamed.
That journey to the vets I cannot describe. Heartwrenching doesn't come close. What happened at the vets I
remember all too well but I just cannot bring myself to write about
it. The events were too awful. What must have been just fifteen
minutes of torture felt like hours. She did not suffer but she knew,
I could see it in her eyes …
Back at Witzoo and Mona's babies were on solid food in no
time, so it was simply a matter of releasing them into the band one
afternoon. It worked; they integrated immediately and are still
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alive to this day, making babies themselves now. One even
affiliates with me and steals into the house whenever she can,
unafraid of me, such a mischievous creature who takes after her
mom in so many ways. These days they all run with the band full
time and I only recognize them because of their bold nature – they
are still easily spotted.
Success, yes, but due to such terrible circumstances.
Perhaps one of the most devastating decisions to confront
anyone in charge of a social group is sacrifice: Taking the life of
one to save others. It happens frequently in war and is accepted
most often. Sometimes a person will sacrifice him or herself and
to them we must owe our lives. In peace time such cruel choices
are less likely to surface and if they do it is doubly painful because
there seems no reason for them as it is assumed alternatives must
exist – time is on our side and so we must surely be able to find a
solution that will benefit all.
I am still waiting …
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Winter, 2014
And Onwards

With a band of some 60 odd, there were no more names to
go around. We were still receiving babies and would continue, but
most in the band were now born in the wild and most were quite
wary of us humans. This was a good thing. Time to wean them off
food altogether. As their territory grew so did the gap between
their visits; they would often miss feeding time altogether so it was
not difficult to do. Only the solitary mothers would be fed from
now on while pregnant just to supplement them through the end of
the dry season. It was easy to slip expectant moms something to
eat without the hoards descending upon us.
A good start in life was always our intention for the babies
and the promise of another year to come for the mothers. That was
all we could wish for without humanizing them.
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In captivity a coati can live for up to 15 years if well taken
care of with plenty of exercise, a good diet and medical attention.
Sadly, in the wild, life expectancy is no more than five in our
tropical location. Females may often die younger as the heavy toll
on their bodies taken by repeated pregnancies weakens them
considerably. Males are prone to having their life cut short at just
one and a half years of age by aggressive alphas. If they make it
and then become an alpha themselves at age three they are likely to
be killed the following year by younger, fitter challengers.
Attaining five years of age is a long shot for most.
Disease and parasites are a common cause of death in the
wild, while fatalities among the young are all too frequent. In our
experience predators account for few deaths other than newborns
in the nest, while human activity accounts for a large percentage of
adult losses, whether that be road accidents, farm dogs or hunters.
The Witzoo Wildlife Sanctuary band cannot be used as a
definitive example of mortality and survival rates as its members
were somewhat isolated from adverse conditions and food was
supplemented to aid in their well being. Yes, medication was
withdrawn but predators they still had to contend with while dogs
and hunters were kept at bay. Average life expectancy is five years
here however that is higher than we would expect in the real world.
A better estimate in my opinion would be two as an average –
deaths being in the first year or the fourth.
CC at age two was a cover girl. She was the most beautiful
coati I have ever seen. She was taller than the rest with a thick
coat and a massive furry tail. The coat was lush and shiny, dark
and in excellent condition. The following summer when she
finally brought her babies down for introduction to the band she
was in a terrible state. Gone was that lush coat, the towering
stance and the head held high. She was weak and exhausted – a
pathetic sight. She never regained her original composure but
went on to give birth the following two years. The last I saw of
that lovely creature was early 2015. She would have been four and
a half and ready to give birth again.
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Angel’s situation was different; she had an extra year on
CC because she didn't give birth during her first mating
opportunity. In the summer of that same year she came to me one
afternoon looking tired and dejected. She was still leading the
band but would not let any of them come near me. She snarled and
screeched at the band to keep them away. She did not want to be
fed. She wanted a back rub. I spent half an hour with her. We sat
outside on the grass in the front garden and I could sense
something was up. I didn't know if she was saying goodbye or if
she was afraid of something and just wanted company. It was
unlike her to act that way.
It had been a year or more since she had last approached
me for grooming. She propped her front half up in my crossed legs
and lay with head on my knee staring out at the ponds in the
distance. It felt to me as if she wanted to reminisce – or was that
just me – to return to 2010 and her childhood and those glorious
days spent together just the five of us: Her, Mom and Dad, Leo
and Mona. There was no one left but me and her now. How close
can you get?
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… I never saw my baby girl again.

With that the chapter closed. Angel: last of the Three
Musketeers.
By contrast the following year a loan coati snuck between
my legs, streaked across the dinning room floor and up onto the
table. I knew immediately who it was, Pushy, one of Mona's girls.
She was a no-nonsense little fiend, brash and arrogant, now two
years old and, yes, she was pregnant. She demanded fruit which I
gave her, fresh from the fridge. All that summer and the following
year in May she would come around expecting to be fed. How
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could I refuse? I could see Mona's eyes in her and the way she
looked around, head swaying from side to side. The little nose
wrinkle asking to be attended to. She was and still is a smart
cookie just like her mom.
These days my fridge carries little in the way of fruit. Four
or five years ago the cost of keeping 20 or so coatis full and in
good health, especially the newly released ones, was enormous.
Fruit is relatively cheap here in Belize and we grew much of our
own. The fridge and surrounding prep tables were piled high with
as many as 10 papayas, two 15lb watermelons, 20 hands of
bananas, 3 bags of mangoes, 5 dozen eggs and a 50lb bag of dog
chow biscuits. That cash would merely last one week.
I still keep some fruit in reserve, even today, as new
recruits come through this facility regularly. Just last year Nikki
called me in July with a desperate plea: She was in possession of a
tiny baby quash, no bigger than a baseball. It had obviously not
been weaned, the mother had been killed in a cornfield and this
was the only infant they were able to retrieve. Could I take it? Of
course. “How do we keep it alive until you get here?” Nikki called
me back an hour later. “It refuses to eat and won’t take a bottle..?”
I sent them a recipe and told them to force feed him down
the mouth with a pipette. It worked much to their relief and two
days later I picked him up. His name: Tigger. He spent the next
six weeks on me, my desk and laptop in my office. I had to feed
him every couple of hours; I had to keep him close and watch over
him constantly; he could not be thrown into a cage un-weaned.
That was just one of six I received last year and this year another
four. I cannot ignore their plight.
I released Tigger to Pushy out the kitchen door one
morning when the band was milling about on the balcony. Closing
the door swiftly, I went to a side window to watch. He was a tiny
fellow and within a second Pushy had picked him up. There were
squeals and chirps from both of them, a good ten minutes of
pandering and emotional excitement; I think Pushy could smell me
on him and accepted him instantly because of that. He has a black
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whirl on top of his chestnut head. I still see him to this day, a
grown up boy now – a kid.
I did not want to keep him any longer lest he become too
attached to me. I wanted him to remember his mom and not lose
that magical bond – he was a quash, not a human. Release is much
more difficult later in a juvenile’s first year, leading up to
Christmas when they are about six months old and mothers are
getting testy. By then the youngsters should have a good grasp of
band policy and hierarchy. There have been difficult releases over
the years for some young ones at year’s end who clearly have no
experience of band life, thus leading to altercations, rejection and
squabbles because they simply don’t know how to act or fit in and
they have no mentors to assist them. Especially the boys who by
then are big on play-fighting and can become overly
confrontational. Remember Fozzy? It was Oy Boy who
thankfully brought him into the fold.
Driving life expectancy to five is going to be my final
human interference with Mother Nature – this year 2018. Pushy is
now four years old. She is the last. There are no more that belong
to my past, who know me and trust me to the core. Though I
cannot go against my principles and bring her in as a pet, the least I
can do is dream that I might be offering my little darling one extra
year. I want to see her next year in May. Is that so wrong?
As I write these final words I will soon be getting up to go
downstairs. A tray of food will need to be prepared for eight a.m.
delivery; four hungry munchkins are waiting anxiously in The
Sanctuary, those babies from this year. Though I have not seen the
band in a week I am hoping above all else that these four will in
some way go towards replacing the loss of babies those poor moms
had to suffer following that horrendous lightening strike earlier this
summer. It doesn't justify anything, it just quiets the soul. Then
my work is done.
From tragedy to triumph we have fought our way through a
process of deliverance – both ours and theirs. Nature, though
chaotic and sometimes cruel, is always right and always true. It is
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master of its own design. Humans do nothing but interfere. If
there is one thing humans should realize before it is too late it is
that we must learn from nature. They say “nothing comes without
a cost”. They are wrong! Nature costs nothing; what costs is our
struggle to save it having first all but destroyed it... How ironic.
Eight years ago three little darlings came to our property
and their genes are now in as many as 80 coatis running wild and
free at Witzoo Wildlife Sanctuary. Though we didn't know it at the
time, they would teach us compassion and trust. Coatimundi are a
dangerous wild species that regularly kills farm dogs. Locals are
terrified of them. They have the capacity to kill a human in
seconds and yet, with their offering of love and affection, they
showed us we could trust them, by trusting us. To think, they even
have the hindsight to apologize though it is not they who should
be… it is us.
I am so grateful as I pass into my 60s that I have been a
part of something so special. Coatis surely have just as many
emotions as humans. Given freedom they may well be of a more
balanced mind than us. They, like us, are social animals but they
have none of the stigmas or resentments that we humans are
bombarded with everyday. No, coatis are simply loving, caring
and curious, the depths to which that love can go just as intense as
any human can offer.
Coatis are absolutely magnificent creatures in all aspects of
their physiology. Aren’t all animals? Shouldn’t we as the human
race be, too?
In loving memory of my adorable kids:
Angel, Mona and Leo.
The END
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